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A Collection of (>r<>n1<tl ./, ///*// X//////.V. I!\ I )r. J. PARISOT,
East Douglas, Mass.

TIIK following melodies belong to the Jewish Community of

Damascus, which, as it is historically proved, kept up, in spite

of fanatical persecutions and political changes, an unbroken

existence, maintaining its ancient traditions.

In May, 1901, I travelled in Syria, with the purpose of add-

ing to a previous collection of Oriental Songs
1

a few more inter-

esting documents. I sought preferably the Jewish and Muham-
medan songs, and obtained, for one tliinn, various melodies used

in the synagogues at Damascus. 2

My musical harvest comprises live recitatives of Scripture

reading, five melodies, and seven choruses.

The recitatives form the subject of a study on the ancient

musical modes, in the forthcoming volume of the "Archive*

des missions scientifiques t>t r,tt,',;i', ,-, x." published by the French

Government, where only a few extracts of the other songs are

to be given. I now present the whole of this small but precious
collection to the readers of tlii^ .Journal, who will appreciate

1 "
Rapport Hiir une mission scientifique en Turqute d' Asie. Collection

de chants orientaux." Archirett des missions scientifiques et litteraires.

Vol. ix. Paris, Leroux,
I am particularly grateful to Mr. Alshalel, the Director of the

Israelite School, for the kindness with \\hicli he put the young singers
at it i \ d i -|

MI- ;il. I am pleased to remember here the names of the

Hakam Juda Shattah and of Joseph Yatche, and Tawflk Sasson, who
sung for me.

VOL. rxiv. 16
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their musical value, and, at the same time, their religious and

ritualistic importance. They may well interest any lover of

music, although (or, perhaps, just because) they differ consid-

erably from the forms familiar to us.

In fact, since the labors of Lemmens, A. Gevaert, and others

on ancient music, some composers have sought to revive its

inspiration, holding to the simple and strong melodies of the

past; and they have justly paid attention to this form of music

(provided it is suitably presented), "in which we must not

seek the sparkling effects of modern art, but which, like hand-

drawing in simple tints, has its whole charm in its extreme sim-

plicity."
1

They think that the influence of those primitive types
of music may possibly sway the art of to-morrow. And indeed,

these oriental documents are not a collection of death relics,

but retain a principle of life and inspiration.

Besides this general interest, the songs of the oriental syna-

gogues present a particular attraction to the lovers of antiquity.

In fact, questions relating to ancient Asiatic music have

seemed, from the eighteenth century until to-day, most interest-

ing, in spite of our imperfect knowledge and the want of any
direct information

;
for the Asiatic civilisations did not bequeath

to us, as did Greek antiquity, either authentic documents or

musical fragments, or any theoretical treatises, from which we
could know the principles of their art. The best inductions

only rest upon the hypotheses of the writers, and we seek in

vain to determine the character of the ancient music of the

Hebrews, and to know what were those "
regular and harmoni-

ously cadenced songs," those "simple and grave melodies,"

which, as Clement says, the old psalmists applied to their verses.
2

On the other hand, considering how lively are the traditions

amongst the oriental nations, we are led to think that the

Jewish, Syrian on Chaldean music of to-day offers perhaps the

only field in which such research could be successfully made.

1 " C'est un dessin au trait, rehausse de teintes plates, et dont 1'extreme

simplicite fait tout le charme." C. Saint-Saens, Preface of Antigone.

Paris, Durand & Co., 1893.
* Hal yap apfiovias irapaSenreov rdf a&typovag . ... TO, avoTijpa K.CU au(j>p6i>tKa

^k\rf. Clement of Alexandria, Paedagogus, ii. 4; Venice, t. I., p. 195.

Seep. 194, and Stromata, vi. Ibid., 1. 1., 784. ySuv re nal krc^6uv

Eusebius, Praeparatio evangelica, xi. 5.

Ecclus., xliv. 5.
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It is well known that the oriental songs are transmitted in

only one way, viz. by oral tradition, so that the modern singers

will bequeath to their pupils and followers the musical patrimony
that they themselves received from their predecessors and now

xealoiisly hand on.

In the religious meetings, the portions sung have a prominent

place, which custom has fixed, and, so to speak, consecrated.

The same pieces are repeated, and even the whole assembly may
take part in them. Moreover, the songs are executed with-

out any instrumental accompaniment. These conditions are

undoubtedly those most favorable for preserving the songs by

This fact may be used, it is true, as a counter argument.
Routine is a bad preserver of works of art, even though it

professes to respect and defend the treasures intrusted to its

care.

Certain facts need especially to be taken into account. In

the tii>t place, although the songs actually used could not repro-

duce unaltered the features and the character of the primitive

source, it i- >ure that they proceed from a strong tradition.

No people, of whatever race, will forsake its whole tradition so

long as it has nothing else to substitute for it.

Moreover, some of these songs may be found, substantially
the same, in various regions between Syria and Chaldea.

At all events, ami this is my principal argument, these

nulodies are as pure and expressive as the best formulas of the

ancient <iiv.-k and Gregorian church music; and, at the same

time, are so far removed from the Arabic music, which spread
over the whole Orient at the time of the invasion of the Islamic

civilisation, that they (as well a part of the Syrian and Chal-

dean >on-_r>) mu>t be considered as ipiite independent of it, and

c.,n-ec|iirntly cdin^r from an earlier source.

Again, their structure and tonality give confirmation to the

statement of the theorei 5 cians, according to whom the diatonic

'In othei vili/..r \\-orld, even with the help of

printed books, ' :iii.l the organ, i' 'forms in the matter of famil-

iar songs meet an insurmountable obstacle in the old popular custom,
r i- id* <,. millions of ecclesiastical music in the most of the

Hunches of Europe.
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system reigned before the development in Asia of the chromatic

and enharmonic ones.
1

With respect to this observation, I must give here a short

explanation of the tonical and rhythmical structure of the

Damascus chants.

Tonality. While, our musical system has only two modes,

major and minor, antiquity knew many others, based upon every

note in the scale suitable to serve as final. This modal wealth,

partly preserved in the mediaeval Latin system, cannot be found

to-day except in a few popular songs. But it is just to say that

our modern art replaced it by the development of vocal and

instrumental polyphony.
Aside from its modal variety, oriental music differs from ours

in some essential points.

1. The third, E, is sensibly lower, and this occurs in all the

systems used amongst the orientals, being a characteristic of

their scale, and giving their melody its remarkable sweetness.
3

2. The oriental system, based originally upon the tetrachord,

considers as essentially fixed only the extreme notes; the others

being subject to alterations, the principle of which is the attrac-

tion of the accessory notes by the essential ones. FoV instance,

in the group G A Z? A G F G, the underlined degrees,

expressed in plain song with their natural sound but in our

modern practice with B-flat and F-sharp, are often in some

oriental modes merely diminished by one quarter of a tone.
3

We have another example of this proceeding in the so-called

" Turkish scale":

A (%) G-sharp (1%) F-natural (%) E,

which really belongs to every oriental people, while our music

knows only the formulas

A (%) G-sharp (1) F-sharp (1) E (major mode),
and A (1) G-natural (%) F-sharp (1) E (minor mode).

1 Aristoxenus, Harmonic Element, 1. I. Plutarch, Music, 1134. See

F. A. Gevaert. Histoire ct theorie de la musique dans V antiquite. Gand,

1875-1881, t. I., p. 3-5.

9 The fact may be easily verified by examining the tablature of modern

oriental instruments, such as the Arabic "fccwoon" or the Turkish
" tamboorah."

3 See Bourgault-Ducoudray, fitudes sur la musique ecclesiastique

grecque, Paris, 1877.
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The mediaeval music kept up this cadence:

A (1) G-natural (1) F-natural
(
J/) E (inverted minor), in the

old modes of E and B.

The same principle explains tons the "transposition," con-

>i>tini,r in changing the tune of the intermediary notes, as above,
which is applied in the Syrian and Greek church music, as it

mu in our media-val repertory, so that many melodies might be

>unLT indifferently in one scale or another.

These differences being pointed out, the Damascus chants

may be classified, in regard to their tonality, as follows:

.!/"/ <>f D (the Phrygian of the Greek system) or A (Hypo-

dorian).
The liyinn ^"TP (1), the range of which, like in many

niflia-val anthems and popular songs, is limited to the quart
. I K).

The song "1j1w* ^p3
"

(2)-, a rich solo melody, confined to

the same interval.

Th hymn* tf^W pltf (3) and pin Hlflr DJ? (4), extend-

ing to the sixth (G-^4-E).
I may say that the mode of A has a like preponderance in the

earlier parts of the Gregorian anthems.

The melody ^1p #0^ (5), and the recitative of the Song

of Solomon, are two samples of the tun- Phrygian mode, viz.:

the scale of D with I>-natural.

Tin- hymn 'Til PO*? (6) follows the same mode, but uses the

l' natural below the final, like a very few pieces belonging to

tin first plagal Gregorian.

Dtf ON (7) is a more devel<>|, -,1 melody in the same mode

of D, but a<hnie<l with melodical modulations, of which the

Syrian and Chaldean repertory gives us beautiful examples.'

(8) follows the al.nvr mentioned "Turkish" scale.

of C - '' /.

The recitati\ \' rp'N whieh the Damascene singers told

me was p < uliar t.. tin -ir
r.-|.-rtory, belongs to this mode. It is

interesting to observr that, \\ hilc the minor modes predominate

1 See the Collection de chants orientaux mentioned above, NOB. 297,

301, 841.
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in the oriental, Greek and mediaeval music, the major tonality

seems to be reserved to express the sentiment of mourning.
Our use of the two modes is just the reverse.

The melody of this Lamentation suggests a still more inter-

esting remark. If we compare the oriental modulation with

the very peculiar one applied in the Latin church to the same

Book during Holy Week, we shall hardly be able to avoid the

conclusion that the two are of identical origin. It would be

difficult to find more convincing proof of a thesis hitherto

undemonstrated : that the primary source of the early Christian

songs was the repertory of the synagogues.
1

The solo air of Jl^nlX (9), and the following number

'Til TV (10), are two very rich melodies of the same mode,

with a melodic modulation to the quart and some chromatic

alterations.

The beautiful responsive anthem Tirol "VW (11), a simple

but noble melody, corresponds, like some mediaeval songs, to

the modes of C and A together, while the Recitative of * ' Pirke

Aboth " combines the formulas of the modes of E and A, in

the same way as the corresponding Latin songs.
The Recitative of Job, limited to the quint above the major

final, belongs really to the mode of G, as appears from a com-

parison of the most ancient Graeco-Latin recitatives.

There remains the hymn D'CH *T (12) and the Recitative of

the Proverbs, with the final B (or E). They are not true

samples of those modes, but seem to belong to the major mode,
the final being the tierce of the tonic.

3

As to the melodic form, we may observe that the short hymns,
intended to be sung by the people, are, like the oldest Ambrosian

hymns, very simple and brief, while the solo songs are adorned

with more notes and modulations.

Under such conditions of tonality, it is plain that these songs,
which are executed in their native country without any vocal

1 I subjoin, below, the constitutive phrases of the Hebrew song and of

the old Latin melody. The comparison of these formulas affords an

interesting proof of the strength of both oriental and occidental

traditions.
2 See F. A. Gevaert, La m&opte antique dans le chant de Vtglise

latine, Gand, 1895.
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polyphony or musical accompaniment, could not be fitted with

a harmonisation which should not entirely accord with the scale

of the melody. For instance, the introduction of the leading

tone in the minor modes, or the use of certain cadences peculiar

to ..in- art, would alter the modes and destroy the tonal feeling.

L ininens and Gevaert have opened the way, and shown, in

their accompaniments of media1val melodies, that in music as

well as in painting, no antique representation can be dressed in

a modern garment.

Rhythm. It is unnecessary to explain that the measure, a

secondary element in music, has no preponderance in the con-

stitution of these songs. The recitatives and most of the

vocal strains are not measured. As to the verses, they are gen-

erally regularly scanned, so as to produce the two-step time,

which is the rhythm in its most simple form, such as is produced

by the regular succession of steps in walking or in the religious

dance :

2 ilJI Jjll an(l JJI JJII or i* JIJJl'j^l The most of the

oriental hymns follow these schemes. The lengthening of one

of the two notes produces the three-beat time :

3 JJUJB a"* JJIJJI or J|JJ|J~||
But in some cases it happens that, instead of this regular time,

the last foot of the line or hemistich is lengthened in the recita-

tion and adorned in the melody itself with additional notes,

which constitute a kind of pneumaj and therefore the measure

is accidentally prolonged. This ancient proceeding, in which

we touch, so to speak, with the finger, the formation of the

ternary rhythm, can be observed in the Nos. 1, 4, 5 and 8, and

in the whole melody No. 2, where the accentuation lengthens

the important syllables and continually modifies the pace of the

rhythm.
I must add, in order to explain the apparent irregularities in

the wording, and in the disposition of accented or unaccented

Compare the old Ambrosian Hymn :

ae - lam land - i bus in - to - nat
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syllables, that I reproduce the words and songs exactly in their

original form, without taking it upon myself to make any alter-

ation whatever.

The above remarks will suffice to show that the Damascus

chants, although they seem somewhat opposed to our musical

habit, are possessed of both historical interest and artistic merit.

In my own opinion, it is something more than a mere musical

curiosity that I present here, well pleased that these melodies

return to those to whom they properly belong.
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Evidence for an Advance on Egypt by Sennacherib in M^

Campaign of 701-700 B. C. By STEPHEN LANGDON,

M.A., Fellow in Columbia University, New York.

I N 701 B. C. Sennacherib was called to the West by a serious

revolution which had broken out tlu-iv. A coalition had been

formal of all tlu> important cities arid states of Western Asia

in>t i<*ated by Shabitoku, second king of the Ethiopian dynasty
\vliich was rapidly raising Egypt to a first class power. Shabi-

toku reigned 703-693 B. ('. W it hin two years after his accession

to the throne he had succeeded in forming a coalition against
Sennacherib. There were three centers of the coalition, vi/. .

Tyre :m<l Si. Ion in the north; Jerusalem in the center, and
A>kalmi in the south. The immediate cause of the outbreak

was an insurrection of the people in Kkron, a city in the northern

part of Philistia. Padi, the faithful vassal of Assyria, was thrown

into chains by the rebels and sent to Hezekiah for satV keeping.
Sennacherib immediately advanced westward and attacked the

cities of the coalition from the north, beginning at Sidon.

The sources for this campaign are: 1. II Ki. \\iii, 13. 17-

.\i\. 37; and xviii, 14-16. 2. II Ch. xxxii, 1-21. 3. Taylor,

;/,/;,, ,,/ //,, . 1/,,/,/fa of Semt'K-ln i-th, Col. II, 34-111, 41.

4. Josephus, Antiquities, X, 1-23. 5. Herodotus ii, 141.

Isaiah xxii, 1-14, and other prophecies, for which see the dis-

cussion. 7. Inscription from Nal>i Yumis, 13-15.

It is not the purpose of this paper to criticize the extensive

literature of these sources. The object is to test the value of

each of ili sources, and in tin- light of other information to

find out what recount run ion of tin- hiMory wr aiv warranted in

making. The discussion has value chiefly because it throws light

upon the work of Isaiah and consequently upon his theology.

cording to SrnnachrriK*-> in.rri pt in tin- tad> aiv as fol-

lows: In 701 he advanced from tin- north along the coast and

captured all the cities of tin- coalition, from si, Ion to Askalon.

II, Him tiirnt-,1 inland and advanced on Kkron. Before he could

besiege the city he was conip'll-l to m , , t the Egyptian army sent

by the "
kings'' of Egypt (so the inscr.), with aid from Ethiopia
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(Miluchchi in the inscr.
;
which Delattre, Tiele and Winckler

locate as a small country near Mt. Sinai). The battle took place

at Atalku southeast of Ekron in the Wady Sarar near Timnath.

The Ethiopians were defeated, after which Sennacherib captured
Atalku and Timnath. He then returned to Ekron. After cap-

turing the city and punishing the rebels, he caused Padi to be

brought from Jerusalem and to be restored to his throne in

Ekron. But Hezekiah still held out. Sennacherib thereupon
took forty-six of his cities and confined Hezekiah in Jerusalem

"like a bird in a cage." Winckler has called attention to the

fact that the verb used here is r.svr//
" to confine

" and not lamti
44 to besiege." The word is used, however, for shutting up and

besieging (V 2, 26
; 3, 131, and often). Moreover the inscription

goes on to say that Sennacherib put bulwarks around the city.

Hezekiah was compelled to give 30 talents of gold and 800 of

silver, with much other treasure. He also sent tribute to Sen-

nacherib at Nineveh.

The account in II Kings xviii, 13-xix, 37 has been divided by
critics since Wellhausen into, three sources: 1. xviii, 14-16.

2. xviii, 13. 17-xix, 8. 3. xix, 10-37. xix, 9 is much disputed

and is variously treated
;
see the discussion following. Accord-

ing to xviii, 14-16, Hezekiah sent 30 talents of gold and 300 of

silver to Sennacherib at Lakish, a town in the Shaphela south-

east of Askalon. He also sent treasures from the temple and

palace. This agrees with Sennacherib's inscription, besides

giving the information that Sennacherib was besieging Lakish,

a town not mentioned by Sennacherib but included in the forty-

six towns which he captured. It is not likely that Lakish was

besieged, or that Hezekiah sent tribute and spoil before the

Egyptian battle at Atalku, or that Padi was given up before

the Egyptian army was defeated. It is agreed by all critics

that this source is older and more reliable than either of the

other two in Kings, mentioned above. It agrees with Sennach-

erib's account, but was omitted by the compiler of the works

of Isaiah, who was careful to omit everything that conflicted

with his version of the part which Isaiah played at the time of

the invasion of Sennacherib.

II Kings xviii, 13. 17-xix, 8 gives the following account:

Sennacherib sent his Rabshakeh to Jerusalem from Lakish. The

king's counsellors came out to meet him by the wall near the
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Upper Pool. The Rabshakeh addressed them in a speech

ridiculing their dependence on Egypt and their hope that

Yahweh would deliver them. For, said he, Hezekiah had

offended Yahweh by dotmying all the places of worship 'Hit-

side the city and had set up a sanctuary in Jerusalem which

was to be the only place of worship. 1I< -/ekiah's forces are too

weak to resist the great king, besides which Yahweh himself

had sent the Assyrian to destroy Judah. lle/ekiah's embassy
asked the Rabshakeh to speak in Aramaic, so that the men on the

wall might not understand. Hut he replied by speaking so that

all could hear him, threatening them with hunger and famine.

He added that they must not trust in Hc/ckiah. for lie is power-
less to deliver, nor is Yahweh able to deliver. Hut the men on

the wall and the embassy did not answer, since Ilc/.ekiah had

forbidden them to do so. The embassy returned to Ile/ekiah in

distress. The king and his whole court put on mourning and

sent for Isaiah the prophet, to ask him to intercede for the city

with Yah weh. Isaiah sent the answer to the king that Sennach-

erib should be attacked by a great storm and should hear a great
and go back to his land to die by the sword. Sennach-

erib's officer returned to the king and found him besieging

Libnah, a town near Lakish. This takes us to chapter xix, 8.

Chapter \i\. 9a is the verse which has caused most of the dis-

cussion among critics, and has led Winekler and Holtzmann to

seek for a much later invasion of Sennacherib in order to fit the

next account in xix, 9b-37. The verse reads: "And he (Sen-

nacherib) heard of Tarku king of Ethiopia by one who said,

'Lo, he has come up to fight with thee."

Chapter xix, 9b-37 gives the following account: Then lie

(Sennacherib) sent his officers again to Jerusalem with a letter

(read in (.b 3C1 and not yiyt}*\, following the text of Kin^

and not of Isaiah, against most of the critics. The text of

Kings is the original, and on the \\hoh- Letter than that of

Isaiah. The discussion will defend thi> reading against the

N of those who hold that xix, Hb \\\ is an account parallel

to xviii. i:;. 17-xix, 8, or that it refers to a later invasion of

Sennacherib into Arabia in r.'.in H. ('.). In this letter lie ur-_rcd

the people not to trust to Ile/ekiah, who in fact tells them that

the city will not be taken; that noeityhas been protected by
its gods against the Assyrians. When Ile/ekiah read the letter
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he went up to the temple to pray. Isaiah sent him a prophecy
i \i\, 21-28, writ t ni in pentameter) saying that Jerusalem scoffs

at Sennacherib for his impudence in boasting that he will destroy

Egypt and Judah. Yahweh, however, is the one who wrought
all this ruin by the hand of the Assyrian. But now Yahweh will

put a hook in his nose and lead him back by the way he came.

It should be noted in this prophecy which, of course, can not

be from Isaiah (for, as will appear later, Isaiah never prophesied
that the city would not be taken, or that Egypt would not be

punished,) that Sennacherib had threatened to invade Egypt.
Isaiah goes on to say that the sign that this would come true is

that this year they shall eat IT3D ' the second growth of the

grain ;'
next year the ^HD ' the shoots from the roots of last

year's stalks,' and the next year they shall plant and eat. This

is readily understood to mean that Sennacherib came early in the

spring of 701 and destroyed the crops. Therefore, in the year
701 they must live on the aftergrowth of the seeds which fall.

He remained devastating the land during the winter and the

following summer of 700, therefore they must live on the shoots

of the stalks. But since he left before the spring of 699, they
could proceed with the usual methods of farming. Judah shall

yet have a glorious future. Sennacherib will not enter the city

nor besiege it, but will return to Nineveh. On the night that

Isaiah uttered this prophecy an angel of Yahweh went out and

slew 185,000 Assyrians in the camp before the city. It is now

generally held that these two last accounts, one of the sending
of the Rabshakeh to Jerusalem, and the other of the letter to

Hezekiah, are parallel accounts of the same event.

Chapter xix, 9a tells us that when the Rabshakeh returned to

Sennacherib at Libnah, a report came from the south concerning
an advance by Tarku of Egypt. But it is well established that

Tarku did not become king until 692. How, then, says Winck-

ler, could Sennacherib, besieging Libuah in 700, hear of an

advance by Tarku, who did not become king until 692 ? Winck-

ler, therefore, followed by Holtzmann in his Commentary on

Kings, thinks that this account of Tarku and the sending of the

letter must refer to some later advance of Sennacherib into this

region after the accession of Tarku to the throne of Egypt.
This he finds in a passage of the inscription of Esarhaddon which

refers to an invasion of Arabia by his father Sennacherib in
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which the latter took a town Adumu. (Esarhaddon Prism, II,

55.) This is all of the Esarhaddon account; but \V luckier thinks,

moreover, that for some reason Hezekiah rebelled at this time,
for which cause Sennacherib sent him a letter from Arabia and
Turku advanced from Egypt. All this is purely arbitrary.

It is evident at a glance that these two accounts in Kings are

written post eventum and that the object is to glorify Isaiah.

The accounts are self-contradictory and present historical diffi-

culties; for instance, the 'doing awuy with the high-places by
Hezekiah and the centralization of worship 'by him in Jerusalem.

The mention of Tarku as advancing from Egypt in 700 is not at

all surprising in an account so evidently unreliable as II Kings
xviii ;ml xix. Wim-kh-r's hypothesis is therefore not only built

upon an imaginary situation, but the obstacle which caused him to

frame his hypothesis is also imaginary. The historical inaccura-

f the jM.st-Kxilir period are astounding, ami need cuuse no

one to resort to such an imaginary reconstruction of history as

\Vinckler has given in \\\^ l',.f> /-.v///-// //////, pages 26-49. The
thesis which I mean to defend in this paper is the following:

Sennacherib, after defeating the Egyptian army at Atalku in

701, laid plans for the conquest of Judah. He/ekiah gave up
Padi, who was restored to Ekron. Sennacherib, fearing a second

attack from the south by Egypt, upon whom Hezekiah was still

relying, sent his Rabshakeh to demand the surrender of Jerusa-

lem and to devastate Judah, while he himself remained in the

southern Shaphela to meet any attack from Egypt. Not receiv-

ing a favorable reply from Hezekiah, he sent a letter demanding
the surrender of the city and the admission of Assyrian troops
to the city. This was refused also, hut He/ekiah sent IM.I\\

tribute tn the king at Libnah or Laki-h, while the Assyrian
detachment under the Kal.-hakeh began to plunder the outlying
district- and finally laid siege to Jerusalem. Suddenly an

Egyptian army threatened in the >.>uth. and Seiinacheril., leav-

ing a detachimnt t<. tend to matters in .ludah, hastened to the

borders Of lv_r\|t and laid lYluMimi. Here h<- met with

some disaster, and returned t,, .ludah and thence to N inc\ ,-h.

not stopping t finish the sie<_rr of Jerusalem,

\\
'

ha\e ahvad\ discussed t \\ !' <>ur sources, vi/.. the Sen-

nacherib inscription and II Kings; of these only II Kinirs \\iii.

14-16 is absolutely reliable N-nnueherih mint- all reference to
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and any advance on Egypt. The inscription of Nabi

Y umis confirms the account of Sennacherib's Annals. Our other

sources in II Kings we find to be mostly imaginary representa-

tions based upon some fact. The facts which these sources seem

to warrant us in deducing, are (a) the actual occurrence of the

siege of Jerusalem and of Lakish
; (b) an advance from the south

under some Egyptian king or officer and the sending of an

embassy and subsequently a letter from Sennacherib to Ileze-

kiah. The story of the slaughter outside the city and of Isaiah's

prophecy must be established by some reliable sources or rea-

sonable circumstances if it is to be taken into account at all.

II Chronicles confirms the account of the siege of Jerusalem and

the siege of Lakish; it confirms also the embassy from Lakish to

Jerusalem and the sending of the letters. The speech of the

Rabshakeh in Chronicles is about the same as in Kings. The

account of the part taken by Isaiah is short; it simply says that

Isaiah and Hezekiah prayed. It confirms the account of the

slaughter outside of the city. The genuine prophecies of Isaiah

which were delivered during this last period of his life, i. e.

during the invasion, are: xxii, 1-18; xxviii, 7-22; xxix, 1-14;

xxix, 15-xxx, 1-17; xxxi, 1-3. Chapter xxii, 1-14 was deliv-

ered immediately after the army of Sennacherib raised the siege.

Whether this was when Sennacherib left for his advance on

Egypt, or when he finally returned to Assyria is uncertain, but

the tone of the prophecy would lead one to infer that Isaiah

expected a quick retribution on the city for its exultation at the

temporary raising of the siege (cf. xxii, 14,
" This iniquity shall

not be covered by aught short of death"). A prose passage is

inserted at xxii, 9b-lla which refers to preparations made to

sustain a siege, and which is confirmed by II Chronicles. The

poem also has frequent references to a siege just past, and men-

tions breaches in the walls. In view of all this evidence, it is

difficult to understand how Winckler can deny the fact of a siege.

Certainly Isaiah xxii, 1-14 is first class evidence, backed up by
II Chronicles, which on a point like this has certainly some

historical value.

In none of the Isaiah sources of this period is there any trace

whatsoever of Isaiah's prophecy that the city would not be taken.

In Isaiah xxviii, 15 the people are represented as saying: "As
to the despoiling scourge, lo it will pass over, it will not come to
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pass;" thus re I'm-in^ to tin- hope that tin- people still had of help
from Egypt. Isaiah replies to this in the following words, x\ii.

18 ff. : "As to the despoiling scourge, it will pass over, and ye
>hall IK- a trodden tiling unto it. As oft as it shall pass over

you it shall seize you." In \\i\. U he adds: "Then it shall fall

.ut >iiddenly and in a twinkling, thou shalt be visited by Yahweh
Sabaoth, with quaking and shaking, and a great uproar, storm

ami whirlwind, and a flame of consuming tiiv." He rails Egypt,

"Rahab-they are, a sit-still," \\\. i . Hut there are no say-

ings of hope. On the contrary, he says that Kirvpi. tlu-ir ally,

will be broken, and that the scourge will pas> over Judah. The

scourge is Sennacherib. We must therefore dismiss all material

in II Kiii^-s which tries to glorify Isaiah by reporting him to

ha\e made the plowing prophecies of the immunity of the city.

II Chronicles is much more tru>i worthy at this point, as it at

least does not contradict Isaiah himself. The tradition that Isaiah

made such a prophecy arose after the city had escaped a final

siege only by accident, since Sennacherib after his retreat from

I Vlu-ium had to hasten home owing to complications in Babylon.
The idea of the sacred immunity of the city is seen in the line of

Jeremiah which i- probably a saying of the time handed down
from the .lays when Jerusalem so fortunately escaped a catastro-

phe: non nirv tovi nirr ^yn nirr *7yn "The temple of

Yah web, the temple of Vahweh, the temple of Yahweh is this"

<.!!-. \ ii. 1 i.

Joseph us differs somewhat from the other sources. He con-

ti mis the account of the embassy, but does not mention Lakish.

kiah. he says, sent heavy tribute on condition that Sennach-

erib would go home, but instead he went olV warring against
'

--ax-ing Rabshakc h to destroy Jerusalem. He then

reports the speech made b\ the Ual>hakeh in II Kin^s. eiidiii-

with a pro|lu-cy ly Isaiah which is the same as that reported in

II KiiiLfs, \i\. 'i-S. Josej>hu- add> not him; new thu* far. e\t-.-pi

the fact thai Scnii.-iclierib left a f. .)<. i.. \\\n<*}\ the campaiirii in

.ludah while In- \\ent <>ll' i.. M-ypl. lie mii^ the account of the

return of tin- RaK-hakeh to Lakivh. He
goefl

>n t.. report the

the same as in II Kin-j-. but the letter c\pre>sly deiuamU

tli.' surrender of i)ic.-h\. This is not accord in,r '" II Kin.irs.

I -a i ah is again brought into the a.-.-.-iint , but the lon._r proph, ,-\

a-cril>ed to him in Kings IB Oinil ted. and the ^vmbolical des<-rip-
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tion of the failing harvests is turned into a prophecy in which

Hezekiah is urged to go about his affairs and let the people plant
the fields. Josephus then records the siege of Pelusium by Sen-

nacherib. \Vhile besieging the city he heard of the approach of

Tarku (a/xn/o^) and retreated in haste. He returned to Jerusa-

lem and took charge of the army. Here the pest-god slew 185,000

men, after which disaster Sennacherib retreated into Assyria.

Josephus follows II Kings, but seems to be using independent
material not found in any of our other sources. The most

important contribution which he makes is the evidence for the

advance on Egypt. He also confirms the other evidence in

making it clear that if Sennacherib made any advance on Egypt
at all it was during the campaign of 701-700.

Herodotus says that Sethon (^wv), a priest king, was ruling

Egypt when Sennacherib attacked Pelusium. This is at least

some confirmation of Shabitoku, who must have been ruling in

Egypt at this time. Herodotus also confirms the siege of Pelu-

sium, and says that mice ruined the armour of the Assyrian army

by night, which caused Sennacherib to abandon the siege and

retreat. Herodotus states that in his day a statue of Sethon

stood in the temple of Hephaestus holding a mouse in his hand

and inscribed with this inscription : es //,' TIS 6/>eW evcre/^s IO-TW.

Herodotus calls Sennacherib " the king of the Arabians and the

Assyrians," which fact is adduced by Winckler as evidence for

an Arabian campaign. Finally, we have to add the statement

of Berossus, who says that Sennacherib ruled over Asia and

Egypt.
All the evidence is now before us. The most trustworthy

sources are the prophecies of Isaiah, the old annals used by the

late historian of II Kings, and the inscription of Sennacherib.

But back of the fanciful histories of Kings, Josephus and

Herodotus there must be some facts. The siege of Lakish is

confirmed by too much evidence to make it doubtful, and it is

not the kind of history which would be fabricated. The fact

that the Rabshakeh laid siege to Jerusalem is established by

every good source. Only Josephus and Herodotus mention an

Egyptian campaign ;
but the Lakish evidence, and the leaving

of affairs to a subordinate when Sennacherib had nothing else to

do, are remarkable, while the implication of the prophecy of

Isaiah already noticed makes strong evidence for a campaign
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against Egypt. What calamity overtook Sennacherib in the

Egyptian campaign is unknown, but it is most certain that the

story of the slaughter at .Jerusalem is an identification of the

misfortune in the south with a traditional account of a catastro-

phe near Jerusalem. Certainly Sennacherib met with no defeat

i.. weaken his prestige in tin- \Vc>t, t'r Ile/ekiah not only ;ave

tribute, but sent siirus of submission t<> Sennacherib after the

latter had returned to .W\ ria. Moab and the states east of the

Jordan also sent tribute, ami the fact that the \Vest gave no

more trouble for a century is proof that any account of a fearful

catastrophe is a fabrication.

\Vinckler\ hypothesis, so cleverly worked out in his l'ntr-

tuchungen, is improbable if only beeau>e based upon untrust-

worthy evidence in Kings, and is impossible for the reasons

i here. \Vinckler kuoVs of no Arabian expedition by Sen-

nacherib < -\( ept the accidental mention of the fact in the Annals

of Esarhaddon. where it is said that Sennacherib captured

Aduinu, a city in Arabia. Now Udumu occurs in A-urb. V 7,

109, where Edom (Dl^N) is meant. It is probable that Udumu

and Aduinu are identical. In Sennacherib's fifth expedition

(Prism, III, LI. IV. in), which cannot have taken place later

than 695, he made a long march over hills and through valleys
and encamped at the foot of Mt. Xipur (unknown). After pur-
-uin<r his foes through forests and narrow passes, he advanced

>n a to\\n called Ukku, where he ended his campaign. A city

on the Persian (iulf or the sea is mentioned by Ashurbanipal, V
9, 122. The city was terribly punished by Ashurbanipal, for it

had been continually rebellious, and muM have been a place of

importance >uch as would tit the description of Ukku by Sen-

nacherib. The two are probably identical, If. then, this fifth

expedition he the Arabian campaign referred to by Esarhaddon,
ire not left without an account of such a campaign in the

Annals of Sennacherib himself. Indeed, the omission of an

expedition .,i -ucli importance \\oiild hardly be made in the

Annals. The incident of Kvarhaddon\ Annals referred to by
Winckler is then to be identified with the fifth expedition of

Sennacherib. I na^miicli a- t hi- .ccurred before Tarku cam. 1 >

the throne of K-_rypt, \\\\< clue also falU to the ground. It iv

therefore certain that if we are to accept any account of an

ad\ance U Sennacherib on K-rypt at all, it is the one mentioned
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by Josephus and rendered very probable by circumstantial evi-

dence from the best sources. The simplest explanation of the

narrative of II Kings is that the biographer of Isaiah, writing
so long after the time of the events, and influenced by the

prominent place which Tarku must have held in the subsequent

history of the times, carelessly used Tarku's name when the

source or tradition which was at the writer's disposal gave no

name at all.



Transliteration of ZJ////'/////.' 1>\ .!.\MI- TEACKLE
I >i NNIS, Baltiiiiniv. M<1.

Tin: tran-literati t' the ancient Egyptian texts has occu-

pied the attention of Egyptologists for many yean, hut espe-

cially \vitliin tlie last decade. The first attempt to express the

sounds of the old Egyptian lanuu-'iuc by mean- of well km\\n

-ymhols was made by Champollion in 1 *>>, wink- studying the

Ro-etta stone, when he discovered the relationship between

Coptic and ancient Egyptian. Early in the Christian < -ra, the

Copts discarded the complicated and clumsy demotic writing.

and adopted the Creek alphabet for transcribing their lanini

incorporating six -i^n- t'or Egyptian sounds that had no equiva-
lent in Creek character-. Using the Creek alphabet therefor.

as a ba-i-. in 1822 Champollion formulated a list of 117 Egyp-
tian S.J.TIK, with what he supposed to be their Creek equivalents.
In 1S37, Lepsins pointed out numerous errors in this list, and

endeavored to rearrange the Egyptian alphabet on the lines of

the ('optic, but did not attempt to express the sounds by means
of any European character-. I Jy this time, also, many soumU
had been

]i
roved to be syllabic which Champollion had con-id-

ei-ed merely variants of alphabetic characters; others were

shown to he ideograms and determinatives, and not in any sen.86

either alphabetic or syllabic. Champollion died in 1S:;\>, and

three year- later his '//<///////'///< jgyptienn< was publisheil.
Hi- follo\\<-r-. \v clcomin^ the di-co\ ( .|-\ of the relationship

between lv_r\piian and Coptic, transcribed all their Egyptian
int" < "pt i<- formula- : and of thi- method of transliteration

Chab.iv \\.,, the mO8t ardent -upporter. for he eniployed it until

hi- death, in lSS-.. To ^.ui-ty ih,,-,- who disbeliexed in the

ideiitiix of the two languages, however, Chabaa used a double

in: ti-an-lit^-ratiiiLT into Coptic for the use of specialists,

and into Konian type for the benefit of othrr-. Hi- Roman

alphabet, however, differed irreatly from that d. -\i-cd b\ i.,.p.

siu-. His Coptic transliterations ha\r always been considi

excellent.

'I'll ua- kinillx liinii-li.-,| 1,\ |ii

Charh^ K. M-,; Wal.-hiniL'. N. -I.

. l\. Ill
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The diversity of opinion :ts to the best method of reducing

Egyptian characters to modern symbols, KM! ultimately to cadi

K'_:\ ptoloo-ist employing a system of his own, nor did they

nlwav> MM- their systems consistently: for example. Deveria

iied three different methods in three transliterations made

respectively in L857, 1858 and 1865, the last beinir the Turin

Legal papyrus. Bunseii, in -/<////'''//*
St ' lf> '" lf< >' MV//-

i/i.tr/i/'i'/iff (1S4S), reduced the Egyptian alphabet to 17 simple

sounds, representing one of these by a Coptic and another by a

Greek character. This table was adopted by Lepsiu> as tin-

basis of his system, from which all later ones have been derived.

The first great step towards uniformity of transliteration \va>

taken in 1854, at a conference held in London, where Lepsius

proposed a resolution that "a standard alphabet be adopted for

the reduction into European characters of foreign graphic sys-

tems and unwritten languages;" but the conference adjourned
without taking any action, chiefly because of the difliculty in

accurately representing many Egyptian sounds by the use of any

European alphabet. But the Berlin academy, in 1862, adopted
the system proposed by Lepsius at the London conference, a

system which reduced the number of simple characters to 15
;

ultimate!}'" this number was increased to 28; and this latter list

was formally adopted by the Second International Congress of

Orientalists held in London, in 1874. All the symbols used by

Lepsius in this transliteration are ordinary European letters,

with the one exception of the Greek % One objection offered

to this system, however, is its free use of diacritical points,

which suggest different sounds to different nationalities; and to

obviate this difficulty, there is a tendency in some quarters to

express such sounds as require the use of diacritical marks

by combinations of letters. For example, the 22 d letter of

Erman's list, the serpent "^ ,
is transliterated by him d

; by

Chabas it is represented by t'; Bunsen gives t; British Museum

Catalogue tch
;
Loret dj ;

Petrie z
;
while the Egyptian Explor-

ation Society writes d in Beni Hasan I and / in Beni Hasan II.

Yet combinations such as the above do not meet the require-

ments of the case, for many letters are pronounced differently

by different nations; e. g., w, ch and th, the sounds of which

are quite different in English from those given them by the
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| Tin Ti-tiiittliti rut!",, >.r' h'<n/i>tniit. -.'" ;

< id-man^. Kven in Knjlish. c becomes k ur s under different

circumstance

Ma-per.. \va- tin- tir-t K--\-pi.lo._.-i>t now living to discard

diacritical points, retaining diMinrmshiii'_r mark- only for the

^K\ ami thr arm a symbols of which we shall speak

later.

Loret'e \fanuel ! / A*///////. t!gyptieiirn introduce.! gey-

cral M-riev ,t' .loiihlc letter- on. kh. >h. etc. I'etrie has fol-

l..\\ rd closely in Loret's footstej.-. aiil loth insert an e \\here

a \.'\\el soiin.l >eeni- 1 1.-. .--;( ry . hnt is inn let enni lie. 1 . .Maspei'o

aUierev to the Coptic \ ocali/ation where it is known. Six >i^iix

are <-on-ilerel hy all the above-nanie.l K-'y ptoli.^jvt
x a- \ocalic

the ea-_rh' K rri '
( l ' (

' ;lt Oi ann ^ 'lo'ihh- reel leaf
(Ifl,

J3^&

lonhle stroke \\. and little chicken Y\. Lepsins found that

where the tir>t three <f tlu-se siirns occurre<l in K^y)>tian.

the Coptic fre.jiiently >howcl an a; he therefore conjectured
the-e to l.e tlnvc ditl'ereiit vi-'ii- for the first letter of Kuropeail

alphahets. and further -tated that he hclievcd the arm Q \n

rcji resent lonira. ofteE pa^sin^ to o. Hut the Hebrew y (ain)

is often t'miml corresponding in position to the sound symholi/cd

hy o in words borrowed hy the Hebrews from the Kiryp-

tians. su<-h a> the word 1'haraoh. Hebrew n^ll) , in Kiryptian

S\ wliere is ivprcxriitrd h\ y. In 1 S (

.i->. t \\ o

0<=> 01 Vl
eminent <ierniaii K^-y ]tol,,._rixt >. Dr. Krman of IJcrlin, and Dr.

Steimlortr of
I.eip/i'_i. tir>t jm. pounded the theory of a purely

...n-oiiaiital system f<r the written K^yptian laniriia.ire. as is tin-

case with Hebrew and other Semitic t . .ii-_rue-. The next year
Dr. Krman'v ./;//////>.//.

< /"//////<//// wa^ |.ublivhed. ami trans-

lated into Knirli-h iii IM'I by Dr. I'.rea-te.l. ..f the l'ni\ersit\

of Chicago. The alphabetic list <>l i._r,,s ^i\cn in this Lrrammar
is nearly identical with that u^-d by the K-\\ pi ian Kxplnration

:\ in lleiii Hawaii I: and t.. e\er\ -i-n a c. n-.nantal value

i- -_
r U''ii. on the Lrroiind of < .rre-p<.iideiice in man\ \\.i\x

between lv_ry pt ian and Semitic. The followers of this method

n termed the r.erlin -<! I;" the chief dilVereiice

between their t ransliterat i.,n- and th..-e <.f nther u school*1
i-
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in tin- substitution l>y the former of consonantal instead of

vocalic characters for the six signs above referred to. By tin

lieHin >chool, Ng\ is identified with the Hebrew N; Q with
_C^

y\ "v\ with 1; the reed leaf
(1

is transliterated 1>\- Knnan

as ":
ft!)

by the Hebrew % while for the double stroke \\ he

uses the symbol 'i. These last three may generally be translit-

erated by the English y. Just what difference existed between

them is 'difficult to determine. Yet this method still require^

some system of vocalization, and Prof. Spiegel hero- of Strass-

burg, while fully indorsing the Berlin method, continues to

use an interpolated e in transliterating texts. A most valu-

able contribution to this theory is the work of Dr. Set he,

of (iottingen, on Das Agyptische Verbum, a thoroughly
exhaustive study which greatly strengthens the theory of a

relationship between Egyptian and Semitic. Take, for exam-

ple, the symbol of the chessboard, i""""") phonetically inn. 'This

sign becomes in Coptic MOyN (infinitive) and MHN (pseudo-

part.), and is also used in MINE (infinitive) and CHONT

(pseudo-part.); also in AMOyN (name of a God), and in many
other words where the letters m and n occur, either in juxtapo-

sition or separated by different vowels. Here both the sounds

represented by this sign I"""""! are admittedly consonant--, yet

both the m and n are pronounced not only with preceding and

following vowels, but also with intermediary vocalic sounds.

In this latter case the vowel certainly is not written. That the

symbols ^\ 5
fl (L and ^\ are also consonantal signs can

be shown with equal certainty. Take the word
[1 n r-^-. ("ip).

which in Coptic becomes CDTT, 017 and HTT all different vocali-

zations which could not have occurred had the first sign (I
been

a pure vocalic a. Also we may cite the word ^N/ww^.^^ (^")

which becomes in Coptic OyODN, OyON and OyHN; where t In-

same vocalic changes occur, and where the first character ^K

can only represent a w, written in Coptic, Oy. A further exam-

ple is the occurrence of one or the other of these characters as
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cither occasional finals or medial* in word* which an- frequently

found with these *i<_rn* omitted : for example, the name /XX \\ TO
i/VTH Ji&lJA

which is sometimes written with the reed leaf added

(p*sr'i), when- the use of
(1

is not altogether clear.

lioth those forms occur in the Abbott papyrus, relating to tomb
robberie*. \\tli dynasty. NVe an- familiar witli this in Arabic.

a- for example. n.m.
Jca^

, ace. ^*^ ,
ad in the :>d mase.

plurals of perfects of verb*. \\IH.M. final | is added without any
\"ealir value whatever, e. g. t^Jjo

.

Sethe n>m;trks <>n this subject "These facts being established,

a M-ientitie t ran-lit erat in of Kgyptian writing mu>t resemble

that of the so-ealle.l |

>

>erlin -cho.,1/ \\hieh transcribes only the

>mnl> really written, i. e. the consonants." These \iews are

en<hi>e.l 1 1\- jnost of the mo.l, TII school of Egyptologists. Dr.

IJn-asted of Chicago objects to the old vocalic transliteration

for
^v , (1, __a, and ^K, for several reasons first, that it

'cmarkable vowel system that furnishes three -ymbols fora

and one for u, and no other vowels; secondly, all who kn.\\

anything of Coptic know that the ('opt- possessed wand y,
and unless two of these signs can represent these sounds, where

in the older language are they found, and how wen- they writ-

icnr Loan-words between Egyptian and Palestinian sln\v that

the former po->-ed X and y\ and what hieroglyphic charac-

-ould reproent these t wo smiihU except t w of theabo\e-

named -i-jn-'.' Hieroglyphic (jo
becOUiea < "plic FIOT (pm-

noun<-ed yot ). which sln\w that i had the sound y. ... n-pn--

-ent.-d t. and the o wax unwritten. Amon-r prominent ^\\\>

porters of thU lierlin systein we note Dr. UeUner of the

I'nixer-i 1
( ilifornia. Dr. .lohn^ton ,f .l,.lmv 1 |,,pkinx. Dr.

>clnnidt of ( .rnell. and other*.

The opponents of this system, however, are men of note, chiefly

t' the older School, tir>t of whom \\ ,- max jdace the dist in-MUshed

! Dr. Kdouanl Naville. While agreeing as

to the QeOttfity of lOmc- COIMIUMII |iasi^raph\ . I >i \a\ ille adhere*

to the theory of at least a partial vocalic system of uiitin-.

represented l'\ tlie t . 1 1 T e 1 1 a IM e t e r* ill dispute. I I e . . 1 .jec t S tO a
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\M,-ali/ation ba>ed on Coptic, because. In- says,
i4

it is a foreign

alphabet of a very different character." To this it may be

an-\veivd, that when the Copts adopted the Greek alphabet,

they added thereto signs for sounds in their language not repre-

M-nied by t lie Greek script; so that it ceased to lc a "foreign

alphabet," and became virtually Egyptian. lie further claims

that Because the hieroglyphic word V\ ^.rjJ^A (*tp) became

in Coptic (JDTTT, therefore the character v\ represented CD.
nr&

Yet this same character ^\ occurs twice in the proper name

\ D
\ -Ss&lb, /WWSA M\ c!r^ __ (Greek

*

AiroXXwlbrp) where in
_c^s- I _ms-
one case it would have to represent A and in the other CD.

Again, the Greek name 'A/oio-ToreAr/s appears in Ethiopic as

"arestatalis," the long a being here used for both o and c. In

( 'optic, 10) is written for the hieroglyphic A a^^ ('i')
where

a would represent the same sound as vSy in the word cited
ja^&,

by Dr. Naville; and
[1^\ ("hv) becomes in Coptic AyCD,

where ^v\ seems to be given the value (1); therefore, according

to Dr. Naville's reasoning, we should have three symbols for CD,

one of which also may be used for a, which is hardly credible.

It seems certain, therefore, that \\ and Q are consonants.
)NS>

akin to y and tf respectively, the orthography remaining the

same in all cases, and the different vowel sounds being left to

the reader. The further contention, that in English one vowel

does duty for several distinct sounds, such as a in father, all,

have, make does not meet the case
;
for in these words there

is a modification due to consonantal influence, while the vowel

quantity remains; but in a language written without vowels,

such as we believe to be the case with Egyptian, the vocalic-

changes count for nothing. In support of the old vocalic

theory, we also find Dr. Leiblein of Christiania, Dr. Piehl of

Upsala, and M. Virey; the last named, while admitting the

probability of a relationship between Egyptian and Semitic,

considers the former more nearly Indo-Germanic in type. lie

prefers the system of transliteration devised by Lepsius, yet
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endor>ev tin- (optic traii-literation- of Chaha- for their many
-\cellent ijiialitii-s: Dr. Piehl, on the contrary, contend- fnr the

xyMem of the late Le Page Renouf. .M. r>'nedhe. of 1'arix.

take- a neutral ground: In- says, "The Egyptians had a lan-

-. tin- \"<-alir j.ln-n<nn'iia !' which MTIII \<> nn- iimr-

than in tnn- Snnitic lan^ua^-s: ami tln-ir writinu' H'-r^

^ t" \ "cali/.ati>n ami rmharra^M'-. all t-lVurt ina<h- 1"

h-tcnniin- it."

It i> imt likely that any text will ever le t'mnnl with tin-

vncali/.atinii clearly ami indubitably imlicate<l. Perha]^ the

.letenninative j.laee.l after nmst wor<l> \va- a -ntlieieiit iinliea-

tinn <.f the vncali/ation to the eye. ^> that \vr.U -i.elle<l with

lettei-v were ]irnimuiic(-il differently, according to the

ileterminativr. The only means wherehy we can -ain

any ilea f the vneali/at "HMI f lv_r\|.tian i> ihroiiLi'h the nieliuin

(tic: ami the leliictinn fmni a -tmly f hntli ('n)ttic ami

the ohl-r tnn-r,,,. i s? that the latter employed a con>onantal sys-

tern of writim_r. pure ami simple; ami it M-.-niv rational to adopt

the method of the IJeiTin >cliool in nnr transliterations, as heinu-

the mnst accurate of the fourteen reciM_rniy,ed methods; thus

ohtainiiiLf the most exact result* poxxii,K. 'm representing by

Kuropcan type the >numl> of the written Kuyptian. It will he

time rimuirli to modify or alter this view when it U pro\cd a

fallacy hut that time i> imt \ !



77te God Asur. By Professor MORRIS JASTROW, JR., the

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

I.

THERE are a number of problems connected with the form,

character and etymology of the name of the chief god of the

Assyrian pantheon that still await a satisfactory solution.
1

At the outset of any investigation of the subject, it is neces-

sary to bear in mind that the name Asur is the designation in

cuneiform literature for a country and a city as well as for a

god, and since among the various forms in which each of the

three appears there is substantial agreement,
2 no doubt is pos-

sible, apart from other evidence, that the name in all three cases

is the same. As long ago as 1881, Friedrich Delitzsch
8

pro-

posed that the name of the god was derived from that of the

city and the country. This was opposed by Schrader,
4 who

maintained the reverse; but it can now be shown, in the light of

a complete examination of the material, that Delitzsch was right

so far as the oldest designation of the god was concerned;

whereas the specific designation asur was first applied to the

god, and from the god was extended to the city and country or

district.

1 For former discussions see especially, Lotz, Tiglathpileser, pp. 74-76;

Delitzsch, Wo Lag das Paradies, pp. 252-254 ; Jensen, Zeits. f. Assyr., I,

pp. 1-7
; Sayce, Hibbert Lectures, p. 124 seq.; idem., Gifford Lectures on

the Religions of Ancient Egypt and Babylonia, p. 366 seq.; Jensen,

Keilinschriftliche Bibliothek, VI, 1, p. 410.

2 The name of the god, country and city appears either as (a) r-f Yf p~^

(b) f^f * t-^7 (c) wf
1 ^V- In the case of the god, the determinative for

deity is frequently omitted ; in the case of the country and city the

determinative Ki is often added. The god and the country also appear

as W^ P in the inscriptions of Tiglathpileser I, Adadnirari III, Asur-

nasirpal, etc., and as
>*-f<^\

*n the inscriptions of Sennacherib, Esarhad-

don and Asurbanapal.
3 Wo Lag das Paradies, p. 254.

4
Keilinschriften und dasAlte Testament (2d ed.), p. 86 ; Lotz, Tiglath-

pileser, p. 74, also favors Schrader's view.
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The name of tin- city i> encountered long before we meet
with that of a god A>ur. The existence of the town repre-

sented by the modern Kahrt-Serkat on tin- Kuphratesandfor the

excavation of which permission has recently been granted to the

It, lit*,-!,, <),-;> '- <> .<>
Hx'-loi/t. can im\v be traced back to the

.lays of Hammurabi (c. 2*250 I

1

.. 0.), \vho towards the close of

the introduction to his famous Law code 3 mentions both tin-

later capital of A \ "/-,///-//(/, /). and the first capital A>ur.

the latter under the form . l-//.vnr(Art).* As in the Assyrian

inscriptions. Nineveh is written without the determinative for

city. whcrea> in the case of . I -//.// the word or sirn '/" i^

added. The addition of //, the determinative for place,
4 and

cMiimionly added to names of countries, shows that already in

the :d millenium \\. ('. then- existed a district or province
of Assyria. That the application of A-usar to the district

is an extension of a designation first applied to a town needs

hardly to be emphasized, but it is of some importance to note

that already in the days of Ilammurahi it was found i

t. different iate between the city and the district by adding the

\\ord nhi when the former wa> intended. The same designation
for the district is found in a syllabary,

5 where in a list of ships
\\ tind

'/ I I />!/,'</' i
.///7 ." ffx-x//-/-/V /////, i. e. A-syrian ship.

A- late a> the days of Sar^on. in whose days, as has Keen

observed, the scril..- -< em to have been fond of displaying

antiquarian knowledge, this old form of the name of Assyria
MCCIII-S in the datinir f tw. tablets.

'

'I'liere is also a passage in

a hymn \ Marduk among the tablets of AMirl.anapal's library

in which tin- tiiM clement in the name ..f A-url.anaj.al is \\rit-

1 See Mittlo //"//'/ " '/ r !> t*ri,, n,-i> *t-Qe*B*jhaftt
No. 20 for the

iir-i i. |.',rt ..i Koldewey's operations. On the vaii..u- t.Min-
'

the name
see Schradci A. ilmxchriften und Geschichtsforschung, p. 582.

Scheil, Textes Alamitet-Stmitiques, II, p. 21, ol.v. < "I. IV. :>H-60.

Or A-ufiar. I-'MI tin- n-:nliiiL- "I ill'- c..ni|Mniinl sign see Hri'iiiin-\\ .

No, 10,188.

I . . therefore t h< < ity of the district A-usar.

II. R. 46, No. 1. 2. c-d. Of. Pognon, LInscription de I
p. 81

note 1.

it .1 KMf(M . nth year of Sai-K'-n III i; -.'. No* \
. and \ I
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ten in thi> :nit i<|uarian fashion.' The farther proof tliat in early

.layx this i'..rin A-usar was actually u-ed h\ the A>s\ riaiis is fur-

nished by one of the oldest Assyrian inscriptions known to

u>. that of Samxi-Adad II. (c. 1700 B. C.), who designates
hiiiiM-lf av the iHit t .fl of (il) A-usar, and the builder of the

temple of (il) A-usar
;

a and we have another inscription of a

Sanisi-Adad 3

(orSainsi) who is either identical \\ it h the other or the

son of Isme-Dagan (c. 1800 B. C.) mentioned by Tiglathpileser I,
'

in which the same spelling A-usar occurs. The writing A-usar

by the side of A-sur is thus established for the oldest as well as for

the latest period of Assyrian history, though we are probably
safe in assuming that after the 14th century the former gave
way to the latter and was only occasionally introduced by scribes

or rulers fond of archaic devices in the writing of proper names.

Coming back for a moment to the title patesi of A-usar by
which Sanisi-Adad designates himself, it is to be noted that

while in the old Babylonian inscriptions the title patesi, when

designating a dependent ruler,' is followed by the name of a

place, Sirpurla, Ur, Larsa, as the case may be, we find, as Radau
has pointed out,

5
rulers designated as the patesi of a god, or

even of a festival or of men in general. The religious usage is

presumably older than the secular one, and it is possible there-

fore that Samsi-Adad designates himself as the patesi of the L0>d

A-usar since he expressly adds the determinative for god, pre-

<-i>ely as in the last inscription he speaks of the bit
(il) A-usar,

i. e. the temple of the god A-usar. In view, however, of the

recent discovery at Kala't-Serkat of bricks containing an in-

>eription of a still older ruler Irisum, who on one of these desig-

nates himself as prttrsi (or iSsak) A-usar(ki) and his father

1 IV. R2
. 18, No. 2, Rev. 11. Since the correct reading was pointed out

as early as 1880 by Delitzsch (Lotz, Tiglathpileser, p. 74) it is surprising
to find Sayce's queer translation of the passage in his Hibbert Lectures

(1887), p. 489.
*

I. R. 6, No. 1. 2-3 and 5-7.
8 Budge and King, Annals of the Kings of Assyria, I, p. 2. Written

(il)UT-IM, whereas in the other inscription the first element is written

xa-am-si.
4

I. R. 15 (Col. VII.) 62-64, according to which this Samsi-Adad (here

written Sam-si-IM) ruled 641 years before Tiglathpileser = c. 1770.
'

Early Babylonian History, p. 55, note 4.

6
Mitteilnngen der Deutsch. Orient-Ges., No. 20, p. 28.
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llu->u-m:i' as ////.>/ A--ir(ki) A-ir lu-in^ a variant for

A--UIV tin- significance of which will he considered further mi

it would seem that in the Assyrian inscription^ at least. the

title f
it>.<: ix u-ed only in conned ion with a place or district.

Since, furthermore, in another iiiM-ription of Iri>um - and prolia-

l.ly aNo in vome of tho>e ju>t foun.l at KalaM -Serkal the name of

the'_fod is also written A-&r, the identity of A-usar with A^ur a^

devj._rnat ion- l,,,t h of t he place ami the Lrod finl> further contii-ina-

tioii. Leavin-_r the \ariant A-ifa-i.le foi'the inouieiit anl continin--

OOraelTeS tO the t\v.. term- A-u-ar an<l A--UI-. the presumption
wouhl \>c in favor ,.f n-jfanlin,Lr the former term as thr ohK-r from

which in some way the latter wa^ <lerivel. Kmni the ai^e of the

inscription^ ho\\c\ er. in \\ hich the t wo forms occur, no conclusion

a- t,, relative priority can le -Irawn. for it is precisely in Ilani-

muraKi'- .lays that we encounter the form A^ur as wt-11 as

A-itvar. In a letter ..f 1 lammurahi ahlres>e.l to Sin-id. linam.
'

the name appears as A>- sur (//') written in the usual fashion of

later days; an<l a^ain, in a letter addressed to Ilammuralii. \vc

find the name of the country written Ax->u-ur (/.'/).' The-e

passages remove any douM that may remain as to the justification

of identifying A-usar with A-ur. and we are likewise justified

in c.in-ludiiiLr that the proper name (
/'/

) A-u^ar-i-di-nam OOCnr-

i-inii twice in commercial documents of therein of Sin-mulallit

i- ei|ui\alent to Axiir-iddin.

\\\\\ while the t-\ idem-e BO far available doe* not permit a

deci-i..n a- t.. the priority of one form over the other, it i- pf

1 So Delitzsch, 1. c. note, who says that this reading, which therefore

replaces the hitherto accepted Hal-lu, is perfectly clear.

First pointed out by Meissner, Asttyriologische Studien, I, p. 17.

I H. r,. NO. -2. I. 1 (MM '. i. e. 'to AMI lu> lord'.

4
Kintf, Letters an / Hammurabi, No. 23, obv. 7 (Vol. I,

pi. 87). and Nagel in Beitrdge znr Assyriologie, IV, p. 454. Cf. Winckler,
K> itinschriften . '/. .1. T., p. 88.

4 The signs ab-*ur apjMMi here to have been combined already int>;i

single jjroup a> in the later Assyrian inx-riptions.

CuneiJ '* from Rahul,,,,,.,,, TaMcttt etc., VI. pi. \\\ iHu. JM

5-9. HI*)). I. 7. Cf. MOnt llanunurahi. p. 16,

and Delitzsch. /
,

I
\

i
in-.

1

.

\ III. |.l. 1 (Bu. 88.5. 12,8 '1 pi. 4(Bu. 88,

Itev. :J8. I owe th. reference to these two passages to the kind-

ness of Dr. H. Ranke. See t he I.,

der //"// I. c " ; n'.t 8.
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importance to note that the oldest occurrence of Asur is

in reference to the district, and that the god at this period and

d..\vn to the days of Samsi-Adad II. itjyu'ar* to have been desig-
nated as A-usar. though, as a matter of course, the dearth of

material let \\cen the period of Hammurabi and that of Samsi-

Adad demands caution lest we build up our arguments on too

slender a foundation. Granting, however, that this distinction

was maintained for a period of longer or shorter duration, it

does not yet follow that A-usar represents originally the desig-
nation of the deity of a place or district. On the contrary.
the evidence points to the original application of the term
A-usar likewise to a place. It is to be noted that when, as in

the inscription of Samsi-Adad II., A-usar is used to designate
the god, the determinative for deity is added, whereas if A-usar

had originally been used as the name or designation of a deity,
we should have expected to find the city A-usar to be written

as the city of the god A-usar, that is to say, with the determi-

native for god'retained. Such, however, is not the case, neither

in the passage in Hammurabi's code referred to nor in the sylla-

bary
1

explanatory of the signs equivalent to "Assyrian ship."

Moreover, it is significant that in Hammurabi's code, the god of

A-usar is not designated by name at all, while Ishtar under the

old designation RF is distinctly referred to, in connection with

Nineveh. Hammurabi speaks merely of the lamassu damiktuit,
i. e. the gracious lamassu which he restores to the city A-usar.

3

1 See above, p. 283.
- See Jastrow, Religion Babyloniens und Assyriens, p. 135, note 1.

3 The passage in the introduction to Hammurabi's code, obv. Col. IV,

55-62, reads as follows :

mu-te-ir (il) lamassu-su da-mi-ik-tim

a-na (al) A-Usar (ki) mu-se-ib-bi

va-bi-hi sar sa i-na Ni-nu-a (ki) i-na

E-mis-mis u-su-bi-u me-e (il) Istar

"who restored its gracious lamassu to the city of A-usar, spreading
splendor, the king who in Nineveh in the temple E-mis-mi has caused
the name of Istar to shine forth."

The phrase me-e (il) ltt=Innanna or Istar (cf. Jastrow, Religion Baby-
loniens und Assyriens, p. 135, note 1) is not altogether clear, but the

most probable explanation is still that of Scheil's (Textes Mamites-Semi-

tiques II, p. 21, note 6), to regard me-e as a semi-ideographic writing of

the plural of su-mu " name" like IV. R, 60* C, obv. 9; compared with ib.

B obv. 29.
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I- it ii.it reasonable to suppose that it' there h:il existed in the

lavs of Hammurabi a god by tlie name of A-usar, the kinir

would not have failed to mention Mich a deity; especially in

vie\v ot' his practice of introducing the specific names of deities

in connection with the places in which they were worshipped.
It is therefore plausible to regard the / ^

-heil ^
1 1 _: irests,

as the designation of the patron deity of the city A-usar, ami

the fact that so general a term is used may be taken as an indi-

cation that a specific name for the deity of A-usar did not exist

01- was at all events not employed. As for this term fom<

while it is true that in the inscriptions of Assyrian kings and

also in the religious literature. A//////**// ordinarily designates

on.- of the colossal bulls placed at the entrances to temples and

to division^ <>f the palaces as the protecting //'/>/'"> <>r demon,
3

the addition of the suffix x" in the Hammurabi passage ("it^

A//////X.S-// ") as well as the description of the city's fomOMU a-

damiktim ( gracious
"
or "protecting") shows that the chief pro-

tecting power of the city is intended, and not a merely irciieial

protector. A passage that forms an interesting parallel to the

one under discussion occurs in an inscription of Nebucliadiie/./ar.

where in the course of an enumeration of his chief undertak-

ing. the king says:

<///</ f "////

<///" l-'-<ii>n<i 1'1,,,'i.^s.i x,/ 1iinikt'nn if fir

"To I'ruk it- fafa, to K-anna its ^racicuis //////,/x.x-// I

red."

I .iiina is the temple at I'ruk >:ieivd to tlie chid -..dd*--

the place. NMII.-I. and wlm. indeed, is referred to in the preceding
lim-s where the kinur ^p<-aK ^orinu' the ancient rites of the

goddess. Ih-re. likeuise, snine specific protecting <leitV Of

I'ruk i^ meant by A//////X.X-// and its synonym x<'/'/ prnbably th-

male :ixs, H -i:iie of Naii;'i wlm in <-onse.|iieiice of the pnnuinciicc

acquired l>y Naii:'i's riilt came to occupy the secondary position

\\hich in other instances Ix-lon^s to the female consorts of tlie

1 E. K. Kn-lii in connection \\ith i: km .>i,\. c,,i

Manluk uith i lin xxiili I' ,1 in I'r (ib, II.

I I VM 'i Si|,par an. I Larsa il. II. H - t;

"ii H.iht//.

I I,-. ;-,. CW i
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mall- deities. We have other evidence <>f tin- application of

Ilium**" to a deity, showing thai it, as well as .<"///, was mice used

for a protecting power in general
1 and not restricted, as we find

in later times, to images erected at the entrances to temples and

palac.-. A syllabary* describes 1'apsukal itself a designation

of various gods as $n .1 \-/\. I L. \. e. x" A//////NX/', and the same

idea i> expressed in such a proper name as Lamassi-Papsukal, my
hmntxxu

(i. e. protection) is Papsukal. In incantations' Marduk

is addressed as Immixxii and we have the further evidence of

>vllal>ar\- that AN-KAL is a designation of the god Bel. Asur-

nasirpal" describing an image of Ninib, which he has made for

the Ninib temple at Calah, defines it as a lunm^n iliitixu

rtihiti^ and it is plausible, therefore, that in the Hammurabi pas-

sage an image of the" chief deity of A-usar is intended, though
the possibility must be admitted that the expression hnimxmi ////'/

may have acquired the general sense of ''restoring the cult.'
1

In any case the lamassu stands for the chief deity of A-usar

and the weight of evidence is thus thrown in favor of the view

that A-usar was not originally applied to the deity of the place,

but to the town or city itself. In other words, A-usar, the

oldest name of the city and then extended to the district of

which A-usar was the capital, furnished the name for the god of

the place, who when he is first designated as A-usar as e. g. in

the inscription Samsi-Adad, is so by virtue of being the god of

A-usar.

The name A-usar so far as its meaning can be determined is

also more applicable to a place than to a deity. The first ele-

ment signifies 'water,' and the third is a frequent determinative

for 'growing plants,' so that there is much to be said in favor

Cf. Code de Hammurabi (ed. Scheil), Rev. Col. XXIV, 53, where the

word is used in the general sense of protection, ina la-ma-zi-ia aljljiwi

ina sulmim attabalsindti.
2 III. R. 67, No. 1, Rev. 61.

3 See Delitzsch, Handworterbuch 38 1
1

'.

4 IV. R2
. 29, No. 1, Rev. 3-4.

5
II. R. 54, No. 1, 8.

6 Budge and King, Annals, I, p. 210 (1. 19 parallel to I. R. 23, Col. II,

133). The reading lamassu and the interpretation here proposed re-

move the difficulties felt by Zimmern, Babylonische Busspsalmen, p.

18, note 1. The correct explanation of An-kal in IV. R2
. 50, Col. I. 11,

has been furnished by Tallqvist, Beschwdrungsserie Maqlfi, p. 135.
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of I )elit/.sch's supposition that A-usar means **
a well-watered

district," though the definite proof is wamiiiir. and as l-i

tin- nicaniiiLT t' < -/'/-/,//,/, to which, according tOfl -yllahary. //-><//

corresponds.- Ji;i> not Keen ascertained, t In- <|iicst ion must remain

'ni abeyance.

II.

It' it In- admitted that tin- use of A-usar as tin- name of a LT"1

is merely an extension of tin- original name of a place, tin-

jin-xtimi i- vi lL.._.,.vtc.l whi'thiT tin- patnni U-ity of . \-n-ai- \\ a-

kiio\\n l,y a >|MM-itir name at all? In other wonls. that

IM-IOI-,- l.rruiiiiii^ LTi'iH-rally known o<l of A-usaraml then

as A-u-ar. In- \va- l-si Lr,, a tiMl hy sonu* such jroncral U->rri|it inn

uirn-ly as tin- fomOMU >f the city. Attention has hccn dire.Me.l

to tlie fact that in the earliest OCCUITCIICC of AMIT. \i/.. in the

lay- of Ilaiiiiiiiiralii. the term is applied, with the determinative

//'attached, to a count ry or dist J'ict ; hut here, a^ain, \\c must

beware of drawing a conclusion from thi- iisaj^e as to the ori--

iual application of the term. It is evident that if in the days of

Hammurahi we have two distinct designations like A-usar and

A-ur i^ed side by side, we are already far removed from the

period when the older of these terms came into use. and the fact

that A-usar, though designating a city, has in Hammurabi's

inscriptions the determinative for district // attached to it. ^ho\\ >

that the extension of the term to the district has already taken

place. Despite certain appearances to the contrary, it can he

shown, I think, that A^ur W9A originally aj. plied to the god of

the place and then extended to the city and district, hy virtue

of the identification of A-usar with A^ur, -contrary, therefore,

to the procesx ,,f development in the case ,,f A-u^ar. \\ hich from

lieini: originally the name of a city, and afteruanU extended

with the -_rrowth of the city to the district of which the city

ITM the centre, became aU,, the designation of the chiel

\\ oi v) lipped iii the place as the LT"d Of A-Usar.

'I'he noun formation ///////. to which /x///- helon-s. |v u^ed to

indicate the possession of s,, n ie ijuality. Dclil/.M-h, indeed.

1 Wo lag das Parodies, p.
'

* BrOnnow, No. 10, 189.
a See the examples in Delitzsch, Ann;/r. <innn., %i65, 8.
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who inelines t<> placing Asur in the class ///////,' was formerly of

the opinion that o4t*r designated the god as the 'holy' one or

tlu- oiu- who brings salvation.' Jensen,
3

however, has shown

that tlu- underlying stem n^h-t' has the force of k

ovri-M-eing/

guarding' and the like, and Delitzsch
4

adopted this view.

Asur would therefore be the god who acts as a '

protector
'

or an 'overseer/ and whether we assume that this function was

supposed to be exercised by him over gods, or what appear*
more likely, over men, it will be admitted that the epithet

is an appropriate one for the chief god of a plan- who became

also the head of an entire pantheon. This interpretation

would make a-Su-r not a specific name, but rather an attribute

descriptive of a god's function, and it can hardly be accidental

that as to" as the 'protector' or 'overseer' is practically synony-
mous with the designation lunmmw. given him in the passage in

Hammurabi's code and which term, as we have seen, had

already acquired in Hammurabi's days the general force of a
"
protecting

"
power.

5 The doubt, therefore, is justified whether

the god of A-nx<ir, who advances in time to the position of the

chief god of the Assyrian pantheon, was ever known by a specific

name at all. In other words, it would appear that both in

earliest days and in later times, he wras designated merely as the

protecting power of A-usar, first of the city, and then of the

district as its lama&mi or its axm-.

.As strengthening the view here proposed that Asur arose as

an epithet of the chief god of A-usar, it may be pointed out

that the name is very frequently written" without the usual

determinative placed before the deity, and while this practice is

not uncommon in Babylonian inscriptions of the early period, it

1 So in the Grammar, 65, 17, though in the Dictionary (Handworter-
buch 148b

) he writes the word asur with no indication that the last

syllable is long.

Assyr. Handworterbuch, p. 148h
.

3
Keilinschriftl. Bibliothek VI, 1. p. 409-410 : cf. Zimmern, Keilin-

schriften u. d. A. T., p. 421.
4
According to the glossary of the 4th ed. of his Assyr. Lesestucke, p.

159, though he also retains the other meaning of "
bringing salvation."

See also Mitteilungen der Deutsch. Orient-Ges., No. 20, p. 37, where he

again designates Asur as "
heilbringenden" oder '

heiligen.'
5 See above, p. 236.
6 See Meissner's Altbabylonisches Privatrecht, p. 92, where examples

are given and to which many more could be added.
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is the rare exception in tin- historical and legal literature of

Amyria.

Leaving aside for the present the designation A--ir which

occurs in the inscription of Irisura
1

as the equivalent of

A--iir and is written without the determinative for deity, we
find tin- form A-sur without the determinative in the inscrip-

ti..n> of Tukulti-Ninib P (c. 1275) and of Asur-res-isi (c. 1150

\'>. <

'.),' both in the name of the latter king and of his ances-

feon ami when occurring independently. Passing to the period

between the 12th and 7th centuries, for which we have material

in ahumlance, we cannot help being impressed by the fact that

A -MI is used in quite a different way from the names of other

gods, like Istar, Samai, A. lad, Sin, Nebo, which as specific

names of gods are invariably written with the determinative for

deit v. whereas Asur appears so very often without the deter-

minative that this writing can hardly be regarded as accidental,

especially when we find this method of writing to be the rule in

certain texts as, e. g., in the inscriptions of Asurnasirpal.
4

In the

1

I. Rawlinson 6, No. 2. See p. 294 et seq.

III. Rawlinson 4, No. 2, obv. 3 and rev. 8.

3 III. Rawlinson 3, No. 6, lines 1, 5. 8.

4
Already noticed by Lotz (Inschriften Tiglathpilesers /, p. 75). To

assume, as Lot/ proposes, that the combination of f/xand x//r into a single

group carried with it the absorption of the determinative for deity, is

entirely unwarranted. Such an absorption is not only contrary to all

usage of cuneiform script, but is set aside by the occurrence of the com-

bined group with the addition of the determinative frequently in the

inscriptions of Sennacherib (e. g., I. Rawlinson, 37, Col. I, 10. 33, 63 ; II,

78, etc., etc.), of Esarhaddon (I. Rawlinson, 45, Col. I, 47, III, 10. 85,

etc., etc.), and also in pro]xr names, e. g. Asur-uballit, which appears
with tin- determinative in the inscription of Adadnirari I. (IV*. Rawlin-

son, 89, obv. 28), without it in an inscription of Pudilu (Lenormant. <

de Textes Cuntiformes, p. 169, No. 72), and in the Synchronous Hi#t<>n/

II Rawlinson, 65, obv. 8 and 10), and again as (il) .\--nr-nhullit in an

I'tinn of Marduknadinah. . th. -hi-f scribe of Asur-ubalh't, pnb-

IMi.-iI by Scheil (Recueil de Travaux, XIX, p. 46), and republished

by Budge and King, Annals ot /// Kings of Assyria, Appendix I (p. 891,

Rev. line 14). Besides p*-^ we also find occasionally ? evidently the

lenient of r+^f eni|.l..v.-,l M^ an abbreviation for the god (e.g.

Budge and King, i7*.. I. p. l.~>8, No. 2, with a variant r*V : also p. 160,

No. 71), a w.-ll a. f..r tin- ..un try (e.g. Budge and Km-. //.. I. pp. 154,

155, 156, Nos. 1, 2, 8, 4 in .ipn M of Adadnirari II. (c. 911-890) and

VOL. XX I \ v'"
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inscription of Tiglathpileser I. the writing generally A-sur

with the determinative is the rule, though it appears a number

of times without it,
1 but in the inscriptions of SaniM-Adad IP

(c. 1080 B. C.), Adadnirari III
s

(811-783 B. C), Sargon
4

(721-

705 B. C.) and Esarhaddon 6
the writing without the determina-

tive 1

appears to le very common, and this is all the more notice-

able, because such a writing of the name is found in the same

Asurnasirpal and also as an element in proper names (16., p. 158, No. 2,

and p. 160, No. 71, line 2); also in the inscription of Adadnirari III.

(I. Rawlinson, 35, Nos. 3 and 4). The form r for Asur always with-

out the determinative for deity is found for the first time in an inscrip-

tion of Tiglathpileser I. (III. Rawlinson, 4, No. 6, lines 5, 6, 7), where it

is used for the district. This form as without the determinative also

constitutes a fatal objection to Lotz's supposition.
1
I. Rawlinson. 9, Col. I, 52 ; II, 63 ; VII, 62

; VIII, 2, with the

variant (il) A-sur ; also I. Rawlinson, 6, No. V (three times). In the

inscription of Tiglathpileser's successor, Asurbelkala, the name of the

king appears as Asur-bel-kala without the determinative (I. Rawlinson,

6, No. VI, line 1), while that of his grandfather is written (il) A-sur-res-isi

(#>., 1. 3).

- III. Rawlinson, 3, No. 9, lines 1, 2, 3.

3 1. Rawlinson, 35, No. 3, lines 2, 14, 16, 19, 27, whereas lines 2 and 10

we also find r .

4 Lyon, Keilschrifttexte Sargon's, No. 1, lines 2 (district) 19 (city),

30 (district) No. 4, 48 (god). The name of the god in No. 1, as well as I.

Rawlinson, 36, is usually written (i/)A-sur. In Lyon, Keils. Sargon's,

No. 2, we find (t7)A-sur(M) for the district, (t7)Asur for god (lines

3, 90, 94). but also without the determinative (1. 15), and similarly

Asur(fci) for the district (lines 20, 95, 98). In No. 3 the god appears again
either as Asur (1. 1) or (il)A-sur (lines 4 and 59) of the country Asur(fci) (1.

52). Similar variations are found in the other inscriptions of this king,

but in general the name of the god is written (iZ)A-sur and the district

Asur with or without the determinative, as is consistently done, e. g. in

the Nimroud inscription (Layard, Inscriptions, etc.
, pi. 33-34). In Sargon's

inscriptions we encounter also for the first time the ideographic writing

Bal-til(Atf) for the city (e. g. Lyon, No. 1, 5), by the side of (aZ)Asur (1. 19);

also I. R. 36, 5, and other passages cited in Delitzsch's Wo Lag das Para-

dies, p. 254.

5 1. R. 48, Nos. 2, 3, 4, 7, 8 (in proper names), I. R. 46, Col. IV, 25
; VI,

41 (god) and I. R. 45, Col. I, 2, 3
; II, 2 ; III, 1, 39, etc. (district). In fact

in the name of the district, the writing without the determinative is the

only form used in Esarhaddon's inscriptions, either pp^ or p (the lat-

ter, e. g. I. R. 48, Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7), whereas for the god we have also

two forms with the determinative f^f-Jf^ (e. g. I. R. 45, Col. I, 47,

etc.), or Tf (e. g. I. R. 48, No. 9
; 49, Col. II, 19, etc.).
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passages where other gods are mentioned, and all with the deter-

minative. What adds to the significance of this circumstance

i> that A-ur is tin- "/</// god in these historical inscription?* whose

name i> thu> written without the determinat i\ e. Similarly, in

proper names eontainingthe element . l*"t\ the determinative is too

frequently omitted \<> IK- regarded as a mere question of caprice.

Tlin. of t'uur methods of writing the element . lx///-in the name
of Ksarhaddon, two are without the determinative. Among
other proper names containing the element A-m\ A-ur-ul>allit.-

A-urlu'lkala,
3

Asur-ris-isi,
4

Asur-dan. I)ur-A>ur,' Mutarri--

A-ur. Til-A->nr-ri." etc., etc., are written without the determi-

native, whereas we do not find this to he the oase \\ ith the name>

of other deities, entering as elements in the formation of proper
names, and when we come to legal document >. we find the writing

without the determinative to be the rule and with the determi-

native tht \eept ion. Again, the temple of Asur is written as

l>it . Ix"/- in a lmg list of Assyrian temples,
10 whereas in the case

of '/// the other temples, we find in variably the determinative

before the names of the gods to whom the temples were dedi-

catcil." In this same list, moreover, we find the word </-x/- used

in connection with other gods,
ia and whatever the force of the term

may be, it certainly is not to be interpreted here as the specific

name of a particular deity, but as an epithet that could be

applied to others.

(e. g. I. Rawlinson, 48, Nos. J. 1 7,8) and p (e. g. I. H Iv

Nos. 3. 5, 6).

Lenormant, Choix des TV./ l>. 169, No. 72. 1. 8. For

examples of this name with dctrnninativrs see above, p. 291.

I. Rawlinson, 6, No. 6.

III. Iiawliii>..n. H, No. 6 (line 1); Nos. 7 and 8. See the restorations in

Budge and King, Annals, I, pp. 23 and 25.

III. Rawlinson, 8, No. 6 (line 8) and No. 7 (lines 8 and 5).

I. Rawlinson, 22, Col. II, 86.

I. Rawlinson, 80, Col. II. 17.

I. Rawlinson, 4ft, Col. II, 28.

See tin In. I. \ to, lolin^' \xxyrian Deed* and Documents unl-i A

III. Kawlm^.n, 66. obv. 8.

k'. Sin an . Sibitti (19, d), Ann (24. 1>

11 !.. :i|.|.lir.| (,, I'.,- 1 ; Mi I" I
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III.

\\Y a iv now prepared to take up the question as to the sig-

nificance of the variant A-sir, which it will be recalled appears
three times in an inscription of Irisum. 1

It can hardly be

regarded as accidental that the very same epithet is applied to

Marduk the head of the Babylonian pantheon after the union

of the Babylonian states under Hammurabi. In a list giving
titles of Marduk 2 he is addressed as (isir ildni, the '

guardian
'

or
4 overseer

'
of the gods and in a prayer addressed to Marduk 3

he is described as

uSumgal
ilA-nun-na-ki

a-si-ru il

l-gi-gi

mighty one of the Anunnaki

overseer of the Igigi.

Similarly, Nabopolassar
4

calls Marduk

a-si-ir 2-yi-f/i

za-a-ni-ik ilA-nun-na-ki

and again Asurbanapal* addresses Marduk as

a-si-ir il

l-gi-gi [u Anunnaki^

1 I. R. 6, No. 2. Republished by Winckler, Zeits. f. Assyr., II, p. 314

(Tafel III. No. 10), and more recently by Budge and King, Annals of the

Kings of Assyria, I, p. 1. See Meissner's notes on the text (Assyriolo-

gische Studien, I. p. 17), to whom, as already remarked, the correct

reading A-Sir is due. Twice in this inscription (11. 3 and 6) it would

refer to the district according to the interpretation above proposed (p.

288) and once (1. 7) to the god. In the newly found bricks of Irisum (Mit-

teilungen der Deutsch. Orient-Ges., No. 20, p. 28 note) the writing also

occurs for the district A-sir (ki) in the title of Ilusuma, the father of

Irisum, whereas the latter is designated as patesi A-usar(ki).
2 K. 2107, obv. 3. (See King's Creation Tablets, Vol. II, PI. 61, obv.

1. 14. and Delitzsch, Assyr. Worterbuch, p. 204.)
3
King, Babylonian Magic, No. 12 (=IV2 Rawlinson 57), obv. 32.

4
Hilprecht, Old Babylonian Inscriptions I, 1, PI. 32, Col. I, 3-4.

5
Craig, Assyrian and Babylonian Religious Texts I. PI. 10, obv. 3.

6 So Martin, Textes Eeligieux Assyrians et Babyloniens I, p. 46, also

completes the end of the line. In connection with this epithet asiru

given to Marduk, one is involuntarily reminded of asaru or asari, which,

according to the gloss to II. Rawlinson 55, 68c, is the reading of the sign

silig (Assyr. Lesestucke, 4th ed., No. 25) that designates the god Marduk

(cf . the passages quoted by Brimnow No. 924). This name Asari appears
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as the first of the fifty names bestowed upon Marduk by the gods after

his conquest of Tiamat (King's Creation Tablets VII, 1 ; cf. Vol. I, p.

159), and according to the commentary S. 11 + S. 980, Obv. 1 (published

by King ib. II. pi. 51) is the equivalent of sdrik " bestower," which
accords with the words sdrik min'xti,

" bestower of planting," which
follows upon the name asari at the beginning of the seventh tablet.

This explanation, of course, disposes of any direct relationship bet

' and asaru, but the assonance suggests that asiru was chosen
because it served as a reminder of asaru and the play upon the latter

served as an omen of the functions of '

leadership
'

assigned to Marduk.
A trace of such an artificial association between asaru and axiru on the

part of the Babylonian priests is to be seen in the meaning 5agti]ir
"leader." which in a syllabary (S

b 268; Brunnow, No. 920), is given to

the sign silig and from the god, the sign is also applied to human beings,
and with the determinative for man before it is the equivalent of giSru

"strong" (II. Rawlinson 62, 20 g.). Besides Asari, Marduk is also

called Atuirn-tiliin, and the commentary to the seventh tablet of the

creation story (King ib, II. p. 51, obv. 14), in furnishing kabtti ' hon-
.i. ,1

" as the equivalent of alim is again in agreement with line three of

the text of the seventh creation tablet. A further compound of asari,

tered as the third name bestowed upon Marduk, is Asari-aliin-

'. where the third element adds the force of 'great,' 'mighty,' or

fcondm, as the fifth line of the seventh tablet adds after Asari-ulim-

'. Thi- method of adding certain elements to Asm-i helps to

i- \ plain the very common ideographic designation of Marduk as Silig-
'ii' (see Brunnow, No. 925), and which has occasioned such

various attempts at a satisfactory explanation. It is sufficient here to

refer to the views of Delitzsch, Assyr. Lesestueke, 3d ed., p. 60, note 6 ;

Jensen, Zeits. fftr Keilsctu-ifffin-seining I. 309; Zimmern. Bn**p*aln *,

a in I K> flnisrhriften u. d. A. T., p. 372, No. 41, and of Lehmann,
$amaf-btmu]cin \\. p. 46, note 2, and to add that the Babylonian priests

apparently intended to convey by means of this designation tin- idea >f

universal ami Mrong leadership (see Jastrow, Religion Babylo,
'""I A p. 113) so that this compound likewise recalls the force

inhen-nt in iixiru. It tliese considerations commend themselves, it is

plausible to assume that the Assyrian priests in transfer! m_; n\iru to

ih. -ir ta\.rite deity, whom t hey looked upon as their chief overseer and
leader, regarded themselves justified in doing so by the assonance
between A-usar and Asari. which was < \<-u more striking than A-usar
and aXim. At all events, it is hanl to r--i-.i i In- conclusion that tin-

nceof a form (Marias a name for Mard nk <li<l not play a part, first,

in lending to the choice of a*irn as an appropriate epithet for Mar.lnk.

and, secondly, as a factor in tnDflto .-I thi-, .-pith.-t t,. the

HI "t \ -n-.ir. AII in-<-ripti..n !' Sama nninkin. who was ap-

point.'. I liv hi- lii-otlu-r A-III t-anapal t.. ml.- uv.-r Babylonia and who
inainiain.-.i in in 668 to 648 B. C., bears tent mi. -n\ to the con

tinned use of Asari (or Asaru) as a designation of Marduk up to a late

period. Speaking of liis inarch to Maliylon to take control ..| the coun-

iukinsays(V. Rawlin-.n 89, N
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To be sure, the title is not limited to Marduk, for we find Nebo

likewise designated as

a-$i-ir Igigi

uUn kirib Bal-til (ki) ana subat bala^u
ittia hadis Iti-ira sar Hani (it) A-sa-ri

from Assyria to the seat of life,

joyfully proceeded with me the king of gods, Asari.

The "seat of life" is the city of Babylon, which is frequently written

ideographically Tin = bala^u and Tir = subtu and the reference is to

the carrying back to Babylon of the image of Marduk, which as an

inscription of Asurbanapal informs us (Lehman, Samassumukin, PL

xix, 37-44) had been taken to Assyria in the days of a former king.

Asurbanapal confirms Saniassumukin's statement, and also refers to the

fact that in his days Marduk returned amidst rejoicing to Babylon.
The inscription of Samassumukin referred to (V. Ravvlinson 62, No. 2)

is preserved in a "double" form, an ideographic or "Sumerian"
column with a " Semitic" translation in a parallel column, though it is

evident that in this case the "Sumerian" is a translation of the
" Semitic" text. In the ideographic column, A-sa-ri appears as the

sign Silig, but in the very next line, 16, we find the chief god of Babylon
once more introduced as Silig-gal-sar, the more common form to which
in the "Semitic" column Amar-ud, i. e. Marduk, corresponds. The

16th to 18th lines read :

Bdlum rabti karradu (il) Marduk
ina E-sagila kal samd u irsiti

subatsu elliti tabis Ki-irmi

The great lord, the mighty Marduk
in Esagila, the palace of heaven and earth

graciously took his lofty seat.

In thus using two names for the head of the Babylonian pantheon,
A-sa-ri and Marduk, the royal scribe must have been conscious of the

assonance between Asari and Asur and introduced the name Asari with

the evident intent of suggesting that Marduk, as Asari, also belonged in a

measure to Assyria, or what amounted to the same thing, that Assyria
was part of Marduk's domain to the extent, at least, of being included in

the scope of the god's mercy and forethought. At all events, as the only

instance in an historical inscription of the phonetical writing A-sa-ri to

designate Marduk, the use in connection with Marduk's departure from

Assyria does not rest upon chance or caprice, but was clearly intended to

serve some specific purpose.
1 In an Assyrian inscription dating from the days of Tiglathpileser

III (c. 727 B. C.). See Scheil, Recueil de Travaux XVI, 177, line 4 ; and

also in an inscription of Esarhaddon, published by Meissner, Beitrdge
zur Assyr. Ill, 228 and 287, obv. 9.
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but it is probable that in this case, the epithet has beeu trans-

ferred from Man I uk to the second of the great gods of Bal\ -

Ionia, and a further step in this process is represented by desig-

nating Xebo simply as

a-fir A-*"/ /'/</.

-airila being the name of Marduk's temple in Babylon, it is of

Mai iluk who is the real a8ir of the place. We al>> find

in one instance a ir-'d Ma-da-nu designated* as

I-,,,/,,.,, ,,.//

which is not to be rendered as Weissbach
"
irnadi-Me der Anunnaki," lut airain a^ the

"overseer." Tin- epithet is als extended to the chief goddess
I -tar, who is spoken of as

4

and decidm-.

lui even this does not mitigate aurain>t the conclusion that it is

primarily Manlnk to whom the epithet as the *' chief" god
IM longs and that from him it is occasionally -i\ t n to other

"chief" gods. The god Asnr occupies the same position in

the north that Manlnk does in the south, and he does so by
virtue of the central importance acquired by the city A-usar,
(\a-tl\ a- M a rduk obtains his preeminent position at the head

of the lialiylonian pantheon leeau>e the city of Babylon. <!

which he was the patnm, became the capital of the country. It

would lie peculiarly appropriate, then-fore, for the fom<

1

King, Babylonian Magic, No. 22, obv. $; ib., No. 6, obv. 48, the correct

reading is presumably a-sar r* place"), and not a-sir as King proposes.
On the other hand. Kin^ may be correct in proposing the reading

:. 6, and in that case, the epithet would also belong to Ncrgnl.
* Weissha'-li. fi'ihftln,,- .//.//. IM. 14 (Rev.) 50. Madanu. tip-

husband of Ban. i- .-\i,lontly identical \\itli the god usnall\ r.-:.l Nin

gireu. IHeographicaMy represented (1. 49) as "tli- ^n-at |u.I-e. th-

meaning >f Malanu ifnun the well known Mi-m '////"
"
jud-e "i

a -<>l;ii -l.'it\ . :in-i lie -mi-p
-.IIIIM,,II|\ known as the "judge of heaven and earth."

1
Ba/'///"/ />/( V/s< .//.//. j.. 89.

ug, Assyrian and Babylonia : I . |.l. 18, 1. 28.

*Cf. IA-tar-HU muH-tal-tui.i l\ I 1.18).
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the "gracious protecting power" to be designated
as the </.<//", and tlie occurrence of this term in an inscription

of so early a date as that of Irisum merely proves, confirmatory
of other evidence now available, that the age of the political

importance of A-usar, and of the district of which it was the

centre, is far higher than only a short time ago was supposed : in

other words, that the beginning of an Assyrian empire belongs
to the third millenium before this era. With the fondness that

Babylonians and Assyrians in common with Hebrews and Arabs
had for plays upon names, the assonance between A-usar and
"x/V was no doubt an important factor in the choice of this epi-

thet for the lamassu of the place, and the fact that a8ir as the
41 overseer" conveyed about the same idea as lamassu, by which

the god had hitherto been designated, was probably a second fac-

tor
;
but over and above this, the term was selected because the

god of A-usar corresponded to Marduk, the asir of the south,
even though we cannot as yet by inscriptions trace the applica-
tion of the term to Marduk as far back as the occurrence of

asir in Assyrian inscriptions. As to the modification of a-sir

to a-sur, which took place at some time between the period of

Irisum and Adadnirari I. (c. 1345 B. C.), one may perhaps
account for it by the desire, equally natural, to differentiate the

a-sir of the north from the a-sir of the south, and the term a-sur

once introduced superseded the other. The change itself from

fa'il to fa'ul is a comparatively slight one and the Arabic presents

many examples of the interchange between the two, as, e. g.
- S > ^ S 9

,

i^;y=*
and ^V^. u^p^- and J^sx^, etc.

1

In Assyrian we may

compare sakitu, feminine, from saku (fa
l

il) by the side of

sakutu, feminine, from saku (fa'ul).* Beyond assonance,
there is, of course, no connection between A-usar and asir, and

perhaps the desire for greater assonance may have been a factor

also in leading to' the use of asur for asir. The force of both

forms is the same, or practically the same, and whatever other

1 See the examples in Wright-De Goeje's Arabic Grammar, I, p. 134,

and Rem. a (p. 136). Cf. Barth, Nominalbildungen in den Semitischen

Sprachen, p. 13, g 6, a note. Similarly the forms fa'il and fa'ul are

synonymous and the former replaces to a large extent the latter. Cf .

Barth, ib., p. 43c and p. 46.

2 Cf. Delitzsch, Assyr. Gram., % 65, nrr. 7 and 8.
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motives contributed to the interchange, it is both interesting

ami significant to note that while the former in time superseded
tin- latter. //>// (lid not entiivly disappear as the designation of

tin- chief god of .Wyria. In the so-called Cappadocian tab-

lets
1 which date, presumably, from c. 1100 B. ('.. ire meet

A--ir frequently as an element in proper names, and since in a

number of cases it t'>nn> a variant to A->ur, tliere can be no

doubt of the identity of the two forms, and that they both desig-

nate the head of the Assyrian pantheon. Thus, we have A->ir-

ma-lik (No. l<, r.) by the side of A-sur-ma-lik' (No. 3, 4; 6, 5,

A --ir-rabi (No. 8, 3), and in the same text the same per-

Miiage appears as A-sur-rabi (1. 12). Other names compounded
with A-sir occurrinir in these tablets arc A--ir-ta-a-a-ar (No. 1,

\-mur-A-ir (No. 4, 15), En-nam-A-sir (No. 7, '.Ml. Ma-nu-

uni-ba-liiu-A->ir (No. 16, 4), and probably also according t<>

Delit/.seh A->ir-'-mu-ki (No. 9, 4). Delitzsch
4

very properly

expresses astonishment at the somewhat remarkable form, but

in view of what has just been pointed out, the mystery is cleared

up and these examples show that the form A->ir in IrUumV

inv, iij,ti,,n- is not an exceptional one. In thu> connecting A--ur

tlin.ULTli the mediation of A-sir with the god in the Babylonian

pantheon of whom he forms in a measure the northern counter-

part, we have removed from the name that element of uui<|iie-

uhich lias hitherto been a pu//,le to scholars. The IJahy-

lonian ami Assyrian pantheons beinir in other respects identical.

the -_'od> appearinir in A>syrian inscription> lein-- the >ame a>

tli..-e c -IK -..mitered in the south, and even the chief goddess of

rift,
I-tar. bearin_ir a name that belonged to a IJabyhuiian

deity uoi-xhipp,.,! in one of the old centers of the south, it would

. . rtaiidy be strange to find the name iriveii to the chief i^od !'

the Assyrian pantheon t, 1..- so entirely original. The explana-

tion here vii._r._r,.st,.d funiMirx the link that we have a ri-_
r ht to

look lor the north and the smith, in \ iew of the depeml-

1 See GoleniBclu'tV l / Tni.h ft- x Cappadociennes (St. Peters-

e.lit ion these examples are taken. The proper

Darnel m these Cappadocian tablets bear in general i i ling to Dr.

Ranke. (private communication) an 'archaic* character.
9 Not the same personage, however, as A-sir m.i lik

3 Zttr Entzifferung und Erkl&rung der Kappadokitchen
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ence of the former upon the latter for its culture, its cult, its

beliefs and its theology, as well as for its theological nomeucla-

tuiv. At the same time the later differentiation represented by
i-#nr in place of a-Sir would have been regarded sufficient ,-is a

distinguishing designation from Marduk and other deities of the

south on whom the epithet aSir had been conferred, and was

presumably introduced with this purpose in view not long after

</-x/V, originally merely a descriptive epithet, came to be the

designation for the chief god of A-usar and thus assumed, as its

origin was forgotten, the character of a real name. A trace,

however, of the purely descriptive nature of the designation

may be seen in the frequent writing of the name without the

determinative for deity and to which attention was above

directed.
1 In this way the consciousness that ASur-Asir \\.is

not a specific designation of the deity, but represented an attri-

bute that indicated his position in the pantheon, was preserved,
and the bond at the same time maintained which connected the

"overseer" and "guardian" with the still earlier designation
of lamassu (or "protector") of the city and of the district

A-usar. While, therefore, the invariable addition in Assyrian

inscriptions of the determinative for deity before Samas, Nebo,

Istar, Nergal and all the other gods invoked or introduced as

elements in the formation of proper names, gave to those desig-
nations in the full sense of the word the character of sp-;j!<-

names, the frequent and at certain periods consistent omission

of the determinative before Asur served to remind the "initi-

ated" at least that A-sur was not a real name but merely a

description of the god as the general "overseer" or "protr<

tor," precisely as the older designation lamassu retained this

purely descriptive character. Asur corresponds, therefore, more
to such designations as the "

Omnipotent," the "All Wise," the

"Supreme one," which we might use in place of the moiv

specific designation of the Deity as "God" or "Jehovah."

This impersonal aspect, thus embodied in the designation

A-sur, accords with the peculiar position that the god occupies
in the Assyrian pantheon. Despite his prominence in the his-

torical inscriptions, the personal side of Asur, so to speak, is

not brought forward in the same way as is that of other deities.

1 See above, p. 291 et seq.
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The kings do not refer to statues of the god, and temples of

A-ur do not appear to have been as numerous as those of Istar,

Sin. S.tnia- and Nebo. Tiglathpileser I., although fulsome in

hU praise of Asur, does not deposit tin.- most important docu-

ment of his reign in Asur's temple, but in one dedicated to Ann

and Adad. 1 Adadnirari III. (811-783 B. C.) erects numerous

statues to Nebo and addresses hi in in such terms as almost to

-onvey the impression that he acknowledged the supremacy of

this god alone.

() Posterity! Trust in Nebo. Trust in no other god!

is the inscription which he places on a statue of this god.
2

Surely, A^ur must have occupied a peculiar position in Assyria
to warrant a king who had no intention whatsoever of intn ..lur-

ing a rival to Asur, in usin^ *ueh language of another irod. It

would seem, indeed, that by the side of Asur, the Assyrian

kings were in the habit of choosing some other deity as their

special patron, one selecting Ninib,* another Nebo,
4 a third

Sama-, and the like.
8 We do not find pictures of Asur on seal

eylindei-v. a- wr tind representations of Sania-. Sin. Ktar. Adad

and others. Instead of being glorified by temples and Matne.

he is represented by a standard. surmounted \>\ his symbol a

winded disc which is carried about with the Assyrian armies.

Though the protecting deity, originally, of a single plaee. his

.eni re of worship, the old city on the Tigris, does not continue

to be the capital of Assyria. Salmaneser I. (c. 1330 H. ('.) has

n.. hesitation in transferring the seat of government to Calali.

and though subsequently Tiglathpileser I.
(c. 1100) endeavors

to secure t'.r A-ur it- former pre.-minenre, that does not hinder

hi- BUpoeMOrfl from passinir still further to the north, and in the

li'\ day of Assyria's gh>ry it is not to A^ur hut t Nineveh to

which the emivxarirv of ihe nations come with their trilnite.

\\ . railllot roi,rei\<- ,,f I ':ily h Mliail nilel's. a f t er ..nee aek liowl -

1

I. Rawlinson, 16, Col. VIII, 89-46.
*

I. Rawlinson, 85, No. '. I \'2.

3
So, e. g., Afiurnayir|>al.

4 E. g., Adadnirari III

s E. g., ftalmaneuer II

See Jastrow. /. / /" Babylouimn nntl A>

and 288.
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edging the supremacy of Marduk, deliberately removing the

capital to some place with which Marduk has nothing to do.

.Marduk belongs for all time to the city of Babylon; and if such

changes in the north do not affect the position of Asur, it is evi-

dently because, though originally a local deity, it is not exclu-

sively as such that he acquires and maintains his position, but

rather as the general patron of Assyrian armies, as a protecting

power spreading his beneficent influence over all of Assyria, a

kind of patron saint of Assyria under whose guidance the

Assyrian armies marched to victory, a power who sums up the

spirit and peculiar genius of Assyria, not conceived of like the

other gods as a symbol of a natural power though he may have

been so originally, or thought of as dwelling in a particular

location though once a local deity but in reality, as Hammu-
rabi calls him, a lamassu damiktim a gracious and protecting

force, the daemon of Assyria, who presides over the fate of the

country and merety because the chief trait of Assyria was mili-

tary prowess, does Asur become, primarily, a god of war. In

other words, as in the south, the attempt towards a spiritualiza-

tion of the religious beliefs has its outcome in the establishment

of the doctrine of a trinity, consisting of Ann, Bel and Ea, who,

dividing among themselves the upper element, the earth and the

waters, respectively, preside over the whole universe 1 and stand

alone and apart from other gods, so in Assyria the spiritual ele-

ment, which is to be found in every religion, finds an expression

in the conception which dominates Assyrian history of a power

who, quite independent of the other gods and on quite a differ-

ent plane from them, is the protector of Assyria par excellence

the aSir or asnr of the country. Sayce, in his first series of lec-

tures on the Religion of the Babylonians,
2

recognizes and empha-
sizes this quite exceptional character of Asur among the gods of

the Assyrian pantheon and which makes him so much more than

the mere head of this pantheon. He also calls attention to the

fact that Asur is childless and has no female counterpart, though

occasionally Istar is spoken of in terms which might lead us to

suppose that she was regarded as such. This, however, is not

1 See Jastrow, Religion Babyloniens und Assyriens, p. 102.

Hibbert Lectures (1887), p. 126 seq. : see also Oifford Lectures (1902),

pp. 371-372.
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tin case, and the frequent association of Asur and Istar

cially in the inscriptions of A-urbanipal is due to the impor-
tance of the latter as the chief goddess of tin- later capital of

Assyria, tin- city of Nineveh. Sayce sums up his discussion of

Axur as follows:' "We can. in fact, trace in hint all the linea-

ment- upon which under other conditions there mi^ht have been

built up as pure a faith as that of the God of Israel." Whether
one is prepared to go to such a length or not, certainly despite
the severe and cruel aspects that A-ur as ;i god of war takes on,
he represents a genuine attempt at the spiritualization of concep-
tions held about divine government. The later designation of

this god as Axir or Asur, replacing the earlier .ne ..f hnmtssu,
did not interfere, but on the contrary, assisted this process,
since it represented not a name of a god but an epithet nan>

ferred from Marduk to the chief protecting power of the north-

ern pantheon, and while in the differentiated form A-xiir. tin-

epithet came to be so closely associated with the chief god of

A-usar as to take on the trait of a name and eventually wax

extended to the city and district ovei which he exercised juris-

diction. -citing aside almost entirely the older designation
A-uxnr. yet the consciousness that A>ur was in reality an epi-

thet having the force of "protector" or "overseer" was never

entirely lost, as is shown by the frequent omission of the d.

minative for deity when tin- term is used. There is thus an

aspect to this method of writing the term that came to be

regarded as the name of the LT"d, which imparts to it something

more than a merely arbitrary practice or a peculiarity <>t certain

Assyrian -cribes.

My proposition, then, i- that the de-i-_:nat i..n A--ur. 1 raiixf,,niied

fn.m an older form A--ir. n-pn-x.-nt
- an epit bet nriLrinally applied

kO Marduk and traii-tern-d !., tin- chief LT'dnf &-U8MT, because

the latter occupied to so large an extent the -ame p..-iii..n in the

north that Marduk did in the x,,uth, \\hih- the MtOUUlOe with

A-u-ar, the oldest name <.f the locality in which the northern

deity in question was worshipped, u:|v ;lls" :l factor in leading

tO the transfer of the epithet. Whether the chief Lfod of A-Uxar

ever had a -|.eciti<- name pre\ i.uix t, thi- introduction of A-ir

A-ur. i- a .|ii.-tion to whicli no definite an-\\<r c;m b. -i\eii.

. p. 129.
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though the circumstance that Hammurabi designates him merely
as the "

gracious protector," would seem to indicate that such

was not the case. At all events, as early as the third millenium

before this era, the god of A-usar is viewed as a general pro-

tecting power of the district of which A-usar was the centre.

The same process which led A-usar, originally the name of the

city, to be extended to the chief god of the place, so that with

the addition of the determinative for deity, this god was written

as the god A-usar in reality the god of A-usar brought
about the extension of the deity's epithet Asur to the city and to

the district, so that, instead of A-usar, it became customary to

speak of the city and district of Asur, which was in reality the

city and district of the god Asur.

Delitzsch's view, above referred to, thus turns out to be right
so far as A-usar is concerned, which was originally the name of

a
place,

while Schrader and those who follow him are correct in

regarding Asur as a term that was originally applied to a deity.

IV.

There is still one aspect of the problem connected with the

god Asur that may appropriately be discussed here. Besides

the phonetic method of writing the name of the god as A-sur or

As-sur, the two signs in this form generally combined into a

single group, we find in the inscriptions of Sennacherib, Esar-

haddon and Asurbanapal the form w-f^.
1 In the inscriptions

of Asurbanapal, indeed, this becomes the common form both

for the name of the god and, with the addition of the usual

determinative ki, as the designation of the district. The identity

in form between this method of designating the chief god of

Assyria, and a god who appears in several of the tablets of

the Babylonian creation story,
2 has been the subject of much

discussion among scholars, who were naturally led to assume a

direct relationship between the two. While due consideration

was given to the difficulties involved in such a relationship,

1 E. g. Meissner-Rost, Bauinschriften Sanheribs, K. 5413", line 1. 7; K.

1356, line 1, etc. I. Rawlinson 48, No. 9 : 49 Col. II, 19 (Esarhaddon),

and in the inscriptions of Asurbanapal passim.
2 See the passages in the index to King's Creation Tablets, Vol. I, p.

266.
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especiallyby Jensen 1
in his acute remarks on the subject, even tin*

latter inclined to the view that r^f^, i. e.. An-ar (as the signs
an usually read) of the creation story, had something to do with

A-ur. Such a view found an apparent support in the form

'Aowopo? which Dainaseius. in his >ummary of Babylonian beliefs

(on the basis of Berosus) (?), furnishes for An Binte thi>

same Dama>eius gives the form of the deity, associated with

An-iar, correctly as Kwro-opiy, i. .. Ki-*ar. there was a presump-
tion in favor of placing continence in the reading A^soros,
wliicli naturally suggests A-sur especially in the form A---ur.

though the change from a supposed coiitraetion of An-sar to

\ -ar and then to As-sur (As-sor) remained to be accounted

for. All. however, that can legitimately he concluded from

the form . I.N-WOX in Damascius is that the latter, and presumably,

therefore, also Berosus, believed in the identity of An-*ar with

tin god A--ur; and even if we should go further and assume

that the Assyrian priests, in their desire to glorify their own

chief, proposed to identify him with the god who played a part
in the time-honored creation epic, that would not yet establish

the correctness of the view.

A> a matter of fact there are no phonetic laws in Assyrian
that could satisfactorily account for the transition of An-*ar' to

A-*ur or even A---ur. Apart from this, if we turn to the r.-le

assigned to An-sar in the creation story, \\ e will find that there

i- no possibility of connecting this figure with a god like A-ur.

In tin- tiiM creation tablet, An--ar and l\i--arare introduced

a- tin- -rrond pair of deitie< that were produced.' Though
coming after Lahmu and Lah.-fcmii. 1 hey apparent ly are ri\en

the superiority over the latter," and at all event* in the continua-

tion of the -tory. it i- An--ar \\\\<> appears as directing the

movements of the gods and not Lahmu. Tin- a--M-iation of

1 Zeitft. /. Assyriologie I. |>p. '-\-~i.

SIM- tlu- |.as-aK- in full in Kind's Cnutiu,, Tahhts. V,,!. I. p. \\\m
1 A reading' >"/ i-\ iln- side of Sar assumed i\ Jensen (2) i.<yr.

1.
\>. 4) as possible does not exist. Delit/>ch has abandoned th.

expressed in the 3d ed. of his Le*e*tfick,; p. :u [cf. BezoM

nchrift. II, p. 66], and the sif^ns referred to ly Haupt in In- S/O/M ritche

Hengesetze, p. 6, are to be read /

4 Tablet I 76., 1. 10.

'
According to King's very plausible restoration of 1. 1*2 ; aee King's

Creation Tables. \..l !

p,
i n..t>6.
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Ki--ar \viili An->ar U-avt-s no doubt as to the interpretation to be

put upon both names. The element common to both Stir is

commonly the equivalent of /-/x.sw/", i. e., 'totality,' 'universe'

and the like, while An = MIma 'heaven' audKi = irsitu 'earth.'

An-sar, accordingly, represents a personification or a combina-

tion of the forces of heaven, while Ki-sar, viewed as the "female "

complement, is an embodiment of the forces of earth. Surely,
no more is required than this statement of the interpretation of

the names, to show that we are dealing here with a theological
doctrine and not with a popular belief, though the doctrine may
rest upon some very primitive and crude popular attempt to

form a theory of the beginning of things. Back of the triad

Anu, Bel and Ea, representing a mere advanced theory of the

universe which recognized a threefold division,
1 and which

in turn gave way to a more "practical" triad, Sin, Samas and

Adad, or Sin, Samas and Istar, we have a twofold division of

the universe represented by An-sar and Ki-sar, from which pair

the triad Anu, Bel and Ea, the first representing the upper or
'

heavenly
'

ocean, the third the '
terrestrial

'

ocean, separated by
Bel,

2
are evolved. In the present form of the Babylonian crea-

tion story, itself the outcome of an elaborate and completed

theological process of speculation and composition, we have two

distinct conflicts
3 which had to be waged before order, as rep-

resented by the gods of the later Babylonian pantheon, could be

established in the Universe : (1) the conflict organized by Apsu
and his messenger, Mummu, against the gods, and in which

the help of the monster Tiamat is invoked by Apsu ; (2) the

conflict between Tiamat and the gods. In the former, result-

ing in the overthrow of Apsu and Mummu, Ea is represented as

the conqueror; in the latter, ending with the discomfiture of

Tiamat, Marduk is the victor, though it has been shown that in

an earlier version it was Bel (En-lil) and not Marduk who

played the role of conqueror.
4

1 See Radau's interpretation of the significance of this division (Crea-

tion Story of Genesis I, pp. 51-53), with which, in the main, I agree.
2 Radau ib., p. 53. 3 See King's Creation Tablets, Vol. I, xxxvii seq.
4 See Jastrow's Religion of Babylonia and Assyria, pp. 439-441, and for

the modified and revised form of the writer's interpretation of the Baby-
Ionic creation story, with translations and a full analysis of the texts in

question, consult the forthcoming part in the German edition of his

work.
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Tin- combination of tin- two conflicts as well as the later sub-

stitution of Marduk for l>cl indicate the composite character of

the present tale. Tin- two conflicts are merely two \cr*ions

ami tlie proce** of (-instruction is the same to which we have

me acciiMoined liy the critical analysis of the myths, legends
and traditions of the book of Genesis, and which in most cases

represent likewise the combination of two versions. Apsu and

Mummu. on the one hand, and Tiamat. on the other, are

14 doublets." AJIMI and Tiamat are symbols or representative*

of chaos, while Mmiiniu is again a doublet" of Apsu resting,

perhaps on a third version but for whom, in the construction

of the two \ rr*ionx. ID other place could lie foil in I than that of a

superfluous
"
go-between" between Apsu and Tiamat a coun-

terpart to ( ia-j-a. \\ ho act* in a similar capacity of messenger to the

In the narrative of both conflicts, however, it is An-*ar

who presides over the assembly of the gods, the representatives

of order and light, and who ilirects their movement again>t the

h.rcesof chaos ami darkness led by Apsn and Tiamat, while

Lalimu and Lahamu, the oldest pair of all. are ranged in the

i-l conflict on the side of Tiamat. Ki-*ar plays no part in

either of the conflicts, and being only mentioned once in the line

in which the birth of An-*ar and Ki-*ar i*. anmnim-ed. is clearly

an artificial figure introduced under the general influence of the

theory which assigned to every god a female counterpart or

companion. An-*ar and Ki-sar are thus two figures, like Nut

(heaven) and Kel (earth) who in the "
Heliopolitan

"
form of

IVJ-N j.tian OO61HOgOny, are repre*eiited as lyinir in clo*e embrace

in the primeval water* until separated by Shu, who lift* Nut in

Ivjyptian theology* the female clement up fmm Kd.. We
ma\ thu* ili*tin-_rui*h t \\ pha*es in the theological conceptions

evolved with regard \ An-*ar. the one repre*enting him a* the

chid of the force* of the upper \\orld. whe^e according to the

current \ie\\ de\eloped in connection with astrological *cicnc-

the uod* -l\\ell, the other making him with Ki-*ar OOV6T the

entire scope <f the universe. The former phase brin \

1 Tahlet III, 2 and 8, where Ga '/,-////. L e. messenger,

precisely as Mumnm i- m th.- tir-i t.-ii.l.-t. IMM- :: :ml U,

See Lange in Chantepie de la Saussaye's Lehrh,n-l, ,/, ,- /,

^ i .'I I. 146.

XXIV.
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into a certain relationship to Anu, who, as the first member of

the triad, is pictured as in general control of the heavens, but it

is clear that An->ar belongs to an earlier stage before the devel-

opment of the triad doctrine and at a period when Ann was

regarded as constituting the entire cosmic principle. Such a

doctrine underlies the interesting list II. Rawlinson, 54, No. 3,

obv., and also in a measure the list III. R., 69, No. 1, obv.,

according to which a pre-cosmic Ann produces the general
forces' of heaven and earth, or, as Jensen 1

aptly expresses it,

"das Himmelsprincip uud das Erdpriucip." Either emanating
from Anu or regarded as emanations of the "heavenly" prin-

ciple (An= Anu) in combination with the "earthly" principle

(Ki irsitum), ten pairs of gods are registered, among them as

the third pair An-sar and Ki-sar. This enumeration is to be

taken again as a proof of the existence of various theological
doctrines in Babylonia which, though agreeing in the main prin-

ciples, vary in nomenclature and in questions of detail.
2

In the

first tablet of the Creation story, An-sar and Ki-sar occupy the

place accorded in the two lists to An and to Ki. or Antum, the

feminine of Ami, which appears to have been regarded as

equivalent to Ki,* while in the subsequent tablets An-sar giv-

ing directions to Anu, Ea and Bel-Marduk represents the "pre-
cosmic" Anu standing in the lists before An-\-Ivi (or An -\-

Antuta] .

It is evident that such theories and speculations with regard
to Anu and An-sar belong to a different order of thought from

the views held in regard to gods who constitute what one may
call the active pantheon, and there is clearly no warrant in asso-

ciating either the An-sar in the lists referred to or the two

1

Kosmologie der Babylonier, p. 274; see also the discussion, ib., p.

192 seq, and Radau, Bel, the Christ of Ancient Times (Monist XIV.

81-87).
2 In this list, e. g. ,

Lahmu and Lahamu constitute the seventh pair,

whereas in the Creation story they precede An-sar and Ki-sar.
3 III. Rawlinson, 69, No. 1, obv., lines 2 and 3. (Cf. II. Rawlinson, 54,

No. 3, obv., lines 2-3).

An-tum=Ki-twi irKitum (" earth ")

An-Ki=Anu u [Antum.]

Space forbids me from discussing Radau's views of An-sar and Ki-sar

as set forth in his article '

Bel, The Christ of Ancient Times '

(Monist

XIV, pp. 79 seq.) but they appear to me entirely untenable.
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phases of An--ar in the Creation story with a god likr A--ur.

\vli. appears in the historical inscriptions and in the hymns,

purely, as the chief god of the Assyrian pantheon, whose associ-

ate- are gods like Sanias, Adad, Istar, Nebo, Nusku, who play
no part in the cosmological doctrines under di-<-u--i<'n. In the

historical inscriptions An--ar ami Ki--ar do not appear at all.

while in religious te\t> we encounter them only in such invoca-

tion- a- are found in the incantation text II. Hawlinson, 18, 60

a-b.

ni- An--ar (il ) Ki--ar.

as a phrase to indicate the combined appeal to all the spirits or

forces of heaven ami earth. The phrase itself may. indeed, be

regarded a> let raying the influence of the speculation- iv-ard-

ing An-sar and Ki-sar, without, howcxcr, involving a strict

application. For, since we find in these same texts the phrase,
8

7A An(na) and 7A Ivi(a)

as an appeal to the powers of heaven and earth, the addition of

Stir appear- to have been introduced merely to give the added

force of the totality of those powers without, therefore, embody-

ing the ideas associated with An--ar and Ki--ar in the Creation

narrative. \Vhat applies to An--ar and Ki--ar also holds good
for Lahmu and Lahamu of the Creation tablets as well as for the

other pair- mentioned in the lists above referred to, with the

exception of II, and Nin-ib, who. indeed, belong to the aetixe

pantheon. Lahmu occur- also in a IOIILT list of over one hun-

dred <_fod- invoked in an incantation text, but the purpose of

these lists being to enumerate a- many po\\ < rs as possible so as

>rm a formidable phalanx against the attack- of the demon-,

-m-h .in 'M-riinviice does not argue in favor of any real role

played by the gods so introduced. Moreover, it i- a feature of

the incantation texts to preserve, as do the proper name-, thr

names of gods that have otherui-r no place in the popular
mind. \ ii. in an incantation ritual. Alala and Belili, xx ho

1

Republi-h.,l i,v Haupt, Akkad. und 9n t'ttexte, No. 11.

' II. Knwl in-.n. 17, obv. 7, to be repeated at the end of each aection.

i
Hi-Series (e<1. Zimmern), VIII. in.

4 See Jastrow, Religion //<//"//. "//'/ .!/// . pp i'l. 166 and B
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likewise occur 1

in the lists as the eighth pair by the side of

Lahmu and Lahamu, and Belili as well as Alala ]>lay a part in

< i tain old myths and legends,
2 but they do not enter into either

the Babylonian or Assyrian pantheon in the proper sense.

Lastly, the circumstance that the writing An-sar for the god
Asur is not encountered until so late a period as the days of

Sennacherib (705-681 B. C.), enforces the other fatal objections

against any real connection between the chief god of the Assy-
rian pantheon and the An-sar of the creation story. That the

scribes of Sennacherib, in hitting upon this new form of writing
the name of their favorite deity, were influenced by a desire to

connect Asur with An-sar and thus to score a triumph over the

Marduk priests, who modified the old tale by assigning to their

favorite the role belonging .to Bel, may, indeed, be admitted as

probable, or at all events as possible. The form JxxoVox pre-

served by Damascius speaks, as already intimated, in favor of such

an identification having been made at one time, and the

device, it must be admitted, was an ingenious one on the part of the

Assyrian theologians, for since it is An-sar who dispatches Mar-

duk on his mission against Tiamat, the superiority of Asur over

Marduk would thus be implied, and we may well suppose that

the "discovery" that the old An-sar, who directs all the gods,

was none other than Asur, acquired great popularity in Assyria.

The philological difficulties involved would not have inconve-

nienced the grammarians of Sennacherib's court, and if, by a

play on words, A-usar could be connected with A-sir and A-sur,

no objection could be raised against connecting Aii-sar with

A-sur. If any further proof was desired the learned priest

could point to the form As-sur,
3 which was so commonly used

1 See Jensen, Kosmologie, p. 274. The use of Lahmu by Nabonidus

(V. Rawlinson. 64, Col. II, 16-17) as the designation of images of mon-

sters merely shows that the name survived, but not that a deity of that

name was worshipped.
2 Jastrow, Religion of Babylonia and Assyria, p. 589.

3 The origin of this form, which we have seen may be traced back to

the days of Pudilu in the 14th century, is indeed not altogether clear. It

may have originated in an attempt to differentiate in writing the names

of the district (and city) from that of the god, so that the views formerly

held by scholars and still maintained by Jensen in 1886 (Zeits.f. Assyr.

I, p. 3) may thus turn out to rest upon a basis, albeit a false one, sup-

plied by the Assyrian scribes. At all events, however the form is to be

explained, it is certain that As-sur is merely a variant writing of A-sur,

just as As for the district and the god is in turn an abbreviation of As-sur.
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t<r the god by the side of A-sur, and as for the interchange
between >/// and for, that would beset aside by tin- pr< \iinity

in tlie graphic- forms for ./// and *<//-. Tin- two character- were

almost identical except that in one case tlu' wedges appeared

with tin- addition of a small horixontal wedge vertical, and in

tin- other were slanted. Tlir chain of argument would thus be

complete and the scribe who road hi> paper on An--ar-A-ur

before the Oriental Society of ancient Assj^ria enjoyed the sat-

isfaction, no doubt, of having convinced his auditors. But

conscious of .Mir <uii i mperfections, let us not be too severe on

our predecessors, and, after all, we may be doing the latter an

injustice in assuming that by the writing .\n--ar for their god

they wished to connect A-Mir with the time-honored figure of

An--ar. Perhaps they only wished to indicate by chaii'/m-

rtf- rt^ to rrf that the chief god of the Assyrian ianthcon \\ a-

I In- u'o. 1 <,f "totality
"

(ki-^alii), without direct reference to the

ti'_rmv of Aii->:ir. The sign .%/// has also ami very fn-tjuently the

of tdbu "good," so that An->ar might .le>i'_rnate A->ur.

merely, aa tin- "g 1" god.' Let us gm- the Assyrian theo-

logians, therefore, tin benefit of the doubt, and at all events,

_rni/e that there is no connection whate\-r. except a remote

assonance, between either of the two phases above pointed out of

An--ar. who is essentially a creation of learned speculation about

the beginning of things in Babylonia, ami A-sir-A-sur, who

retain- throughout the various periods of Assyrian history the

character of the A//////XX// *///////'/,//'/// of A-n-ar, "the -racioiiv

pi-otector
"

o| AfiKyria, and especially of her king- and armies,

the character given to him in the earliest specific mention of

the deity in the code of Hammurabi and which is also implied in

the form A--ir. to which A--ur it-elf is to be traced back.

1 Brttnnow, No. 8289 ; far IB also the equivalent of yitnmlii
M
perfect"

(Brfitiixiw. N.. 8216), so that An--ar might designate A-Sur as the p. i

I. ut tlii-> meaning is nuidi ! <-IIIMIIHIII than t<'ihii and need

ily be taken into c<>n-i>l< ration.

Hi. ,pn>lalle existence of a distiiK ti\. ly 'Assyrian* version of iln-

lory. HI \\lucli tlie r61e of oonqnevot "t Tiamat in assigned
i^ar (Cuneiform Part \m.. pi. -'' .'' . ma\ aU<-

in<li<-atin that the it ion of Aii->ar \\itli \-ur \\iis made, <>r at

least attempted. l.\ the tli,.,i|o^iaii- ..I Nineveh. See /imineni. A'.//

'/ dcu A. T., p. 496, and King's seven

I . pp. 197-200.



Kitab Masalik an-Nazar of Sa^id ibn Hasan ofAlexan-

dria. Edited for the first time and translated //vV//

Introduction and Notes. By SIDNEY ADAMS WESTON.

FOR the Moslems, Mohammed is the great prophet whom the

inspired writers of the Old Testament announced. They
believe that it was definitely predicted in the Hebrew script inv-

that he should be born of the offspring of Ishmael, and be

supreme over all the peoples of the world. So important is this

belief, that many of the Jewish converts to Islam have felt that

they were performing valuable service to their new faith if they
adduced arguments and passages from their sacred scriptures in

support of the proposition. The following treatise, the work of

one Sa'id ibn Hasan of Alexandria, furnishes an interesting and

important illustration of this attempt.
In order more clearly to understand the treatise, it will be

well first to consider some facts regarding its author, the cus-

toms and issues of his time, the date of his book and the special

reason for its composition; and further, the argument which he

presents, and the characteristic features of his work as a whole.

Sa'id was an Alexandrian Jew converged to Islam in May,
1298 A.D., the immediate cause of his conversion being his

miraculous recovery from a serious illness, as he graphically
relates (Ms., pp. 32 ff.). The time of his conversion, as well as

the character of the man, was well fitted to bring forth such a con-

troversial essay as his, for at that time the Oriental Moslem

was very troublesome. Three years previously there had been

converted to Islam Ghazan Khan, great grandson of the con-

quering Mongol Hulaghu and son of Ilkhan Arghun. A little

later he triumphantly entered Syria, where he destroyed the

power of the Egyptian prince Al-Malik An-Nfisir Kih'twun, who
ruled over that country. But in 1303 this Egyptian* prince

returned to Syria with his army and inflicted on the Mongols a

bloody defeat near Ghabaghib in the Hauran (Ms. p. 35). See

Miiller, Islam ii., p. 262 f., and Goldziher, llevue des jStude*

Juives, vol. xxx., p. 5.
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Moreover, Sa'id's conversion was near the close of the cen-

tury, a most important time from the Moslem point of view, for

tiny believe tliat at the turning of each century God will send

a regenerator of Islam (Gold/iher. //>/'</.). Their makers of

apocalypses predicted political revolutions for these times, and

prophecies of this kind stirred up tin- Mo-h-m- at tin- en. 1 of each

century.

All these events had a great influence on Sand. He \vas \\

fanatic and a zealous partisan of Islam. Toward other faith- he

\tremely intolerant. His ideal was for Islam to be the

supreme and only religion; all others must be blotted out.

Hence he advocated closing the temples of other faith*, together

with those extreme measures enforced from time to time in

in against other beliefs.

The rin'hts of the .lews and Christians in regard to their

huu-ev ..f prayer, which Sa'id BO HgOTOOdy attacke<l. were a

vital point of controversy throughout the history of Islam. A

brief consideration of those rights will make clear the issues of

his own time.

Amon._r the restrictions which 'Omar ibn al-Khattab imposed
..n the Jews and Christians of Syria is found the important

clause: --In paying the tax of tolerance the syna^o^ues and

churches exi-tin-.: at the time of the Compicst shall be respected

].!-..
\ided the worship ha- been peaceful, and provided they do

not build any other temp Yd this provision was not very

strictly enforced, and even -o far bark a^ the time of the

Umavvad- the prohibition \va- not very binding. ruder the

Abbasid- the law was moiv se\ci'e toward the other faith*.,

becau-e the Abbasid rulers looked upon the ^"veniint'iit as a

iOttfi c..|-|M.i'at ion, and llelice bclie\ed tlielllvehe- to have

spiritual a^ w-ll a> temporal ovei'>iLrht. They put forth the idea

x<-liidiii'_r unbeliever-* from every otlicial function, anl of

>tridly enforcing the law prohibit in-.;- .lew- and Christian- from

.-..ii-t rud MIL:' new temples i (fold/.ilicr. Hi't.}.

\\\\\ the tact that from time to time orders WOM giT6D t

troy all the chmvhe- built -ince the introduction of I-lam."

-ho\\s that ehurehe- had been built, and that the law varied in

\fi-it\ at ditl'ereiit times. Thi- indeei-ion in the applica-

tin of the religion- lau \\a- a -oiiree of much trouble fur iiun-

M>v],-m inhftbltantfl "t Moslem couiitrie-. and ex|eciall\ for the
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.lews. It coiiMantly exposed them to t'anat 'KMMII. ami they never

kiu-w when they wore seetire in their rights. Moreover, it was

often very difficult for the government to restrain the fanati-

( i>m of the Ulemas, even when it so desired.

It seemed to Sa'id that the time (the end of the seventh cen-

tuiv of the Hijra) was ripe for a renewal of these agitations

against other beliefs. In 1305 A.D. the Egyptian prince Al-

Malik An-Nasir returned from his victorious campaign in Syria,
and made a proclamation which renewed the law of exception

imposed on the Jews and Christians. This ordinance was pro-
claimed in all his provinces from the boundary of Nubia to the

Euphrates. Although he made no mention of the restriction

concerning religious buildings, and evidently had no intention

of prohibiting Jews and Christians from using and keeping their

houses of prayer in order, nevertheless the people immediately

began to maltreat the Jews and Christians, and the fanatics

began to destroy the churches and synagogues. The Uleraas

said that only the churches and synagogues which had stood

before the rise of Islam had a right to remain
;

all others ought
to be torn down. Thus many churches in Egypt and Syria
were destroyed and the rest closed until on the intervention of

certain powerful Christians the vandalism was stopped and the

churches reopened (see Weil, G-esehichte der Chalifen, iv., pp.

270-272).
The authorities, however, were too tolerant for Sa'id, who

sympathized with the Ulemas. He ominously predicted the

coming of rebellions at the end of 700 lunar years of the Hijra

(Ms., p. 35), basing his prediction on a pseudo-prophecy from

the Torah. It was apparently his purpose to foster an out-

break against the churches and synagogues of the Christians and

Jews. But seeing that this would not succeed, unless the gov-
ernment approved, he resorted to writing, and this treatise is

an expression of his feelings.

His work, which he says he often called "Al-Muhit "
(the

Comprehensive), was composed in April, 1320 A.D., twenty-
two years after his conversion and two years before the catas-

trophe which he fears may befall the kingdom of the Moslems

"at the end of 700 solar years of the Hijra" (Ms., p. 36). It

was written in the Mosque of the Omayyads at Damascus. No
doubt he found there a people in sympathy with his aims and
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idea-, ami hence an excellent field for promulgating his doc-

trines and arousing agitations.

To prove Mohammed's right to tin- prophetic office is the

main purpose of his dissertation. Having done this, all tin- re-i

warily follows; that is, his religion is the supreme and only

om-: other religions must le crushed, their houses of worship
closed, and the images and pietu res destroyed. That is what he

expressly says or practically implies. His arguments for the

prophetic office of Mohammed are based on passages from the

< >ld Testament, which he changes and interprets to suit his pur-

-, after tin- manner of his contemporaries. In brief they
arc as follou -

:

1. (Ms., p. :;. i (..M! xhowed N.iah Mohammed among the

prophet- who were to come, and promise, 1 Xoah that for the

sake of this prophet he would never again destroy the earth by
a flood.

Us., p. :J-4.) <iod ]>romised Abraham that he would

ihe la?il to his iilTspring. He also promised him that he

would blc-- I-hmael and multiply him and make him great, ami

make hi> oflvprinLT as numerous as the stars of the heavens and

that from him >hoiild come Mohammed. In regard to the two

w..rd- "1X2 ~tN2. which occur in the prophecy about Ishmael

(Gen. 17") and to which Sa'id attaches great importance, he

atlirm> that some interpret "Ahmed, Ahmed," others '-Ycix.

Very." -till others "Great, Great," and of the offspring of

Nhmael there i- m-m- -Teater than Mohammed.

(Ms., ). 4-5.) Go<l aj.].eared to Hagar at the watei--

-prini: and pnnnised her that from her child
|

Nhmael
|

should

..-in. Mohammed, and that hi> otV-pring should be as numerou-

i. Btan !' the ln-a\en-.

I. I.M-.. p. *.) .lacol. ^athei-ed his children when he \\.i-

altout to die. and -aid he would tell them !' the thiiiLTs to hap-

pen in tlie la-t time. Hi- children promi,-d him that they
uould riiiitiniir to v,. r \e hi- (iod and the (iod of liis fathers.

Abraham. />/////'/./ and I l-'n-m the fact that . lacol,\

predict!. .n i- not found in theTorah. the author argues t hat it.

\\itli the name of the prophet Mohammed, ha- I.een fraudulently
\ ed from tin- pi

i

M ; llalaam i- made tO tty, "liclmld a Star

iriii'j fr>m the family of |-hmael. and :i triln- of the Aral--
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helping him." At his (Mohammed's) appearance the earth

quaked (that is. Nature recognized the great prophet).

6. (Ms., p. 6.) God told Moses to tell the Israelites that a

prophet should be sent to them from the descendants of their

brother Ishmael, and that they should obey him.

7. (Ms., p. r>-7.) The true interpretation of Dent. 33
a

is

that " the mountains of Paran" are the mountains of Mecca,
and "the myriads of his holy ones" are the people of tin-

Ka-ha. Moreover, Mohammed is the only prophet who has

appeared from that region.

8. (Ms., p. 7.) Moses fought with the Amalekites and was

routed. But he prayed to God, asking for help through the

intercession of Mohammed, and God answered his prayer for

Mohammed's sake.

9. (Ms., p. 7.) Joshua's army was routed, and he, like

Moses, asked help of God through the intercession of Moham-

med, whereupon God gave him the victory.

10. (Ms., p. 8.) The sons of Ishmael are hailed as blessed

because a prophet shall be sent from among them who shall

be supreme over all the nations. Gen. 16
ia

is cited as a proof

of this statement, and it is shown that it points only to

Mohammed.
11. (Ms., p. 9.) A passage said to be from the Psalms

announces that a prophet of mercy shall be raised up.

12. (Ms., p. 9.) Isa. l
a

is made to announce a similar

promise.

13. (Ibid.) Elijah goes into the land of the Hijaz and there

announces that a child shall be born of the offspring of Ishmael.

His name shall be associated with the name of God and shall be

known throughout the civilized world. This one is no other

than Mohammed.
14. (Ms., p. 10.) The prophet Micha announces to Ahab

that God is going to send a prophet whose name shall be asso-

ciated with that of God, and that through him unbelief will-

cease in the land.

15. (Ms., p. 11.) Manasseh was an idolater. Being con-

quered in battle he was put inside one of his idols and was

going to be roasted. His prayers to his other idols not being

answered, he cried to God in the name of Mohammed. Then

God saved him for the sake of Mohammed.
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16. (Ms., p. 11-1-2.) Obadiah tells the Jews of the land of

the Hijaz that God is going to send a prophet from the Arabs
who will conquer and subdue them.

17. (Ms., p. 14.) In his sleep Jacob sees a mighty people

ascending a heavenly ladder. God tells him they are the off-

spring of Ishmael.

18. (Ms.. p. 15-16.) In the passage attributed to Ezekiel,
but found in Isa. 4^', "my servant" is interpreted as Moham-
oted.

i. .'.' is made to read, "Take thy son whom / love," etc.

1 says it must be Ishmael, because Isaac was not yet burn.

and Abraham loved only Ishmael.

lit. (Ms., p. 16-17.) In opposing Jesus one of the Jewish

rabbis gave as his reason the fact that Moses told them in his

law that the prophet to come in the last time should be of the

offspring of Ishmael.

Ms., p. 19.) The author says he has diligently studied

tin Four Gospels, but has found no mention of Mohammed in

tin-in. This i- to him a proof that the Gospels have been cor-

rupted.

Jl. (Ms..
I-.

.'! .' 1 . i \Vht-n Moses went up the mount to

die. tiod showed him those who should come till the resurn -

turn. When he MOT Mohammed, the passage Deut. 33* was

revealed, ami the added interpretation given that the "fire" is

the victorious sword of Mohammed, and the "lii^ht" is his

law which iniidex aright.

(Mo., p,
-.':; '.'Li Nehuchadne/./ar's dream (Daniel 'i) is

interpreted by Daniel. He tells the kii^ir that tin- anil-el wlio

cut oh1
'

the head of the ima-jy i> the prophet \\ ho -hall .-Mine

and purify the earth from idolatry.

M-.. p. -' I. i Gen. ]." iv thus interpr.-ted: The Leasts

ie |,eopl<-x who j.rec<-ded Moliamnic.! and have perished.
Tin- bird- Mirnify Nhniael and \\\* otV>prinu

r
. and their IOULT eon-

tinuance as a united and powerful people.

'.'I. i.M-.. p. -.'.".. i On ...mill- i,. lif,.. the dry hones of

I del'l rimOD i I
;

ty that there i> no (;,,.( but

Allab and that he has ,,,, partner.

M i In the 'I

1

.. rah Mohammed's n>nie is -|Nt:

<'- ar-j-umeiit \ .1 tin- b,,,,ks,,f the pr..phetv it U

!). Il..\\e\, r the translate it. ot the
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of Ishmael there is none greater than Mohammed. The name

1JTCTN' is one of the names of God and is applied only to

Mohammed beside.

Sa'id not only establishes to his own satisfaction Mohammed's

rirht to the prophetic office, but he also vigorously condemns

the use of images and pictures in the churches. In his charac-

teristic manner he shows the evil effects and dire consequences
of such a practice. A short summary of his statements is

instructive:

1. (Ms., p. 7.) The golden cross taken from the booty of

the Amalekites was the cause of Joshua's triple defeat. The
same statement is again made on p. 18.

2. (Ms., p. 13.) The children of Israel were commanded by
God to have neither idol, crucifix nor image.

3. (Ms., p. 18.) The Christians are like the unbelieving

kings of old, who made pictures and images and thus brought
about the destruction of their kingdoms.

4. (Ms., ibid.) God took away Solomon's kingdom because

of a single picture which was in his house.

5. (ibid.) The Messiah, Jesus son of Mary, did not ordain

pictures and crucifixes.

6. (Ms., p. 19.) God warned the Israelites, saying: "Cursed
is he who makes a cross or an image ;

cursed is he who worships
them or allows their use."

7. (Ms., p. 28.) The cause of the destruction of the first

temple was the making of images and likenesses and the killing

of the prophets. (According to Sa'id, the causes of the

destruction of the second temple were the dispute over the

essence of the Creator, his attributes and word, and the denial

of the Messiah, Jesus son of Mary.)
8. (Ms., p. 29.) The philosophers laid the foundation for

the worship of idols, and they made pictures and images.

(For Sa'id's philosophy and ideas of philosophers, see the sec-

tion below.)
!>. (Ms., p. 35.) God laid waste the kingdom of the Israel-

ites partly because of pictures and images used by them.

And God promised the prophets that pictures and images should

be removed.

10. (Ms., p. 30.) The history of the Israelites has been that

when they made pictures and images they were defeated by
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their enemies; but when they effaced them ami abandoned their

i^e they were victorious and prospered.
I or philosophy and philosophers in general our author had

i antipathy. To him a "philosopher" -eeins to be any
learned man or religious leader outside the faith of Islam. Thus
he twice stigmatises Jeroboam as a philosopher, and ascribes hi-

evil deeds to that fact. (Ms., pp. 21, 26.) He asserts that the

philosophers are ignorant of the truth of prophecy .md of the

hi'_rh station of the prophets; that they deny the Creator and

lay the foundation for the worship of idols; that they are

em inies of God and the apostles, and that they make pictures
ami likenesses (Ms., pp. 28-29). In short, they are a source of

great evil.

In criticism of Sa'id's own philosophy, it is sufficient to say
that his knowledge of the subject was very superficial. lie

uses the current language of his time, but adds nothing in ideas

or terminology. His confused statements and pointless ariru-

nients show that he was in no way superior to most of his con-

temporaries and that through it all he was moved by an intense

prejudice against that "way."
An interesting feature of the manuscript is the author's

transliteration of Hebrew passages into Arabic. As his ^nota-
tions from the Hebrew are quite numerous, a fairly complete
basis of comparison is afforded. The accompanying table shows
his scheme of transliteration, which it will be observed is

phonetic.

Mr i.row represented by Arabic Hebrew represented by Arabic

N t r

J (i. e. J) D

t

J

J
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Hebrew represented by Arabic Hebrew represented by Arabic

J Up O
D U- I

;

y t * u-

3 V IT Ji

3 on va>

v u* n e>

In the case of some of the consonants which are distinguished

by diacritical points (^ and vi>, and
^,

J and <3, <j*
and ji,

^o and <jo), it often seems probable, or certain, that we have

not the original transliteration before us. Copyists have intro-

duced numerous changes. Thus, in page 10, lines 1 f .
,
the let-

ter 4> appears three times where the author himself must have

intended j . Frequently a Hebrew word is divided, part stand-

ing on one line and part on the next, or the false division occurs

in the middle of the line, as in 4&ff., G
5 ,

12 lof., 15
13 , 16,, 16

7 ,

19
14 ,

and elsewhere. This, again, is no doubt to be laid to the

charge of the copyists. Wherever the name HliT occurs, it is

of course >3"1N that is transliterated.

In the reproduction of the Hebrew vowel-sounds, of course

the paucity of Arabic vowel-signs makes itself felt. I/, for

example, has to do duty for T
,

-
,

.
, ,

and in two cases appa-

rently for- (

c

?3=J|f, 8
10 ;

D'Pf7$=pA*5fl,
22

1B ). Moreover, the

equivalents of the Hebrew vowels are not even given consist-

ently (see, for example, 4
6 f.). Any table of equivalents would,

therefore, have very little value. The way in which the vowel

o is passed over (because of the lack of an exact equivalent) is

especially noticeable. Thus UlN=^ (several occurrences) ;

i"V=3Lj, 8
10 ;"Tiy=j^, 17 10 ,

etc. But in 8
10 , 16,, 13 is trans-

literated by yjj
while in 15

13
it is (apparently) represented by

v alone.
^f?=^k3,

5
2 ; 0^=^x0, 16,. Notice also

for jnjO. 3
10

.

It is evident that Sa'id had no great learning. Of the history
of the Jews and the narratives of the Old Testament he has only
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a limited knowledge. He confuses the chronology of tin .Ic\\ -

i*h kings and prophets, and often attributes the character and

deeds of one person to another. M-.n ..\ r. his Arabic is impure
from a classical point of view. It has many vulgar expressions
ami irrammatical errors ami is m>t that of a careful scholar.

The manuscript here published is not the .riL:iiial. but a copy
which appear* to have been made some time in the 8th or Hth

century of the Ilijra. although the exact date is not indicated.

It i* written in the /,*//// *cript ami in an easily legible hand.

Vowel point* ami diacritical mark* arc often lacking, but in

obscure passages they are usually supplied. The copyist has

sometimes left out words, and some of the grammatical error*

are no doubt due to him. He seems to have had little if any

knowledge of Hebrew. Sa'id's treatise forms a part of No. 700

of the Lund berg Collection of Arabic manuscripts in the Yale

University library. It is one of five essays transcribed in suc-

"ii by the same hand, and bound together. Of these, thi* i*

the longest, consisting of 37 pages, beginning on fol. 286 of the

manuscript. The written page measures 12% cm. X9 cm. The

passages transliterated from the Hebrew are written in r.-.l

ink.

Numeroii* extracts from thi* work have already been pub-
lished by Professor (iold/iher, of Budapest, in the Jin-u, ,!,.

'* ./////'.v. \\\. 1 if. These extracts are the following (the

Roman numeral* are the number.* of the sections in the Appen-
dix to his article i :

M*., 5,4 11; Gold/ihei. App. vi.

44
5, 12 r,. 1 :

'

" "
x,i.

:, 3 8;
" "

viii

44
9, 1110, 8;

44
be.

15,
" -

\.

44
ir,, 57: " 44

\i.

11
i

t4 -

rii.

44
1'.'. 1 I: xiii.

44
25, 15- --

dv.
44

32, 9 3A. I i

44
iii.

9 15;
--

iv.

nan/m: \
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In my translation the reader will note that I have omitted the

formulas of blessing except in a few special instances. The

Hebrew pa>-anvs I have transliterated from the Arabic of the

manuscript. The translation follows the original closely and at

the same time endeavors to give a clear English rendering.

Finally, in regard to the emendations it must be remembered

that where there is but one copy to work with the more difficult

is the task of emendation and the greater the liability to mis-

take. Words and passages supplied by conjecture I have

enclosed in brackets.

I desire to express my gratitude to Professor Torrey, of Yale

University, for his personal interest and his valuable sugges-

tions and criticisms, which have greatly aided me in the pro-

duction of this dissertation. I would acknowledge also my
indebtedness to Professor Goldziher, for the assistance I have

,

derived from his most instructive article, to which I have made

frequent reference.

ARABIC TEXT.

oLuuflS ill!! JuLl 8^0 ^a Jjtblll
viJLJLJ) ^>\J&(Ms.,p. 1)

<Xoil JLu xU!

xJLJ t

*j'L

For s&ttXfrt, to rhyme with sLflJ and
sl^
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5^0 LI J 6 JlliM o lluJul*' JJL JUU

iAX (J/x., y,. .')
LU J^J

UjT UJ
'#'**'

pj^lj ptf Jts

G*!^
!

;j4-^U JLi tSjII
Ijils

aJUf v^

i
^jxtf

LJL Jlju; auLfiuul xJLf!

&JU! (jaJi UJU ^jbcJ^U
'

LljJu

JUuJI ~i

^LJJI ^ w w Jaft UJU ^^J!
LJUb

^LJ tjje J^U
'

'

<jjAj>
y pM L> &J!

^ \S '
\

WA" 1^_a-. x. ^ KJ
'

1 V V > ^yj \ULx_3%k3 i

J*Z "T ^"^ **T5^ ^J
s

VOL. \ JJ
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*** 9 w

&J^ *JJt ^L* w^o^ jjo U*j
"
J

dULi?

x-LI!

Q

JUs

^y>
L *Jf

!!

JLJ3
" d

Lusl

-a jlkiaJ! ^(^ S^L*
JLfr

Ms. jj^k .

b Ms. Jo .
c Ms.

d Ms. Lill. e Ms.
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&JUI
vjlj (J/., p.

'X. -

.

+j3pj
^ o ox>. xJuiLC.

5

I -cv x>

J.1S

Ms. ^^ .
b Ms. *J .

c Ms.

d Ms.
^JC . For Heb.

r I. e. J>Lo ? Of. the transliteration just below. Notice also the way
in which the preceding word is written in tin- M-. \\nli tin- tinal form

of
r).

Ms. Ax

h For -XJI, as occasionally elsew 1.. i. in the sequel.
' Ms. jLo.
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^;5 u^Ju'l L^J Juiij

utti iJo^Lo L^J! ju^f
&JU! J^T sl^yd!

, JJ^ki v

a. ^JU! l iS

^JLl

Jo au^-o

x-oS

*. G ' ^
, G >

ao! 8l*jJI -s ^*JcXjo Jo iu ^^2 ^ ^c-^ /-^ *j

x-JLc aJU! JLo A!)! C"<t !.^Xxj vj! viUj
"

Ms. a. .
b Ms. >o .

' Ms. *. * Ms.

G

Ms.
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aJLM JLo *J>j> -Lc JJo

Jo

S o

*

., /
.

' J^o

au-Lc at-XJ! JLo s h ! S oJJ> Lo^

&JU! c-^ xi'..xj ,^Lc JJo lix . J-
^ *

*,X ^3' ^ *-*

" Tlie copyist has here omitted some words.

k Ms. U. C MH. J. Ms.

So the Ms. But perhaps originally ^JU ^Ju ,
i. . V*?N VM

see the translation and the note there.
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L

Jjo

o aJJ! ^L*. dUj

*4-Xjsxi' aut

(Ms., p. 7)

J!

^jww -Jo xJJ!

Ms. JULJO .

b Ms. oOxx) .

c Ms.

d Ms. LJlj .

e Ms.
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xccJL^
:l^Jo! SUiJUjJ!

11

v-^Lij fUJ! ^J3 UJ

*~.j ji

19
' ' ;

A->

S" Jl'l

JLc '

!. WO.AJ|.

5jo

Jj! ^f r
^LJ!

cV > *<v
;

&JLM

> Ms.

,
anl -imihiHy \>-\\ often. d MH.
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JJCN JU LJU jo

5 O

*A^SX3
5

8JO

^X? |J

JUI

'

jo

*
'

B! L

Ms. Jjo.
" Ms.

jL>^
.

c Ms.
jj.

d Ms. J^.

e Ms. Xo .
f Ms. ULuuo . Ms. +S .
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''*,*," - "f- V

^A*J \JIM t

^
~
xj J^ xL^JLjU lc%J

JJ! ^^ ^'L Lo^ ^xix
Lc A^ 11

vr^

c^ l^> Lo
iJLww^ ^^ ^' c^ X

->^- c-^* -'^ :
'

-""

yu; c
- ^ ^^ UJ

J
UJU

J L

(J
4

LxV &J IJUi JU

k For 1TJP The Ms. ha J for j tin- times in this transliterated

passage. See the intro<lu< m.n

Ms. jlxjJL. M
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i!

&x-Lc- &XM
^^-o io^xj i5

-Lc JJo "

Ux^ JcoJ

X, *~ t

JM**J ik*^yl

<Xx> L ^s^Joo L Jl^ cuLaj tf^i
b
L^X/o ei^j II/J

' " ' ? "-^

iJ! ^iX^ lly JU JU! 1!

JLs

. x> 'AX!!!
Jlyi

a^-l! -a

-^ 1
(
J/x- /'

w o^-*
.^0 _Xt JJo Lix>. Juai sJo o.**.A.x9

2
-x*

9 ^

AJ
J^JLx> ^ LXlLo J

w-^-
-A5^ lxi.A

il vkJLJ!

a The copyist seems to have omitted some words such as are supplied
in the brackets.

b Ms. ! Xjyo .

c Ms.

C"
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-*' ' * -

L.j!S S<XOU ^jt O*AX b

jj^L^J ,.>JO L^Lfl LwJuO

LUflSl

&JLt aJJ! JLo <

auLc
^JLo cXi^xc s^feLo

^4. (k>lyl ^ ^^ ^ 4-0 (jf
1!

jJL*,^
auJLfr aJU! JLo

.

Xjl^
aJJ! tXxfc JUAXA'

JUi Jjl^o L sdUXlj (-., /' /-') ^^ li &* UUi

x> ill! xiju Llo

&JU ^^J ^UxJ! JAJ! Q lit
4

jOil Juoi LS
;
U

Written with j in tl
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" -9

aJU!
J^f p

,

l Jo

Lo

bt dLJc>

o **

Note how Ms. divides the Hebrew word ^ . Ms
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J) CJU aJLJI k5U^v.iUp^ *JU! ai 12

jo

(J/,., p. /^

.^ &jyc s?jL ^.-*,. &xc &JU!

J>^x3 Jo UJLL XjoLuo ^
*

ir
:l

<j>OAjJ! au^.! J^jo L^Li e^ V^

^ -.^

ajo\ o

l/f vJi<vj> y 7

JUi' J A t.M.t f* J dUl JUb
;
JJ! dULs 3

J &JLJ! JU3 JLJ !JLo !J>Uj C> L>

xX->J> JLc Ji6^9 Luo x yuu 11

taflAAM>!

&

Ms. we. ' Ms. UJ .
M x occurs tw .

-MB.
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- .- - > * v
^J Jo -Lc li JLju

1 -

auLsv-u; &XJ!

JLo t s^LaJ!

t>-J c^LAjJi^J! A^J ^A.X^Xj> UJ

I
Jj

9

_AJ ^*-fr jj^ cy^-^ o^ - ^j

a Ms. eLo! .

b Ms.
!y-*AJ

.

c Ms. .o .

d Ms. sic (originally bLco ?). Ms.^jjt^ ,
as usual.

9 <-

f Ms. has LxaJ after
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^j-y ^A~ ^<^S? ^-*3
n
J^ai 2uoG>T '. ^j.

. i/ -.. /'. 16)

i L3

J.
UCLU

. ^ rv^ -

.

J,U J**UJ N| ju^j p^
1"

vJ^ Lo v^l !<

,

- >

Ms. IAJ .

" Ms. JC .
- Ms.

d For Hebrew 13
?]0rtt< (oriKimillv _^2^!

Ms. JoLiuo . Ms. A^J! .

h Ms. j .
i Ms.
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--- c"*^ *^-*"^+-^ oou 13 LJ
(*-^ ^^^ *-l-^ <^ io-o

J '

- 4

JoJuCx Juill

J^ ^o ^LJLc jJ!
owxJJJCr^l^

G
LiwJ^sXx xl l.

aJ JlAj
|t-gjup

dLJ!

x -&.

a Ms. vj! .

b Ms. j
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**

jj! -O _ %

Iwo >. -/?)

J! aJJ!

> > -

-Aj JUUo vj v^-
cp >

**r (j*

- M*.

VOL. xxiv.
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^u
12 U Jb* all* sdJj

13

ouus* Jo

J$J(*S i

uo*d.

Jc^U) 153
p^JO

<X=

y^* vJ^ (*"^^7^ ^HH^1^ 2^-

-^ ^

i' R^l/
7

aLLl

5

^jj^
-*\
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iJLM ^
,:! yJ jj k?U CJUi

UUJI xJI

&JLM

^Uuj J;Lo aJJ!^ ,4^ ^3 3^ ^ P/>., y

JU! ,U &xJ! Jixj
(1<j joj

5 J Jo

iJJ!
^JLo XJ^AJ ^Jle Jjo li>c^

s

Juoi f

xl! .1IL slJU 9 ^^J! xJU ^^c ^JLfc

rr?

M
^^y.-

'-MH. Li!

i.- u..v ii.i. u..i.i , nDD*^1 bwritten.

-Ma. Ij^l. -Ms. !.
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, >-c-:. 1 ' " w!

b

,jijo e^Lo
:l

^>!^ ^b ^L^yo
1 -'

*+A& -xt

15

JM.AJSVJ *jJ! N!

xJC*Jv-i ^ 2

)^) yl^LftJ'
cXii^x) v^lL ^ ^Llll ^

JUL>

For Hebrew HH&O b Ms - (J^^ ^SJ;^
Ms<

^^L*^ .

d Ms. JLs .

e Ms. UCJlo .
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JUO

JU x
J, Jyb

L^S LMJU W
ftin

JU ^i<J

r
1 P> J^ 15^ Vi

JLt
^

^"fcvtt ^.^

!

5

SJ! ^ J^vjJI oJirf, sjb vLy Jt 8

Ms.
jif

(originally
^f).

* MB.
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flA ^Uo iuuo ot s&&. s^-*^ x,^xjjo xJ

^U Jo

Ls!

j.

jo yc [
M y ljjj xJU!

,jjJbLs
8

^JtX^U JoLJ

vIJo

J^
ixxs

liais

Ms. *A^AA. .
b Ms. j ..

c Ms.

d Ms. xjJL3Do .

e Ms.
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-oJuL\J Jaiu;u

JUi
f

L oo

-LssLJ! Jjou

*. Jl J^-Lo
1 "'

^ ^i i . ^..
/

!

;

JUj

fy
1

ii

iJJ!
i5
JLc au^o ^U Jjo O

Lo

Ms.

b The copyiht at first wrote vjjoi.v :ui<l thru crossed out tin- sj . His

eye evi. l-iii ly pMMdotwrtha \\T<|S su||.lir.i m brackets.

Ms. lo. -Ms. IJLJU. -Ms.
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r
3LJ! &JU

p**^? JU o

l^t ^jb
^ULi JU **, ;r

Jd!

)L^|. y^
15

., 7?. 25)

xJJ!
2

^- *^yH ,5-^ J^5
. ^^ Juas

^r{J^J <X>^-5
XJC^UAW ^ jd.

joix) vjiAX) ow^j 5*^X3 *^W *Uo-

xlll LjslL viJLJj <XUi xxJU vL^K lo ^1 ^U2uJ!
5 t

^L\^ L LJL b ^lk* IS JJ ^T^l b $Us'

j UJU iju
^J! ^jCkii ^xj^l

b

4J J^L
7 iSU JJ!

Ms. xixiot .

b Ms. jCJ .
c Ms. . .00! ^Jl

^ (5 ^/^" y
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vi
<;

A *

i

Jo

&JU!
3

^5
JLo

j'^o ^^JLc
Jjo l^

JLi wx siJLJj

!
JuuuM^j^ Julo ^^ -gJi? J^Xs jj^

lAJ

Ms. ^jL^. "Bis. ^l^ tu

VOL. xxiv 24
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Jul^-J ^Jo
siili HjJo J fJU! J^oJ

10

,JL,,
*JU *JU!

AXAM I gAXT ftJL*
"

^ A >.>
S.^ ^JUO't^

XJU* JoLo
"
^U^'

v-i o\-stj

^
loJJC^o

|*>

x^

&JUwj>

XJUJ^ J^l ^ (V^-*JO

juLj't^
xJL-u/ ibLo JL^JU ^A

c^^ ( \h &xi. XJ

Ms. ..... .

b Ms. .M* S. .
c Ms.
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IM ^r 1

^iji j,

1

! ^
'

I >

aJ JUb dULtn ic ix^ uix^ Jou^

&J! ^JuJc!

abLo jJ lLoLt

auLc.

(J/x., /,. /,v)

t, >

s^>-^ Ov*^o s .vx A ^
y<
n ^-'^o

> < s * ^ f

MM. ^AjlU.
1
' -V^5 " Ms>

<5<^ repeated.

4 MH. MB .*iJ| ,

r Ms.
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,lju

b 15

xl! ,^ dLJj
^X^AJ !^L (Ma., p. 29}

Juoi

JljJl
-!j

;
xJLJ! -Itx^

7 dll! J^b ^ pJUJI

'.JtA^C. Jo

| L^ |
Ms. reads

| L^ | for Aristotle; l) Ms.
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^LJ! jliS "jJLSjj
dUj

^^iaJ UV ,jj^b U^5
"

^^ J^rM ^r^ ?|45J
" ^^

kill Ju*
;
1

,
i^ ^^ JP u^y ^i &j Ju' 13

r
:iLJI ^

jlJI '^LJUL,

JJD JU! JUJ! ljo* i^^UI! (^., ;,.
;->

ib
s^iXJ

MB. i .

' Ms. ^ 5
. Ms. c. Ms.

= Gi ' Ms. LlxPj and
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1

ouuJ!

ji
4 u jo

^JUcJ! LlJ

JaJ! J-LuU! XA-oJCftj* U? ^3; ,*JL9

Ms. s. .

' So the Ms. c Ms.
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^ "
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S L^ ,lU*J! (Ms., p. 85) &AJO.
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! t sliLU **i

^ JJJL>. ^j

jjc (Margin) ^U.
' x -;

'~ i
AJS

^x.g
J>\-> gS **"))

-"^ ^

aJJ! ^fl. ^^jyJLjtJi
^5v &JLJ

^JL:. a AA^-^^ ^X^. XA^\O^ aJi

TRANSLATION.

'I'lir liook of the Paths of Investigation, O.IUM -niing the

Prophetic Orti<-<- !' the Lord of M:mkinl.

'I'lie composition of the servant, poor in tin- si^ht f God

Almighty, Sa'id iln Hawaii, tin- Alrxamlrian. May God be

|.1
i--<l with him and inakr him happy, and make Parali^r liis

abode and hellfire the abode of tin- < -m -mi "i M..liammr-l.

In the naiiH- "f (iml. tin- nicrcil'nl ( '<>ni|>asM"ii;ilc
< )nc. l."i--l.

ITHI'^ it to a good conHiiMMii ! Amm.
Praise to God, tin- L<>nl of tin- \\<rl<ls. ami prayer ami

|

I..- nut" <>iir lord, Mohammed, seal of tin- |>r<>|,hrts. ;m,l unto

Note the rhyme in lines 11 and U
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his family, his friends, his helpers, his pure wives, the mothers

of the faithful, aud unto those who follow them in good deeds

till the Day of Judgment.
Wo begin, asking help of God in the blessing of Islam, to

declare the prophetic office of the lord of mankind, Mohammed
ibn Abdallah ibn Abdal-Muttalib, the trustworthy and faithful

one, whose appearance the prophets of the Children of Israel

announced, confirming the saying of the Exalted One in his

great book: ' " And we only sent the Apostles as preachers of

good-tidings and warners "
;
and the word of the Exalted One :

(p. 2)
a " And remember when God accepted the covenant of the

prophets, saying, 'Verily what I have brought you is of the

scripture and of wisdom
;
hereafter an apostle shall come to you

confirming the truth of that [scripture] which is with you ; ye
shall surely believe in him and ye shall assist him

;'
God said,

* Do ye acknowledge and do ye accept my covenant on this con-

dition ?' They said,
* We acknowledge it.' He said,

' Be ye
therefore witnesses, and I also bear witness with you.'

'

Know that as for the prophets, God sent them with clear

arguments and convincing proofs ;
and they manifested and made

known and spoke in proverbs which brought the truth near to

the understanding. Moreover, when God related the story of

Adam to Moses, in the first book of the Torah, he made known

to him that when Adam was in the Garden he spoke Arabic, but

when he drove him out, he forgot the Arabic language and

spoke Syriac. Now he grieved sorely because of his loss of the

Arabic language; so God said in revelation to him,
" O Adam,

grieve not, for this is the language of the people of Paradise.

In Paradise there shall be offspring of thine who shall speak it
;

and they, shall be of Paradise, or of the people of Paradise."

Another fact which points to his prophetic office is in the

story of Noah, in the first book of the Torah, after the story of

Adam. When he went out from the ship he withdrew from his

wives because of fear lest (p. 3) his offspring be drowned by
another flood. But God spoke in revelation to him, saying,
" O Noah, return to thy family, for I will not destroy the earth

1 Sura 648
. Sura 316

.
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again;" and God showed him the bow which was appearing in

the clouds. Then he said to him, "This is my promise that I

will not destroy the earth lv a flood." Moreover, he showed

him the prophets who were to come, and among them [was]
M"hammed. And he said to him,

" For the sake of this

prophet. I will never destroy the earth by a flood."

Another indication of his prophetic office and of the univer-

sality <>!' his call is that which conies in the first book in the

xtnry 't Abraham, the friend of God. When he escaped from

the fire of Nimrod, his Lord appeared to him, speaking in the

Hebrew tongue:
2

TjS *p H^rnfl niPtf
1

? pN3 ^HA"! Dip

niDHX This is the interpretation: Rise up, walk through tin-

land, its length and breadth; to thy offspring we will giv< it.

When Abraham told Sarah this vision, which was a dream, she

knew that the promise of God was true. So she said to Abra-

ham, 3 "Drive Hagar and her Child from me." And it is said

that Abraham granted Sarah's request and drove them both

forth t. the land of the Ilija/. (p. 4.) Then God Almighty
to Abraham, speaking in the Hebrew tongue:

4

pPllPp 'p

^lb frOp'-
This is the interpretation: As for Isaac, thou

-halt have posterity through him; and as for Ishmael, I will

bless him and multiply him and make him great, and I will

make his offspring as the stars of the heavens, and from him

will come Mohammed. And this latter verse in the Hebrew

language is :

" 'HnSm Ififc W53 TOfT ^fljft?^ 'WJflDL'"^

"IXM inx Wirirn inJC- Those learned ones who com-

mem MII the Il.-lre\\ lan^uaLTe have explained these two
which are 1X0 "1NO as follows: Some say Ahmed, Ahmed;
there say Very, Very; still others say Great, Great. Hut

then- has not appeared of the offspring <>t Nhmacl a LTivater

than M. .hammed.

AiM.ther indication of his j.rnphetie ..tlice is that when Hagar
went forth, going toward the land .t' the Hija/. and thir>l ramc

hrr and -In- cast the Italic t'n.m her ^hnulder, it is \\riuen

1 Gen. 9'-. Gen. 18". Gen. 21 10
.

* Gen. 81'. Gen. 17".
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in the Torah that God sent unto her angels who caused a spring

of water to flow. So she quenched her thirst and gave the babe

drink. Then God Almighty spoke to her, saying,
1

(p. 5)
" O

Hagar, S-j-u i-tf? 13 ft T]T HN '\?irpr\ "U^H HtfW '91p

130*85^? This is the interpretation : Rise, carry this child and

care for him, for from him shall come Mohammed, and his off-

spring shall be as the stars of the heavens.

Another indication of his prophetic office is in the first book

of the Torah in the story of Jacob. As death was approaching,

he gathered his children and said to them,
2 "Come near to me;

I will tell you what shall happen in the last time." So when

they were gathered together he said to them,
8 " Whom will ye

serve after I am gone ?
"

They said,
' ' We will serve thy God

and the God of thy fathers, Abraham, Ishmael and Isaac, one

God." Yet there is not found in the Torah mention of any-

thing which he predicted, but it is written in the Torah that he

prayed for them and died. So it is known from this that they

[the Jews] have removed from this verse the name of the

prophet.

Another indication of his prophetic office is in the fourth

book of the Torah, in the story of Balaam, son of Beor; the

saying:
4 " Behold a star which has appeared from the family of

Ishmael and a tribe of Arabs sustaining him. Then because

of his manifestation the earth quaked, and those who were upon
it."

6 ... of the offspring of Ishmael except Mohammed. And
the earth quaked only because of his manifestation.

(p. 6.) Another indication of his prophetic office is an explicit

passage in the fifth book of the Torah. God spoke to Moses

saying, "Speak to the sons of Israel in the Hebrew language:
6

y' This is the

1 Gen. 21 18
.

2 Gen. 49'. 3 Sura 2m .
4 Num. 2417

.

5 The copyist has here omitted some words.

Deut. 1818a
. Note that the Ms. text has omitted 5TJQ3 , and supplied

the significant words, ^KJ^JOK^ ^3P Note also DD'Htf instead of

DiTfTK-
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interpretation: We will semi unto you a prophet from your

kiii'lred, of the children of your brother Ishmael, in whose

mouth I will jmt my speech. In the Hebrew language :'

;*:::: V"\S
%

VJ3 H31 >n9C>i I will put my speech in his

iiiuutli. and him they shall obey.

Another indication of his prophetic office and of the univt i
-

-ality of his call is an explicit passage, with which the Torah is

waled:1 nn*0 ptffi IHO JTfilH 1*>^^ mn N3 O'DO OIlN
T T I I T T ~- _T=T T _.

B^lp rQ!?"10 This is the interpretation : God came from Sinai

ami ro>o from Seir. He revealed himself from the mountains

of Paran and appeared with his holy myriads; on his riirht

hand, light, and on his left, fire;, unto him the nations assembled

and to him the tribes gathered together. The people who know

<l>. 7) the Hebrew language agree that the mountains of Paran

are the mountains of Mecca, and the ten thousands of his holy
ones are the people of the Ka 4ba. Yet there has not appeared

that region any but Mohammed.

Another indication of his prophetic office is that when

battled with the Amalekites and the Children of Israel were

routed, Moses made entreaty to God asking for help through

Mohammed, sayin.ir in the Hebrew language:
3

T|'"lD^? "Of

U|
N>*2'J'

%

'?1 OPTON 1

? This is the interpretation: Remember

the covenant with Abraham in which thou didst promise to him

that of the off>|iriii'_r of Ishmael thou wouldest rentier victorious

the armies of the believers. So God answered his prayer and

made the Children of Israel victorious over the

throi;._rh the blessing of Mohammed.

1 Deut. 18l
. Note that the Ms. text has *nfen instead of

The two concluding words are taken from verse 15 of this same chapter.

They are, apparently, IJJEt?' ^N < with change of person). See tin-

note on the Arabic text.

Deut. 881
. Note that the Ms. text omits , which occurs in the

Hebrew text after

a Deut 9". Sa'ld interpolate**

-,:.
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Another indication of his prophetic office is that when Joshua,

the successor of Moses, conquered Syria and made war on the

Amalekites, his army was routed three times because of their

unfaithfulness to the covenant.
1 For a man belonging to

Joshua's army took a cross of gold from the booty of the

Amalekites ;
so his army was routed three times because of the

cross which was taken wrongfully. Then Joshua prayed to

God Almighty, asking help by Mohammed, in imitation of the

example of Moses. Wherefore God answered his prayer and

gave him victory. And God spoke in revelation (p. 8) to

Joshua, saying,
" The children of Israel have been faithless to

my covenants, in that they took wrongfully of the booty, for

the booty was unlawful for them." So Joshua inquired care-

fully of his army and found with one among them a cross of

gold. Thereupon Joshua killed and impaled him. Then they

conquered the Amalekites.

Another indication of his prophetic office is that which is

written in the Psalms of David: "Blessing upon you, O sons

of Ishmael, blessing upon you. A prophet shall be sent from

among you ;
his hand shall be supreme over all peoples, and all

peoples shall be under his power." Also in the Hebrew lan-

guage, in the first book of the Torah, in the story of Ishmael,

[it is written] that God promised Abraham that as for his son

Ishmael his hand should be supreme over all. And it is the

saying of the Exalted One: 2

*?3 0$ *7jn 12 ^3 in ^D? IT

p^> TITO- This is the interpretation in Arabic: His hand

shall be supreme over every people and every people shall be

under his power ;
also he shall dwell in every dwelling of his

brethren. But it is well known that as for Ishmael, there came

to him no kingdom, and his hand was not supreme over the

hand of his brethren
;
also that he did not go down to Syria

and did not dwell there. This happened to no one but Moham-

med
;
and his people are they who dwell in the dwelling-places

of the Children of Israel, in Egypt and Syria. This, then, is a

decisive proof (p. 9) of his prophetic office.

1 Joshua 7. A rather confused account of Achan's sin.

2 Gen. 1612
.
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Another indication of his prophetic office is that which is

written in the Psalms of David: "Exalt God, all ye people,

:inl assert belief in the unity of <;>!. O ye families of the

Karth. A prophet of mercy will be sent to yon/

Another indication of his prophetic office i> what i> written

in tlie hook of Isaiah, the speech of the Exalted One by his

ouu tongue in the Hebrew language:
1

plfr* \?W'"P D'??'
'' W -^'

Thi> U tin interpretation. Listen, O heavens, and be reassured.

O earth ! NVhy dost thou tremble? He will send unto thee a

prophet: through him invoke mercy. Know also that <o,d

sent twenty-four prophets after Moses' death; the first of them

Joshua, and the last of them /echariah. who was sawn asunder

with a saw. And every prophet has a book in the Hebrew, in

which i> written the knowledge of that which has gone and of

that which shall come, on the authority of God Almighty.

Another indication of his prophetic office is that which i>

written in the book of Elijah. When he went out on his

journey with seventy men as his companions, and saw the Arabs

in the land of the Hijax. he >aid to those who were with him,

See thcM- who possess your strongholds." Then they said,

"O prophet of God, who is he who shall be their object of

worship?" And he replied to them in the Hebrew (p. 10)

language:' VTJP D"N3 irftrHTI 1133 'lltf? lO'fe^-
This is

the interpretation in Arabic: They shall assert their belief in

the unity of God from every great pulpit. His followers >aid

to him, "
< ) prophet of God, who shall teach them this?" Then

he said to them in the Hebrew lain n
Ni'-

i

J" ]^7 "1^0 p
12*J

f

in*^\\ I hi- is the interpretation in Arabic: A child

>hall be born from the offspring f I-liniaei; lii^ name sliall be

associated with the name f <iod, and whenever the name ..t

Ainu-lit \ is mentioned, his name shall be mentioned,

lint thi.s happened to n.. other than Mohammed.

Another indication of the prophetic otlicc is the following.

One of the kings of the Children of Israel was named Ahab.

1 Isa. 1*.
* Isa. 42".

I Ki. IV. Ma. text substitutes ^Nj,'^" p f'"' "0"!
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He was a tyrant and one who killed the prophets. He also

denied the God of Moses, and made idols and served them.

.Moreover, he set up an altar and offered upon it offerings to the

idols. Then God sent to him a prophet who was named Micha,

and he cried out with a loud voice,
1 O Altar, O Altar, God

yfi
to thee, A prophet God Almighty will send, 1Q^ 1?TBW S

(that is, by interpretation, A name associated with the name of

God Almighty) ;
in his name unbelief will cease from the Earth.

In proof of the truth of my word, thou shalt be split, O Altar!
''

And [it was so, for] the prophet had hardly completed his speech

when the altar was split and its ashes were scattered on the

ground. Then the king desired to kill the prophet, but his

hand withered.

(p. 11) Another indication of his prophetic office. One of the

kings of the Children of Israel was named Manasseh (Isaiah the

prophet was his grandfather), and he was an unbeliever and served

idols. He went out to battle with a certain king, and this king

conquered Manasseh and found in Manasseh's possession an idol

of hollow copper, which he was accustomed to worship. So the

king took Manasseh and put him inside the idol and built fires

beneath him. Then Manasseh began to ask for help of all the

rest of the idols, but they gave him no help. When the fire

reached his heart, he cried unto God, asking help through

Mohammed, following the example of his grandfather, Isaiah.

Then God rescued him and helped him by means of angels;

freeing him from the idol and giving him victory over his enemy
liv the blessing of Mohammed. Moreover, God restored him to

his kingdom and he repented most thoroughly.

Another indication of his prophetic office. One of the proph-

ets of the Children of Israel was named Obadiah, which means,
44 servant of God." He went out on his pilgrimage, and found

the Jews dwelling in the land of the Hijaz; they entertained

him as their guest, but he wept bitterly. So they (p. 12) said

to him, "What makes you weep, O prophet of God?" lie

replied,
" A prophet, whom God will send from the Arabs, and

whom the angels will help, will lay waste your houses, take

1 Sa'id has confused Ahab and Jeroboam. * I Ki. 13-'.
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votir women captive and make your children orphans." Then

tin- .lews sought to kill him, but hi- Hed.

Kmw this: When tin Sea \\as divided for Moses, and Pha-

raoh and his ann\ ubmerged while the Children of Israel

\\ent forth on the other side, then God revealed himself to

M MS mi the side of the Mount (Sinai), saying, "O Moses,
tell tin- Children of Israel to wash their garments, purity
their bodies, ami withdraw from their wives for three days, for

I will reveal myself to them." And when it was the iimniiii.i:

of the third .lay, behold, the Earth was shaken and the moun-

tains were laid hw. Then (iod appeared, saying in tlie Hebrew

This is the interpretation: I am the Lord thy God who have

brought thee out of Kjjypt : thou shalt not serve any (iod beside

me. for I am a jealous God. (p. 1)>) Thereupon all the Children

of Israel died. Then God brought them to life; and they said,

Hear thou, O Moses, the word of God, and speak to us, for

re not able to hear the speech of God lest we die.*
1 So Qod

made a covenant with them, in thirty-six compacts, that they
should follow the 0tffTOd of Abraham, their grandfather, and

that they should take neither idol nor crucifix nor ima^e; and

they accepted the covenant upon this condition. Then the earth

was <|iiieted and the mountain was raised up from them. There-

upon (iod commanded Moses to tell the Children of Israel to

return to their families, hut he commanded MOM-> to draw near

to him. So Moses remained in the Mount forty days. And
<i..d threw the taMrts on the ground; and there W*t written on

the first tahlet, "I am < iod thy Lord "; on the >econd. "Thou
shalt not serve any god besides me"; and on them was written

the rot of the Ten \Vords. In the Torali it is written that the

tablets are the workmanship of God and the bonk is the writing

of God. \Vli. i. Mnsrs went down
|

from the Mount] \\illi the

tablets in his hand and found the ( hildren of Israel \\ or-vhippin^

a ur"lden calf, he threw down the tablets, (p. 14) and the earth

uas split open and swallowed them up. Then MOM-S killed

\-r\ ..ii. of Hi.' Children \ Un,,-! NV ho had \\ m-shj pp-,l the

Calf'.

1 Ex. 20*.
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Another indication of his prophetic office is, that when Jacob

went forth a fugitive from his brother Esau, he saw in his sleep
a ladder raised from earth to heaven,

1 and it had five steps. He
>aw also in his sleep a mighty people ascending on that ladder

and angels helping them and the gates of heaven opened. Then
liis Lord appeared to him, saying,

" O Jacob, fear not, 1 am
with thee, hearing and seeing. Express thy wish, O Jacob."

So he said, ''Lord, who are those ascending on that ladder?"

God replied, "They are the offspring of Ishmael." Then he

said, "Lord, how have they drawn near to thee?" And God

replied, "By the five prayers which I have imposed upon them,

by day and by night ; they have accepted them, and they act

accordingly." So when Jacob awoke from his sleep he imposed
on his offspring the five prayers. Yet God did not impose on

the Children of Israel any prayer in the Torah, but only offer-

ings which they should offer. This story is in the first book of

the Torah, after the story of Abraham and Ishmael and Isaac,

(p. 15) But the Children of Israel and their learned ones have

not ceased praying the five prayers, following the custom of

their ancestor, Jacob
;
and the prophets of the Children of Israel

have not ceased to preach the appearance of Mohammed and to

swear by his life and to desire to be in his time, and when the

hidden things shall be disclosed to them, to see his people drawn

up in prayer like lines of angels. Moreover, Samuel the prophet
has made a proverb for this, saying :

2

"1031 rO'J7")ri D'll PH51

p3"V HJ) D#- This in the interpretation: The lion and the

wolf shall come together in one feeding place; the leopard and

the kid shall dwell harmoniously in one place. The meaning of

this is that king and poor will be equal in the ranks of those

who pray. And verily the learned men of the Children of

Israel and their prophets have ordained the matter for them in

their prayers, making entreaty therein unto God Almighty by
Mohammed, and desiring to be in his time and see his days.

Another indication of his prophetic office is that which is

written in the book of Ezekiel. God said with his own tongue

1 Gen. 28". 2 Isa. ll',"'.
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in the Hebrew lan-ua^e:
1

HH>n 'TR? (?)13 ^OW H3JJ JH

N'vv D'lJi'r BSP'9 13 rrn wo i^y #ft) (P. ie). This is

tin- interpretation : Behold my servant, the one chosen by me, the

>on of my beloved. I have chosen him and sent him to the

nations with trustworthy wisdom. As for his saying, "my
servant," Mohammed was addressed as one wrho was in the ser-

\ i < [of God]; as for his saying
" son of my beloved," God

railed Abraham " beloved" in the Torah, and Ishmael God
ealled beloved." Moreover, God taked with Abraham, say-
in- in the Hebrew language : )# ?|-pfT n# ^3 HN* rip

3HX This is the interpretation : Take thy son, thine only one

whom I love, and offer him to me for an offering. So this vena

points to the fact that the sacrificed is Ishmael, from the tr\t

of the Torah, because Abraham had no "
only-one" except

Nhinael. For it was after this occurrence that the angels
announce. 1 to him [the birth of] Isaac, and Abraham loved only
[ahmael.

A imt her indication of his prophetic office was given when the

M <vvi.il,, Jesus son of Mary, was sent. Now his mission was in

the [time of the] second temple, for the first temple, the holy
house which Solomon son of David had built, Nebuchadnezzar

destroyed, and (p. 17) prophecy was cut off with the destruc-

tion of the first temple. It remained a ruin seventy years.
Alter that, a king called Cyrus rebuilt it, and it remained pros-

perous 480 years after its erection
;
and in it appeared the Mes-

siah. Jesus son <>t Mary upon him be most excellent prayer an. 1

Il< lived iii a time of wise men and philosophers; he

iiie.l those who were blind, and the lepers ;
he made the dead

li\, by the permission of God, and he made clay into the form

of birds. Moreover, they gathered a tribunal, and the \\i-e

1 Isa. 4J 1

. Like many >t his predecessors, Sa'td applies this verse to

Mohammed. He tries to show that the "only son" whom Abraham
was going to sacrifice was Ishmael ; Isaac was not yet born. The origi-
nal Hebrew text of Isa. 42' makes V 1

?!* t(>11"" '(TH, and connects 13
with

'Gen. 82'. Note the significant change from the Hebrew

ronx
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men of the Children of Israel united together against him.

Then one of their learned men who was called Simeon ]>allakish
!

stood up against him and said,
" We believe not in thee, and

we agree not with thee in what thou hast claimed and in what
thou hast brought ;

because Moses informed us in his law, on the

authority of God Almighty, that the prophet sent in the last

time should be of the offspring of Ishmael, but thou art of the

Children of Israel. And this is the saying of the Exalted One
in the Torah: 2

H#JD3 *7{Ot^3 Ity N'DJ Dp tih}" This is

the interpretation : There shall not arise among the Children of

Israel one like Moses. So they decreed the death of Jesus, and
killed him (according to their assertion, and the assertion of the

Christians). They [the Christians] also denied him; and the

denial of the Messiah by the Christians is more grievous than the

denial by the Jews, because they agree that the hand through
which nails were driven was the hand by which the heavens and
the earth were created

;
and there is no sort of unbelief worse

than this. They also picture him in their temples (p. 18) cru-

cified, nailed, and the children of the Jews stoning him with

stones.

Know that as for the Christian religion, its followers do not

at all regard the sunna of the Messiah nor his religious law, but

they follow the sunna of the kings who were unbelievers among
the Children of Israel, those who broke the covenants of God
and pictured for themselves images and likenesses in the

churches, on account of which came the destruction of the

kingdom of the Children of Israel. For verily because of a

single picture which was painted in the house of Solomon son

of David, although he did not know it, God wrested from him
the kingdom. Also because of a single cross, the army of

Joshua, the successor of Moses, was routed three times. But
the Messiah did not ordain for them the making of pictures nor

of crucifixes. But they have quoted from the Messiah in their

Gospels, those of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, that he

allowed them dead things, and blood, and swine's flesh. But

1
Probably the Rabbi Simeon ben Lakish, the celebrated Palestinian

teacher, who lived in the third century A. D.
2 Deut. 34'.
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God forbid that the Messiah should have had anything to do

with tliis! For he said,
1 "

I came not to destroy tin- law of

Ifoses, but I caine to fulfill it." And the law of Moses forbids

dead things and blood and swine's flesh. They ha\e
<|
noted

also from the Messiah in their Gospels that he forbade cireum-

M, but circumcision is the *//////,/ of tin- prophets and it was

the i> na of Abraham before them. It is also enjoined upon
the Children of Israel in the Torah, and this is a proof of their

having changed the Gospels which Jesus brought.

Know (may <;.Ml Almighty direct thee) that I have repeat-

edly studied the four Gospels, but I find in them no mention at

all of Mohammed, as he is mentioned in the Torah and in tin-

books of the prophets. This, too, is a (p. 19) proof of their

having changed the Gospels which Jesus brought.

Know also that Moses remained in the desert forty years: and

in the thirty -ninth year of their exodus from Egypt God spoke

Moses, commanding him to gather from the elders of the

Children of Israel seventy men, and go up with them to the

Mount. So .Moses did this, taking the chiefs of the Children

Israel and the heads of their tribes: and he went up with

them to another mount. Then God revealed himself to Moses
in an appearance mightier than the first. <>n that day tin -re

irere earthquakes, lightnings and thunderings, eclipses and great

fear; and all the nations in all the rest of the universe trembled

at this. Then God spoke to M. -<-. x.-iyin^. Speak to the Chil-

dren of Israel:' PODDI ^PS? nfc'J 1^ B^tH "VPN- This u

the interpretation: Cursed is he who makes a cross or ima-v :

urs,.d is he who worships them: cursed is (p. >()) h,. who allo\\s

this among the people. Then God talked \\ ith M..s t .s about this

matter; and all the Children of Israel said Amen to it. ^

Moses remained in the Mount forty days, and the tablets which

he had thn.\\n on the ground came down [a^uin from heaven
|,

and on them were \\rittrn the Ten Words. And when Moses

\\ent do\\n \\itli the tablets in his hand, no one was able to look

at hii: ' -I commanded him to put on a veil and to put the

1 Matt.
1 Deut. 27' &

. Our Maworetic text reads ^QJ) . without the dageth.
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tablets in the ark of the covenant.
1 And he put with them a

copy of .the Torah in his own handwriting, for God commanded
him to go up tlir Mount to his death.

Another indication of his prophetic office is this. When
M< -i>s went up to his death, he asked God to show him the peo-

ples up to the day of the Resurrection; and when lie saw

Mohammed and his people this verse was set down in the

Torah: 2

HJIN) pNSnHD JPfllH TJ^O PHH *tt O'DO 71$

t^"tp rQD"!?? This is the interpretation : God came from

Sinai, and shone forth from Seir; he revealed himself from tin-

mountains of Paran, and appeared from among his holy myriads;
at his right hand light, and at his left hand fire; to him the

peoples assembled, and unto him the nations came together.
The wise men of the Children of Israel, the commentators of

the Torah, (p. 21) comment on this, and explain that the fire is

the victorious sword of Mohammed, and that the light is his law,

which guides aright.

There is the saying of the Exalted One in his great book: 3

And remember when Moses said to his people,
" O my people,

remember the favor of God to you, since he hath placed among
you prophets and hath made you rulers and hath given you
what he hath given no other nation in the world. O people, go
in to the consecrated land which God hath appointed for you,
and turn not your backs, lest going astray ye perish." But the

Children of Israel went into Syria, and their kings were the

prophets Joshua, David and Solomon. In the rule of the son

of Solomon, the kingdom of the Children of Israel was divided.

They were unbelievers
; they killed the prophets and broke the

covenants of God. And one of their kings who was named
Jeroboam was the cause of their unbelief. Moreover he was a

tyrant and a philosopher. Now Alhidr was present one day at

his court, and heard him say that Moses said in his law: "If

ye break the covenant of God, then the heavens will hold back

1
Literally, "ark of the shekinah" (H^D^)-

T *

:

2 Deut. 332
. The citation omits * after

* So also above

(Ms., p. 6, line 11).
3 Sura 523

~24
.
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the rain and it will not rain, and the earth will withhold the

vegetation and it will not grow." Then Alhidr stood up and

said,
1 n:n ^ DN *p ippi *?e

vi

c? ox rwf rr. (P. 22)

This is the interpretation: By the power of (T...I. dew and rain

shall not come down except by the permission of God Almighty.
Thru the king desired to kill Alhidr but God hid him from

him. Both dew ami rain wen- withheld for three years, and

the people perished on that account. After this, Alhidr came

into the king's court and asked him to summon the priests and

learned men. S. there gathered to him four hundred men, and

he asked the king for two calves of the herd. Then Alhidr

said to the priests, "Choose for yourselves a calf and slaughter
it. Put tin-wood on it, and call upon your gods, and I will do

the same with another calf. Let me call upon my Lord, and do

you rail up <>M your god and whichever god's fire comes down.

and devours the calf, he is the god whm we will serve." So

the priests slaughtered their calf, and put firewood on it; they
asked help of their gods, but they did not give heed to them.

Then Alhidr began to scoff at them and to say: "Arouse your

gods from sleep; let them not sleep nor be distracted from you
in their journey. Call upon them with a mighty voice; per-
ad vent ure they will hear you." And Alhidr took his calf,

slaughtered it and put it in a ditch. With it he put water

instead of firewood, and he stretched out his hand, saying:'

D>nsxn xin nriN ? jrv ovn *ny on** *ny
:

. ThuV the

interpretation : Help me, (p. 23) O God, to-day. Let it be known
that thou, thou art the God, and beside thee there is no God at

all. And he had hardly completed the ^peedi when tire came
do\\n and de\ uired the calf and licked up the water. Then
the ( 'hildren of Israel fell prostrate, savin-, " Allah U our God;
there is no god but he." Thereupon Alhidr slaughtered the

priests with his own hand in the pit, and the rain came do\\n.

Yet the kini: did nut turn from his unbelief, l.ut desired to kill

Alhi.lr; but < i..d hid him from him.

M K.. 17'. The O. T. Hebrew has

1
I Ki. 1H81

. The original Hebrew reads :

lj,*-n

mrr nnx o nrn
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Another indication of his prophetic office is that when the

temple was laid waste, Nebuchadnezzar returned to his kingdom
and saw in his sleep an image;

1

its two feet on the earth and its

head in the heavens. Its head was of gold, its breast and fore-

arms of silver, its belly of copper, its thighs of iron, and its

two feet of baked clay. And he saw the heavens opened, and

lo, an angel in whose hand was a sword. He cut off the golden

head, and the image fell and was broken to pieces; and its two

feet rose up above the rest of the body. Now when Nebu-

chadnezzar awoke from his sleep he summoned Daniel, who was

his vizier, and told him the dream. Then Daniel said: The

golden head, it is thou, O king; and the silver, they are thy
children [who shall rule after thee

;
the copper, they are kings]

who shall rule after thy children and be called Kosroes and

Emperors and those like them of the kingdom of the Greeks.

And the baked clay, they are kings who shall appear in the last

time and be the most glorious of the nations, (p. 24) Their

words shall be exalted among the rest of the peoples, even as

the baked clay was lifted up above the rest of the image. The

angel who came down from the heavens and cut off the golden
head is the prophet sent to all the nations

;
he it is who shall

purify the earth from the worship of idols. The confirmation

of this is that the king will perish. And Daniel had hardly

completed his words when the earth was rent and swallowed up
Nebuchadnezzar.

Another indication of his prophetic office and of the truth of

his law is that which comes in the book of Abraham. The

Exalted One said:
2 O Abraham, take four birds, four of the

herd, and four wild beasts. Then he commanded him to divide

every one of them into two halves
;
but he commanded him not

to divide the birds. He also commanded him to call them. So

Abraham did this, and they came to him eagerly, alive, and as

they [originally] had been. Then God said to Abraham,
4 'Thus I bring the dead to life and raise whoever is in the

grave." The wise men of the Children of Israel say in explana-

tion of this passage, that the kinds of beasts are the peoples

who preceded the appearance of Mohammed; they who have

1 Cf. Daniel 231 fr * Gen. 159-'".
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perished. and whose kingdom lias been divided. [They >ay

also] that as for the birds previously mentioned. it is an allusion

to Ifchmael and his ofl'sprin^, \\lio will neither perish nor sep-

arate till the Resurrection day.

().. -.'.") Another indication of his prophetic oth'ce and of the

truth "t' his law is that which is written in the book of K/ekiel.'

When he went out on his journey, he found a great cemetery,
and in it were bones decayed and crumbled. So he Stood still,

grieved in his heart and wondering how these bones should

return to their former condition. Thereupon God Almighty
spoke tii him. Baying, "O son ..t' Adam, say. <) bones, O

,
( crumbled, hear the word of God. for he gays to YOU,

together ,.
j,
art unto another." And when he had

finished his vj.eech, behold, the <-enietery was shaken
;
the bones

came to._r,. tl,,. r: the sinews were stretched: the veins and the

fluid-bearing tissues were commingled, and the ^kin covered

them. Then God said to him,
" Sa\

p

'
^pirit, go into them.'

'

As he said thi-. they immediately rose up, standing and shaking
.tV the dust from their faces and heads. Ami they bore witness

that there i> no God but Allah, he is alone, and b:i> no partner:
and that death is true but life is vanity. Then they said to

their prophet, "Are we in the world or in the Resurrection

which has com.- :" lie replied,
uNy, y are in the world."

And there wen- ><me who sought death and returned to death:

but others entered the city. This occurrence was in the time of

1

1'. 'Hj) Jeroboam, the king who \\ax an unbeliever. And he

saw this mighty sign, yet he did not turn from his unbelief.

Moreover he \\a> a philosopher."
1

Another indication of his prophetic ,, flier i> that hU name in

th. Torah i. IX- "tN*2- :>nl in the b.,oks of the prophets,

the wise men of the Chihln-n of Israel wh.

comment on the Torah explain this. Some say. Very, \

other* *a\ . Ahmed, Ahmed; still others v;,\. (ire.il. (ireat.

And as tor him \\h<> -; Nludi. Much, it is an )i"iii< m\ inirs

1 Ez. 87 1-10
.

* Jeroboam, a philosopher
17*. Piirl "I :i |.r..plie. \ i, -latin- t.,

I Ki. 18*.
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that is, it signifies Great, Great. But there has

not appeared of the offspring of Ishmael one mightier than

Mnluimnied. His name in the books of the prophets is liT^N'*

This name is one of the names of God Almighty and it is not

applied to anyone else but Mohammed.
Know that the length of the kingdom of the Children of

Israel was S52 years. Of that time, for 700 years they followed

the code of Moses, and every king who attacked them perished,

as did Sennacherib and other kings. Then after 700 years their

kingdom was divided, and Jeroboam was raised up as king in

the city Damascus. He made images and likenesses; he stop-

ped the pilgrimage to the temple, and gave orders to kill who-

ever should make a pilgrimage to it. (p. 27) Then war broke

out between him and the son of Solomon, son of David. Nine'

tribes and a half tribe of the Children of Israel followed with

this king, and he was given the victory over the son of Solo-

mon. In the first battle fought by the two armies more than

800,000 of their number were killed. But war did not cease

among them; civil wars and the sword continued for 152 years.

This king also killed the prophets and burned the law of Moses. '

After that, God sent Nebuchadnezzar. He burned the temple
and killed (aside from the blood of Zechariah) 84,000 nobles,

and scattered the people through the earth. The temple
remained in ruins for seventy years. During that time appeared
the Samaritans; they created a law of their own and traced

their lineage back to Moses. In this time also appeared the

Karra'una2 who believe that Ezra 3
is the son of God. They are

the people who dwell in the land of the Hijaz. Then, after

seventy years, appeared a king who was called Cyrus. He built

the temple and the Jews gathered unto it. It remained prosper-

ous for 480 years, and in that time appeared the Messiah, Jesus

son of Mary. Now the cause of the destruction of the first

house, which Solomon son of David built, was their breaking
the (p. 28) covenants of God, their making images and like-

nesses, and their killing the prophets. The cause of the destruc-

tion of the second house, which Cyrus built, was the disagree-

ment of their learned men about the essence of the Creator,

about his attributes and about his word, and their denial of the

Messiah, Jesus son of Mary.

1 Jer. 36 ?
2 The Karaites. * Cf . Sura 930

.
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There is disagreement in regard to the word of the Creator.

Some say, "without word or voice," and others say, "with

word and voice." But the cause of this is following the philos-

ophers and belief in their Way; for they believe in the pre-

existence of the world, and this is the great mistake which has

brought tin-in down to the lowest of the low. For they are

ignorant about the Existing and the Creation and the Creator;

they are ignorant of the truth of prophecy and of the high ranks

ot' the prophets; they deny the Creator and nullify his power;
and their intelligence stops short at the material universe.

Moreover Plato and Aristotle, their great men, are too weak

to understand the truth of the body, so how is there any \\ay

for them to reach the knowledge of the word of the Creator r

But the prophets have pierced the veil
; they have communi< -at !

with the unseen world and have brought tidings on the author-

ity of God Almighty, that he created the world from nothing
with a power with which impotence was not mixed, and with a

miirht to which weakness was not joined. And this is the begin-

ning of the Torah, the saying of the Exalted One, K"^3 rVC'N"G

1

1'. -.'9)
which means, God created the world from nothing.

Know that philosophy is an ancient Way, and its people ha\<

separated into sects. Among them are the Dahariya, who do

not believe in a Creator; others arc tin- Ilaluliya, still others are

tli Unitarians; some believe in the pre-existence of the world

and the [consequent] limitation of the power of the Creator;
ami others are the Saniaiis. who worship the stars. All tin-

philosophers believe in the pre-existence of the world, not empty
and not full; and they put the God of the world inside tin fir-

mament. They are enemies of God and of the apostles. Tln-\

are the ones who laid the foundation for the worship of idols;

they fashioned pictures and likenesses; they niah> temples' and

pyramids; and their great men claimed divinity, as Nimn.d .,,n

anaan, and Pharaoh. So when thi^ appeared and was di--

closed, the Creator was jealous for his essence, and sent the

apostles with signs and proofs and \\ ondert'ul mini. -I.- t<>

Oen. I
1

.

'The Arabic \vonl. ib^J. i* tin- transcription of a Coptic word, and

is applied to Egyptian temples.
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the nature of his being. Ami \V!HMI <io<l sent .Moses lie said to

him, "Pharaoh will not believe in thee, for I have chosen to

multiply my si;iis and wonders in the land of Egypt." This is

in the Hel.rew l:miru:uri':
1

DHVP ")i<3 TiSiD HID"

In answer to the (p. 30) belief of the philosophers, n.umlv.

in the pre-existence of the world: Know that by this world I

mean the firmament and what it includes. It is as one corporeal
form

;
its exterior is simple and its soul and interior are com-

pounded in their divisions, and composed of substance and form.

In it are those who have knowledge, as animate things, and

those who have no knowledge, as inanimate objects. And it

is an absurdity that this should come into existence of itself,

because of the complexity of its essence
;
and it necessarily fol-

lows from this that some other has created it. Now its coming
into existence is possible only in one of four ways :

The first possibility is that its existence was derived from sub-

stance which was eternal and form which was eternal. And
this is an absurdity in reason and divine law and nature, that

any being should actually exist as substance without form or as

form without substance
;
and if they say that '

primitive matter '

had existence, then its existence was ideal, not real
;
because

ideal existence is not the cause of the really existing thing;

rather, the really existing thing is the cause of the ideal

existence.

The second possibility is, that its existence, I mean that of

the firmament and what it includes, is from substance which was

eternal and form which had not previously existed. This idea

some of the theologians adopt, for they say that the Agent is

living and powerful and willing. They also affirm to him the

rest of the attributes, and make him do with substance what he

wishes, and make in it a form which did not exist, (p. 31) But

this idea is worthless for two reasons. One of them is this: It

is necessary that the Agent should have materials, just as the

builder builds a house from parts of the house previously pre-

pared, such as plaster and stone. The other consideration

is, that substance would be associated with the Agent in eter-

nity, and if he had wished to get along without it he would not

1 Ex. II 9
".
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have been able. But God forbid that he should have a partner
in his kingdom; he is too high and too great for this!

'

The third possibility is, that it came into being from sub-

Mance which had not existed and form which was eternal; but

it is absurd that any actual thing should subsist in nothing.

So it necessarily follows and results, because of that which

the speculative, argumentative analogy necessitates, that this

\i-tence of the world, by which I mean the firmament and

what it includes, is from substance which had not existed and

form which had not existed. This is the 'nothing/ the idea of

which all tin* prophets and apostles brought.

Know (and may God direct thee to his obedience) that the

prophets are diversified, in spite of the importance of their condi-

tion and their high rank. Some God addressed in their sleep;

to others God spoke in revelation or from behind a screen
;
and

another is he who is always in the presence of the Holy One.

Know that (p. 32) Solomon, son of David, made a parable.

He told of a sleeping man. who saw in his sleep a person who
had died some time previously. That dead person spoke to the

sleeper in his sleep and informed him of hidden things, by lip

and tongue and word and voice, although lip and tongue and

word and voice were not there. So when the sleeper awoke
from his sleep, he told all that the dead person said to him, by
lip and tongue and word and voice. Then the prophet said that

the trustworthy vision is one of forty-six parts of prop!
And among men there is he who sees dreams and believes that

In- is awake; but prophecy is greater than the waking [vision],
IM -yond all comparison.

Know (and may God Almighty direct thcc to his service) that

I was one of the learned men of the Children of Israel, but God
bestowed Islam upon me. The occasion was this: I hecame ill

and a physician was attending me. The shroud of death was

prepared for me, when I saw in my sleep one sp -akin^ who said,

"Read the sura Al-hamil :' then yon will escape death.' Bo

irben I awoke from my sleep I immediately sou -lit ..ne of the

'Sura 17". 'Sural.
VOL. xxi \ 26
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trustworthy Moslems. He was my neighbor, and I grasped his

hand, saying, "I bear witness that there is no God but Allah,

he alone, and he has no partner; and I bear witness (p. 33) that

Mohammed is his servant and apostle, whom he has sent with

guidance and the true religion, to make it triumph over every

religion." And I began repeating and saying,
" O strengthener

of the heart, strengthen me in the belief !

" Then when I

entered the mosque and saw the Moslems in rows like ranks of

angels, a voice within me said, "This is the nation concerning

whose appearance the prophets preached good tidings"; and

when the preacher advanced clothed in black hair-cloth, great

reverential fear came over me. And when he struck the pulpit

with his sword,
1

his blow shook all my limbs. Now the preacher

at that time was Ibn Al-Muwaffak, on the border of Alexandria.

When he said, at the end of his sermon,
2 "

Verily God command-

eth justice, well-doing and giving unto your kindred; and he

forbiddeth wickedness, iniquity and oppression. He hath

warned you; it may be that ye will remember," and when the

prayers began, I was greatly moved, because I saw the rows of

the Moslems like rows of angels, and God revealing himself

as they bowed in prayer and as they prostrated themselves.

Then a voice within me said, "If the revelation of God came

to the Children of Israel twice in the course of time, then it

comes to this people in every prayer." Then I was convinced

that I was created to be a Moslem only; and my conversion

to Islam took place in the beginning of the month Sha'ban,

in the (p. 34) year 697.
3

When I heard the Koran in the month Ramadan, I saw in it

so great eloquence and such skill of speech that a narrative

which is given in the Torah in a score of pages
4

is given [in the

Koran] in one or two verses; and this is great eloquence. No
one is able to produce a single verse like it. Thus, for exam-

1 In the villages which Islam conquered by force, the preacher on Fri-

day carried a wooden sword or staff during the khu^ba (Goldziher in

Rev. des fit. J., vol. xxx, p. 4).

9 Sura 169'2
. The second of the two sermons, which is called the

Khufoat an-Na'at, addressed to the community on Friday by the

Khatib from the top of the minbar, always ends with this verse from

the Koran (Goldziher, ibid., p. 4).

z May. 1298 A.D. 4
Literally, in two kurrdsas.
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pie, tlu- saying of the Exalted One: And remember when Moses

said to his people,' "O my people, remember God's favor to

you. in that he appointed prophets among you and made you
kiiiLT- and brought to you what he brought to no one else in tin*

universe. O my people, enter tin- holy land which God hath

bequeathed to you, and turn not your hack-, le-t ye \*o astray

an.l perish." This story is written in the Torah in a score of

pages.* Now when God commanded them to enter the holy
land they demanded of Moses that he send them directors. So

he did this for them, and they chose chiefs from every tribe.

yone of them was named by his name; and among them all

\veiv Joshua and Caleb; they are the two men whom God has

mentioned in his great book.
3 There is also given in the Torah

a description of their entering the holy land, and what happened
t.. tin in regard MILT the fruit of the land, and what they expe-
rienced with the Amalekites. And the Children of Israel sought

to (p. 35) stone Moses, but clouds came between him and them.

On this occasion was revealed the verse:
4 " And verily it shall

le forbidden to them for forty years." So they di>leyed
Moses and marched to Syria. Hut the Amalekites went against

them and routed the Children of Israel, whereupon .Moses inter-

<-eded through Mohammed.

< Hrenfin-- the saying of the Exalted One: "And we only

>ent tin- apo>tles as preachers and warners." Know that the

Torah and the books of the prophets announced all that hap-

pened in the kingdom of the Children of Israel before its fall,

and that they warned and cautioned against the coming of

rebellion^ at the end of 700 lunar years of the Ilijra of the

prophet, because of what they have altered and changed and

-ub-tit uted iii the word of <i.d Almi^hl y. and because of their

denying the prophecy of the ( 'hoseii
|i. e., Mohammed

|.
and

their denial of the Me iah, .le-u- son ,,f Mary, and their mak-

ing picture- ami likene--r- in t he churche-. That is wh\

laid \\a-tethe kingdom of the Children of Israel. Hut <;..d

proiiii-ed hi- servants, the prophet-, the remo\al .f the pictures

and likenesse- I>MIII the synagogue- and temples. And he

pr.mn-rd the king by who-e hand thi- ivnio\al -hoiild he

1 Sura 5**- '*.
*
Literally . 1 1 1 i \\ knrrAsas.

> Sura 5". 4 Sura 5". Sura 64> .
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brought about a peaceful kingdom, long life, continuance of

power and the submission of the kings of the earth to him.

The evidence of this and its proof is that at the end of the

recorded periods which the books of revelation indicated,

namely, at the end of the 700 lunar years from the (p. 36)

Hijra of the prophet, God laid waste the synagogues of the

East by the hand of the king Ghazan. ' So Ghazan overcame

the troops of the Moslems. But when the Moslems returned

from their rout, God inspired them to close the churches; and

they closed them according to the noble and pure Moslem law.

Then the Moslems went forth to meet their enemies at Shakhab,'
and God gave them the victory.

And with the Children of Israel this was invariably the

case. It was thus through all the course of their kingdom.
When they made pictures and likenesses they were routed by
their enemies; but when they effaced them, they conquered
their enemies and their kingdom was quiet.

Now when the Moslems returned, having been rendered

victorious over their enemies, the temples were opened and the

oaths were nullified. When I saw this, zeal for God Almighty
came over me and fear for the Moslems and for their kingdom
at the completion of 700 solar years.

3 So I set out and went

forth with a petition for the forming of a council to consider

the belief in God Almighty, in which there should be ten of the

learned men of the Jews and ten Christian priests, in the pres-

ence of the learned men of the Moslems and in the presence of

the king; and in their hands should be the Torah, the Gospels,

the Psalms and the books of the prophets ;
and that I should

make clear what they had changed and altered and substituted

1 Ghazan Khan, a Mongol prince, converted to Islam in 1295 A.D.,

and forthwith oppressing the churches and synagogues. As he did this

in 1295 (695 of the Hijra), Sa'id's statement is not strictly correct.
2 The historical narratives indicate the place of the decisive battle

sometimes as Ghabaghib, sometimes as Shakhab (Goldziher, ibid., p. 10).

The date of this battle is Apr. , 1303. The context shows that Sa'id believed

that the Moslems were victorious because they had closed the houses of

prayer of the other beliefs after their first defeat. See also the intro-

duction, above.
: This can only be 622-1-700=1322 A.D. The author fears that the

Mohammedans will not be able to preserve their supremacy up to that

year, jf they do not close the temples of the other beliefs.
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in the word of God Almighty; also that I should explain and

prove the prophecy of the Chosen (and he is (p. 37) Mohammed
ilm Ahdallah ibn Abdal-Muttalib) from the Torah, the Gospels,
tin- Psalms, and the books of the prophets; and that I should

establish from their books the reasons, the proofs and the argu-
ments for the abolition of pictures and likenesses from the

synagogues. Now when this was proposed, assuring to Al-

Malik An-Nasir all that God had promised by the tongue of his

prophets and apostles, then the Muftis gave their decision

unanimously [saying], "This man approaches God Almighty
in a most excellent proximity, and his help in this matter is

n ( -ded for him who has charge of it." Moreover the Imams of

the religion consented to assemble this council, and the delegates
of the kin-_r >i\ tinu's jjavi

1 written permission to assemble it in

Egypt and Syria but it was not assembled. There is no

recourse nor strength except in God the exalted and mighty.
Yt -rily we belong to God and unto him we shall return.

1

Know that all that I have put into this compendium is of

that which is written in the Torah and the books of the

prophets; but I have collected it, put it in order, and translated

it from the Hebrew and Aramaic languages into the clear Arabic

language in which spoke the lord of the first and the last. I

have made it a delight for those who will look into it, ami 1

ha\- often named it M /-.)///////.' I'm- it encompasses all the foun-

dations of the exact sciences, the covenants of the faith, the

counsels of the [true] religion, the standing-places of the mul-

titude and the paths of the few.

May <iod bless our lord Mohammed, his family and his friends

t hem peace !

This Innik was composed in the Mosque of the liani <>ma\ \ a

at Damascus the capital city, in the 12th of the first Kali*. in

the year 720.* And praise U) <">d. I-rl of the worlds; and

may <iod I. less our lord Mohammed and his family and friend-.

and give them peace. <Jod is vutlicient for us and he is an

excellent reliance. There is 1,0 reOOIirM nor pnw.-r except in

AlmiLfhty. The Knd.

'Sura 3111
.

*
April, KrJ". twenty two yeare after his conversion.



Two New Hebrew Weights. By GEORGE A. BARTON, Pro-

fessor in Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

1. A UNIQUE HEBREW WEIGHT.

LAST winter, while in Jerusalem, I was one day looking over

a lot of old coins, which a dealer brought to me, and had the

good fortune to find among them a unique Hebrew weight. It

is inscribed in old Hebrew characters similar to those on the

Hebrew coins of the Asmoneans and the Jewish revolts. It is

made of a brassy kind of bronze, and differs in form from any
which have been hitherto described. As the accompanying

drawings show, it is an irregular cube.

It is % of an inch long, % of an inch wide, and % of an

inch thick at one end, and % of an inch thick at the other.

Its weight is slightly more than 7% grams, being 120 grains.

Its original weight was probably a little greater, since at

three different points bits of the bronze have been nicked

from the edges, though the amount of bronze thus removed is

too slight to make much difference.

The inscription on one side is :

"W ^nnDt
1

? ,

"
Belonging to Zechariah [son of] Yaer (Jaer)."

Here, as in the case of several inscribed objects from the

Shephelah, the word p is omitted.
1

It would be interesting could we ascertain something of the

history of the owner of this weight. He probably lived at a

later period than any of the 27 Zechariahs enumerated by

Wellhausen,
8
or the 29 enumerated by Macpherson.

3

The legend on the other side of the weight is much more

difficult. While I present below three possible solutions of the

1 Cf. Bliss and Macalister, Excavations in Palestine, 1898-1900, pi. 5Q.

-

Encycl. Biblica.
''

Hastings, Dictionary of the Bible.
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riddle, I have no great degree of confidence that any one of

them is right.

The second and third of the three letters are clearly
' and

(O), but concerning the identity of the first there is some

question. It has a very close resemblance to the form in which

the letter
fj appears in many inscriptions,

1 but it also bears a

close resemblance to J as that letter appears on some of the

coins of John Hyrcanus.
8 One hesitates, however, to positively

!1 the letter as a J, because this form of the J does not

appear on all the coins even of this monarch. Indeed more
ft en the letter assumes a different form. The fact that the

J is written on some of the coins of Hyrcanus in a form similar

to the letter on the weight proves the possibility that J is the

correct reading in our legend. Taking the letter as a J it is a

very tempting interpretation to read
[fc^lplQt

1

?]' IT)] j, i. e.

44 10 gerahs of the sanctuary."
3 There are, it is true, some

objections which may be urged against this interpretation, but,

if we were sure that our first letter were J, none of them

would, I think, be insuperable.

It may be urged that in the Old Testament passages, which

mention gerahs as the fractions of a shekel of the sanctuary,

u'"Tp.
not

&'*lpP
is used for ll

sanctuary." On the other hand

it -hould be noted, that ^"IpO as a synonym is also used in the

OM Testament itself.
4

The use of * as a numeral, which this interpretation assumes,
is paralleled by the use of the first letters of the alphabet as

numerals on coins which were formerly assigned to Simon, the

Maccabee. 6
If with able numismatists we assign these coins to

the n-vult .t 66-70 A. D.,
9

they still come from a period ?ery

! 8ee the " Schrifttafel" in Lidzbareki's Nordsemitische Epigraphik,
and Cook's North-Semitic Inscriptions, pi. MI.

* See Madden's Coins of the Jews, 1 ed. p. 54 ; 2 ed. p. 78. I have
observed the same form on some of the coins.

Cf. Ex. 80", Lev. 27*, Nu. 8<% 18", Ezek. 45".
4 Cf. Ex. 25". Lev. 12<, 21", Nu. 10", 18>.

s See Madden's Coins of the Jews, 1 ed, pp. 48-45, and Encyc. Bib. col.

\\ irt.

Cf. Kennedy, in Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible, vol. iii, p. 424 ff.,

and Hill, Encyc. Biblica., coin. 4446 ff.
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near to the date of our weight,' and possibly contemporary
with it.

Reading each of the three letters of our enigma as above, we

might fill out the abbreviation as follows :

[Tt^^t
1

?]
'
\TT\\^

" 10 gerahs of the king," following the analogy of stamped

jar-handles found in the Shephelah.
1 This interpretation does

not seem to me as probable intrinsically as the first. In favor

of the first interpretation is the fact that the dealer who brought
me the weight says that it was picked up by a boy on the

Ophel near the Haram, or temple-area.

If, now, the first of these letters be a
C"|

, a view which will,

perhaps, seem more probable to some epigraphists, we should

then, probably, fill out the abbreviation as follows: ^[^J

ftpC^JO' or "
according to the (standard) weight."

2 In support

of this reading one may cite the use of '3^ in the Marseilles

inscription, 1. 18, and in Numbers, 26
64

. It would be parallel

to ^Dp
1

? on a bronze lion-weight inscribed in Aramaic. 3

In so difficult a matter one should not dogmatize. To me,

however, it seems slightly more probable that we have in this

object a ten gerah weight.

2. A NEW Cn\ WEIGHT.

Through the same dealer there came to me a second weight.

It is, as the drawings will show,

of the same type as weights found by Dr. Bliss in the Shephe-
lah of southern Palestine.

4
It is of the same general shape,

1 Cf. Bliss and Macalister, Excavations in Palestine, 1898-1900, pp.
112 ff.

2 Professor Torrey, who takes the letter for l
, suggests this reading.

3 See Cooke, North-Semitic Inscriptions, p. 193.

4 Cf. the Palestine Exploration Fund's Quarterly Statement, 1899, pp.

107 ff., 183 f ; Bliss and Macalister's Excavations in Palestine, 1898-1900,

pp. 145 ff .
; Clermont-Ganneau's Recueil cT archeologie orientate, iv, 25

ff .
; and Hastings' Diet . of the Bible, iv, 904.
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though it approaches more closely to the section of a perfect

sphere than one of Dr. Bliss's, and is not, like another of his,

perforated. It is made of reddish gray marble, and bears on

the top the legend 1**y ,
i. e.

"|J
which the discussions of a

decade or more ago have made so well known. It weighs

grains. The dealer knew nothing of its provenance.



A New Collation of the Blau Monuments. By GEORGE A.

BARTON, Professor in Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

WHEN in London in the summer of 1902 I had the opportu-

nity, through the courtesy of Dr. Budge, to examine and
collate the Blau Monuments. As my sojourn in Palestine,
where no adequate Assyrian library was accessible, has inter-

vened, it has been impossible to present the results of this

examination before. As the publications of the text of these

objects have hitherto been made from Dr. Ward's squeeze and

photographs, I approached the originals with considerable

interest. This interest was increased by the fact that the

archaeologists in London regard the objects as forgeries.

It must be admitted that the appearance of these objects is

against them. The workmanship is poor, reminding one some-

what remotely of the workmanship of forgeries which are fre-

quently offered for sale in and around Jerusalem. This may,
however, mean no more than that it is imperfect workmanship,
and if these objects are as old as the writing upon them would

indicate, crude workmanship might well be found in objects
which were not forgeries. It must be remembered, too, that

at the time when Dr. Ward saw these objects, (early in 1885),

writing as archaic as that of Sargon was little known to Assy-

riologists, and it is hardly thinkable that characters as primitive
as those on the Blau Monuments should be forged before they
had become sufficiently known to give objects thus inscribed a

value. When one remembers that out of 43 signs on these

objects 35 have been identified as early forms of well known

signs, leaving but 8 uncertain,
1 one must conclude that, if these

objects are forged, the signs were taken from objects which

were genuine, so that in the absence of the original they merit

our careful study.

The variants from the text, published from Dr. Ward's pho-

tographs in the "Notes" just referred to, are as follows :

1 Cf . F. Thureau-Dangin's Recherehes sur Vorigine de T ecriture cunei-

forme, and my "Notes" in this Journal, xxii, 118 ff.
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Monument A, Obverse, Col. iii, 1. 3 czJ ,
instead of

The sign had not been identified, and this change of

form >\<n-^ not help us. Reverse 1. 2, read "2JLI3 instead of

Is ^$LU a //*/// "ed form of ""YD
,

later j=f ?

Monument B, 1. 1, read |> instead of

^ followed by a blur which, following Mciiant, was

taken for the 11:11110 of the <_;>1 Nin-^ir-su. \ is, of course, the

later fft ,
and *)^ is probably Jf ,

and to be read as a phonetic

complement of the preceding sign. Interpreting according to

II. Rawlinsou, 42, 42b, it would mean "bright." The four

signs would then mean " the Lady of the bright dagger," being,

probably, an epithet of some goddess.



Notes on Automatic Conflagrations, the Hindu
Method of Counting, and the Period of Pregnancy.

By the Corresponding Secretary, E. WASHBURN HOPKINS.

AT the last Meeting of the Society were read, as part of the

annual correspondence, certain letters relative to points touched

upon in previous communications made to the Journal by the

present writer. Since then other notes or letters have been

added concerning the same subject matter. Rather than have

this material presented in separate secretarian reports, it has

seemed best to bring it all together, as follows :

AUTOMATIC CONFLAGRATIONS.

In this Journal, xx., p. 217, attention was called to the

parallel between Thucydides' account of a conflagration caused by
the wind, igniting the branches of trees, and similar accounts in

Brahmanic literature. Subsequently a Buddhistic parallel was
sent to the writer by Professor Lanman, viz., Jataka iii. 510 (10-

11) : dve sakha aiinamannam ghattesum, tato dhumo uppajji,

agc/icunnani patiihsu. Then an Arabic parallel was furnished

by Professor Moore, who cited Lane's Arabic Lexicon, p. 2705,
as follows : A certain Abu-Ziyad says :

" There is no tree that sur-

passes the rnarfb in yielding fire. Sometimes these trees are clus-

tered and tangled together, and the wind blowing and striking one

part of them against another, they emit fire and burn the valley."
"This quotation," says . Professor Moore, "is taken which

Lane does not note from the Taj-al-arus, vol. ii., 278. Frey-

tag identifies the tree with the cynanchum viminale." At the

writer's request Professor Torrey has kindly looked up this

questionable identification and given it as his opinion that it is

a mistake on Freytag's part. Professor Torrey writes (after

saying that there are other similar quotations): "The identifi-

cation with cynanchum viminale is probably mistaken. Nie-

buhr, cited by Dozy, says that the marfi is an asclepias (ascle-

pias ignivoma) ;
see his Description of Arabia, Amsterdam,

1774, p. 142."
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As to the physical possibility of the occurrence (which, if

proved, might bear on the question how man obtained fin in

some localities), the testimony of Rev. Richard Taylor may be

added. He asserts, on p. 367 of his delightful Te Ika a J/<"/>.

that the friction of branches in a gale has caused trees to take

tire. He does not say of what sort are the trees; further, the

locality is given only by the rather vague addition " in the

New Zealand forests." In modern India, bamboo-stalks are

-aid to catch fire in this way; but whether this be true the

deponent knoweth not.

THE GANDA METHOD OF COUNTING.

A letter from Dr. Grierson, apropos of the Sanskrit number

eight, animadverted upon in the First Half of vol. .\.\iii.. this

Journal, gives an interesting account of how natives of India

mil ut by fours, which Dr. Grierson recognizes as the base of

enumeration: "In counting coins, sets of four, i. e., //"//'///, are

always used. The heap of coins is spread out on the table, :unl

the counter puts each finger of the right hand on a coin, and

draws the four coins toward him, and says "one." Then he

draws another, and says "two," and so on up to four //"<"/"
v

making sixteen, if he is counting for a native, and up to five

///////A7.N. making twenty, if he is counting for a European or a

banker. The sixteen or twenty rupees are then put into a pile,

ami four of these sixteens, or five of these twenties, are grouped

together. Under English influence the "
twenty

"
is supersed-

ing th. ---ixteen" system everywhere. The five piles of twenty

make up a hundred, which is of course convenient.

"So also in all other counting, the ba-N i- either the gandA 01

the ////; or M-nre. "Sixty-four" is sixteen //<//"/''*, and *ighty

'is four soore or else a score of r/*//*/A/x. Similarly the \\riuhi

called * i- rariefl from place to place. In each place it is said to

be 80 many .</"/"/'>, tin- ffandA in this <-ase meaning the \\ri-_rht

of four /

Dr. . on draws the emelu.iim that "the basis !- eertainly

t'nur, i. 8., the f.ur tinLr 'r> ..) th<- hand." l-'iek, it will IK*

recalled. s.,yx ,,i i.., that (as a dual) it indicates the

number .-i-ht. f n ,m the "he -harp/'av "the tWO
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points of the bands, made by (extending) the fingers
"

(exclud-

ing the thumbs). Sixty-four and eighty (thousands) have

always been typically big numbers in India.

DURATION OF PREGNANCY.

In regard to the statements made in this volume of the Jour-

nal, First Half, above, p. 19, concerning the months of preg-

nancy according to Vedic and Epic reckoning, Dr. Grierson

writes (under date of Nov. 11, 1903) : "It may interest you that

natives of the present day compute the period of pregnancy as

lasting ten lunar months. Cf. Temple, Legends of the Panjab,
vol. I., p. 233, note. It is curious, however, that in folksongs
of the east of Hindostan, we over and over again find the phrase
* eleven months + eleven days

'
as the period of pregnancy.

When I read your article, I tried to-day to find an instance, but

failed, but, all the same, I am certain of the fact. It is one of

the commonplaces of such poetry. I was never able to find an

explanation of it. Heroes, of course, have portentously long

periods before they are born. This is a stock piece of folk

miracle. For instance, JASB., xlvii. (1878), Gopicaudra was

born eighteen months after his father's death, and was put into

his mother's womb as a seven months' foetus, so that he was a

twenty-five months' child. Note that twenty-five is two-and-a-

half times ten. This is a common multiple to indicate superla-

tive excellence. Have you met anything like eleven months +
eleven days in the Mbh.?" To this question the writer replied

negatively, suggesting also that 11 -j- 11 was due simply to raising

by one (so in his opinion the 3x11 gods were originally 3X10),
as in 10 + 1, 100 + 1, etc. (by no means confined to inauspi-

cious application), and was happy to receive (under date of Jan.

2, 1904) another communication from the same kind friend, in

which further references were given; for the period of ten

months and ten days, JASB., xlvi., p. 213 (for other numbers, cf.

p. 216); and for nine months ("in the tenth"), ib., liv., p. 45,

all repeating popular modern notions. In this letter t)r. Grier-

son agrees that "11 + 11 is what you say, viz. 10 + 10 raised

one for the sake of perfection." As to the bearing on what was

said above, p. 19, "it is a question of locality or popularity

only; in many cases a "month" was thirty days; in other cases
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it uas a moon, not quite twenty-eight days, though reckoned as

full twenty-eight," the persistence of tradition seems to support
this view. "India," says Dr. Grierson, in the letter just cited,

'lu-ver changes, and much that is difficult in Sanskrit can be

explained from the modern vernacular literature." Certainly,
the genial author's note on TulasI Dasa, JRAS., 1903, p. 464,

where the "shouting frogs" are compared with Brahmanic

-tu.lents, the noise of the latter "exactly resembling the noise

of a school of frogs," is another good illustration of the latter

part of this claim. But as to the former, if India never changes,
how has India changed so much ?



The Economic Study of Religion. By Miss MARGARETTA
MORRIS, Philadelphia.

THE purpose of this paper is to discuss briefly the relation of

the present study of religion to social science, and to suggest,

if possible, some methods of approaching the problems of relig-

ious development from the point of view of the social scientist.

In attempting to characterize the scientific study of religion,

one is puzzled at the outset with the usual difficulty of compara-

tively new subjects, indefiniteness of nomenclature. Three

distinct branches of study at present go by the name of science

of religion ;
distinct in character, though somewhat similar in

subject matter. The first analyses religious experiences with a

view to determining the place of religion in the mental life of

man
;
the second applies various criteria to religious concepts to

test their ultimate truth
;
the third traces the growth of creeds

and cults in order to formulate laws of their development.

From one point of view these are branches of psychology, phil-

osophy, and history, respectively. As such two of them at

least are recognized as special studies, under the names of the

psychology of religion and the philosophy of religion. The

third, the effort to give an empirical explanation of how relig-

ious beliefs and institutions came to be what they are, is much

less sharply defined. One might suppose that this would stand

by itself as essentially the science of religion. And yet as a

matter of fact it is rarely, if ever, found without a considera-

ble mixture of psychological and philosophical enquiry. The

majority of text-books on the science of religion concern them-

selves with problems that belong to all three studies.

The study of this historical aspect of religion, as distinguished

from the psychological or philosophical problems, may surely be

rightly regarded as one of the social sciences. Not only is it at

the same time social and scientific, but its connection with the

already recognized social sciences is extremely close. The gen-

eral study of human institutions necessarily overlaps the study

of religious institutions. For the religion of a community is

not something unrelated to its secular activities any more than
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the religious experience of an individual is apart from his gen-
eral mental development. This intimate connection of religion

with life makes it necessary for the student of religion to com-

pare his data at every point with those collected in other fields,

if he would understand their full significance.

It i> important, however, while recognizing the close connec-

tion between religious phenomena and the whole of human life,

in <rder to understand that connection clearly, to distinguish
U'tween what is religious and what is not. At first glance this

might seem to be a very simple task. But there is a whole

region of debatable land that causes much confusion. Among
primitive peoples there is the question of magic, in more

advanced times the series of mythology, science, philosophy.
Can tlu-se rightly be regarded as belonging to religion?
Modern scholars generally maintain that the progress of

mythology, science, and philosophy, the whole development of

peculation as to causes, represents a course of intellectual devel-

opment and not an evolution of religion. And yet the evolution

of belief is bound up with the evolution of religion. Belief is an

essential part of religion and is affected l>v the religious senti-

ment.

We cannot say that belief i religion, still less that religion

is, as Mr. Jevons claims, a faith in a personal God. 1 Nor can

we admit that any one of the well-known definitions of religion

which recognize only one of the elements of religion is correct.

These three elements, as has been indicated by Tiele, are belief,

conduct, and emotion. Spencer. Arnold, and Max Miiller,

ctm-ly. make religion consist of belief, conduct, or em...

tion, and Tiele himself makes emotion the foundation of religion.

Dr. .last mw. however, rightly insists that religion contains three

element v; 1) the natural recommit i<m of a Power or Po\\ i ^

beyond our control; ->) tin feeling of dependence upon this

Power or Powers
; 3) the entering into relation with this Power

or Powers. Fra/er and Lang recognize only belief and conduct

as essential.
1

1

Compare Jevons, Introduction to the History of Religion, p. 408.

Spencer, Firnt Principles, p. 87 ; Arnold, Lit. and Dogma, p. 18 ;

Mull. -r. Hiltbert Le< u'le, Science of Religion, ii. |..
I . : Jastrow,

/ of Religion, pp. 65, 171; Frazer, Golden Bough, 2d ed., i. 68; Lang,
Magic and Religion, p. 60.

VOL. xxiv. 27
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But all three of these are necessary to constitute a religion.

There must be a theory of causes that are ultimate to the mind

of the believer, a theory not indifferently assented to, but one

that arouses in the religious man strong emotions, which prompt
him to actions supposed to be appropriate to the belief.

How far then has the science of religion to deal, on the one

hand with the history of speculation, and on the other hand

with the growth and decline of magic and the development of

standards of morality? We have found, I believe, a service-

able criterion of elimination. If we recognize the necessity for

the combination of all three elements to constitute religion, we
can cut out, on the theoretical side, all speculations which are

for mere interest or for practical purposes and which do not

affect ideals of conduct, and on the side of action, all standards

of morality and all practices and customs save those sanctioned

by the people's ultimate beliefs.

And now perhaps we are in a position to bring out more

clearly the distinction I -tried to make above between the -prov-

ince of the social science of religion and that of the psychology
of religion. It is with creeds and cults that the former has to

deal, with the external manifestations of religion, which are

readily classified under the two elements of belief and of con-

duct. While it recognizes the emotional element, it properly
leaves the detailed study of it to the other branch of the science.

For the whole question of the origin, nature, and development
of the religious emotion is so bound up with the problems of

psychology that it takes a specialist in that branch to handle it.

Besides serving to mark out the field, the distinctions I

have here emphasized between the various elements of religion,

distinctions which every one recognizes to a certain extent even

if he does not use them, are necessary within the historical study
itself. Lack .of practical application of them has led to a great

tangle, noticeably in regard to the origin of religion. I am speak-

ing of origin, of course, in the historical sense of beginning, and

not of the psychological question discussed by Tiele of what in

the fundamental constitution of human nature makes man relig-

ious, nor the metaphysical question of whether religion is a

purely human product or a dimly perceived revelation. When
we ask what is the origin of religion, we should have a clear

understanding as to whether we are referring to religious belief,
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custom, or instinct. For these did not necessarily spring into

being united, but may have had widely different origins,

although we cannot fairly call them religious until they are in

some way connected. If, for instance, we are in search of the

origin of the religious instinct, our problem is, what was the

primitive instinct in man or animal out of which the religious

nmtion developed, and at what point may we fairly call it

religious? Another distinct problem is the origin of religious

observance. The great difficulty has been that various writer-

have seized upon the beginning of one or another element ami

tin night of it as the origin of religion.

What has been called the origin of religion by men like

Sjiencer, Frazer, and others, who account for it by the ghost-

theory, magic, or fetichism, is, accurately speaking, the origin

of belief. They ask what was the first belief, out of which all

others developed.
Kven with the most careful distinctions, however, this whole

1
notion of the origin of religion is so enveloped in prehistoric

haze, that it seems almost a waste of time to attempt to solve

it in the present state of human knowledge.
A- to the origin of belief, was there any one original belief

out of which the many differentiated ? and if so, have we any
means of finding out what it was? If there was such a belief,

it must have been when man became differentiated from the

apes, and before there was any variation within the- species.

I "i after mankind is divided up into separate groups, a differ-

IK of beliefs is inevitable. Have we any evidence to show

what the first differentiated men's belief was ? or indeed whether

they had any at all that could be termed religious?

However this may be, the so-called "primitive" religions

which we find described in sociological works belong to a M-Y\

much later time than the pithecanthropus or even quaternary
man. They belong to a time when the human species was

already highly differentiated, the various parts living in differ-

ent environments, and with generally different culture, it \\.-

may call it so. There is already a difference in beliefs, but at

the same tiim- a -imilarity in the belief- of _rn.up- li\in_: in

similar environment-.

This similarity ha- led peoph- to .suppose that all religions

-tart from -ouu- common brlief. Imurver \aryingly they may
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afterwards develop. Thinkers have seized upon one or another

crude form of belief as the universal starting point. And much
that has been written on the evolution of religion is merely an

endeavor to trace survivals of such a belief through all more

complicated forms. This is particularly true of Fra/er's vie\v

of the function of magic, of Grant Allen's treatment of the cult

of the dead, and Spencer's ghost theory.

Until anthropology and archeology have given us more t'art-

to work upon, it seems probable that there will be little agree-

ment as to the original belief. Wha.t can be done, however,
with the material now available, what the spirit of modern

investigation demands should be done, is to work out the forma-

tion of particular beliefs, and to discover the laws of their

development. The development can be traced, in the first place,

as affected by the environment of the people who hold those

convictions, and in the second place as influenced by beliefs that

grew up in previous environments of those same people. This

should give us a general theory and a principle of growth

applicable to all beliefs in all ages, which would, indeed, be of

more practical value than the possibility of tracing faiths to a

common origin.

A general law of development is needed before the science of

religion can get beyond the descriptive stage. In biology we
have the law of variability and survival of the fittest, which if

anything is a principle of continuous development. What we

want is a similar law for the evolution of religion, something
that is more than a mere chronological and comparative descrip-

tion. And so far, however valuable in amassing material, and

making possible closer study, the work of investigators has been,

there has not yet been given anything, I think, that one could

justly call a scientific law.

Mr. Grant Allen's book, "The Evolution of the Idea of

God," is an attempt to demonstrate the theory that every relig-

ion had its origin in the worship of some dead man. He works

out his idea by showing how it might have been reasonable for

the savage to come to think of the dead man as a god, and by

quoting facts that show that many savages actually did worship

dead relatives and heroes. But so far as I can judge there is

no principle of evolution. The development is logically possi-

ble, and in a number of instances apparently took place. But

why?
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Mr. Jevons, I think, comes nearer a principle of develop-
ment in his postulate that primitive man's mind worked like

ours according to the methods of inductive logic, although his

beliefs were unreasonable from our point of view, because he

misapplied that logic. But our principle of evolution should

trther ami tell us why primitive man made certain mistakes

rather than others, should account not only for the reasonable-

ness of early beliefs, but also for their character. Mr. .levons

makes a luminous suggestion when he says that progress occur-

re.l only mnlrr certain favorable conditions. But I cannot find

that he carries this out ami tells just what were the conditions

necessary to progress.
Still more exclusively descriptive is Mr. Frazer's method of

explaining religious beliefs and customs. It consists chiefly in

comparing certain rites in one country with similar rites in

another, the inference being that if a rite has a known meaning
in one instance we may take for granted the same meaning
wh-rever it appears. That customs should be alike in countries

far -eparated seems to Mr. Frazer a matter of course, and not,
a- it appears to many investigators, a curious phenomenon,
itM-lf requiring elaborate explanation. I do not find that he

anywhere discusses this fact, which Mr. Lang has taken pains

to account for by his theory that similar degrees of civilization

brin-_r forth similar religious ideas, and Max M tiller by the pos-
tulate of a wi.lc-spread borrowing. The theory which seems to

I"- implied in .Mr. Kra/ers work, though nowhere explicitly

Mated, is that the natural constitution of human reason in the

primitixe >ta<_rc lel to a tirst conception of the relation of man
t.. th. world al.out him, that of sympathetic magic. Out of

thi> developed a series of ideas in regular order. idea t \\opm-
liiriiiT idea three, ami so on until we come to the modern com-

plexity of ivliirion. I have said above that Mr. I-' ra/er nowhere

explicitly states this to he hi* theory. And yet I think we
must assume it if we are to put any order into his scholarly

of compai-isMHs. I could \\ ish he had laid more
on this point. Two of the fundamental problems that

the science of religion iiiust solve he hardly touches? he gives
ii" re.-il answer to the question as to why the manifestations of

religion in far distant regions and \\idel\ separated periods
he -..

-traii'_rcly alike, nor doex he irll li,,\\ \v
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account for the special differences which exist with all the sim-

ilarity. What he has done is to bring together facts concern-

ing beliefs and customs which have a strong resemblance to one

another, explaining those that are not well understood by apply-

ing to them the meaning of the more obvious.

I have already referred to Mr. Lang's theory that the same

stage of civilization will produce similar religious ideas in peo-

ples widely separated. This theory has led him to emphasize
the advantage of studying the secular and religious history of a

people together. In "Myth, Ritual and Religion,"
1 he says

that a systematic history of Egyptian religion, by which alone

it could be perfectly understood, would have to be chronolog-

ical, marking the rise and fall of various ideas, and guided by
topographical and social conditions. His explanation of the

cult of Osiris shows that he would include also political condi-

tions. He maintains that the identification of Osiris with vari-

ous animals worshipped in different parts "could not but occur,
in the long course of time, when political expediency urged the

recognition of the identity of various local deities.'" And in

treating of Greek mythology, also, the effect of political change is

insisted upon.
3

According to Mr. Lang, the immoral tales about

Zeus grew up when Greece was attaining a national unity : as

Zeus replaced the totemistic deities he took to himself their

stories
;
and many of his amours were invented to reconcile the

local belief in descent from animals by saying that Zeus, the

father of all, had taken the form of those animals. Although
his work is full of suggestions like these, and although he

strongly advocates comparing religious and secular development,
Mr. Lang has not undertaken it systematically himself. He has

rested content with pointing out the way for others. And
therefore he is not prepared to tell us why religious progress
should go hand in hand with the progress of civilization, what
laws govern their relation to one another.

These laws Dr. Jastrow hopes will be established by the his-

torical treatment of -religions, the salient feature of which

"consists in the endeavor to treat facts in connection with the

conditions under which they are produced, and likewise to trace

the origin of religious phenomena to the conditions appropriate
for their production.'"

1

(Ch. xv.)
*

Op. cit., Vol. ii, p. 108.
3
Op. cit., Vol. ii, p. 189. Study of Religion, p. 21.
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If this study which Dr. Jastrow recommends were to be sys-

tematieully carried out with reference to various religion^: it

the religious ideas of each period were to be related to the polit-

ical and social, and, I would add, the economic organization,
and if the results obtained for various countries and periods
\\ -iv to l>e compared, we should be well on >ur way to the dis-

c"\ery of a principle of development.
The problem which now confronts the historical study of

rrli-jion is that of getting beyond the merely descriptive stage

ly discovering the laws which govern the formation of reliiri..ii>

beliefs, the growth of religious institutions, and their relation

to >ne another.

This problem may not be solved through social science
;
but

In- tore it can be solved I believe there must be a more careful

investigation than has yet been carried out of the relation of

religion to life, of the points where religion affects and is affV

by political, social, and economic progress; it must be recognized
that the historical investigation of religious beliefs and customs

has rightfully a place in the study of society as a whole, that it

cannot maintain an isolated position, but is intimately concerned

with the problems of political and social science and of eco-

nomics.

II.

In the tir-t part of this paper I have endeavored to reach a

definite statement of the problem of the science of religion in

its relation to social science, by means of a short study of the

purjiose ami methods of a few well-known writers. That pml..
lem we found to he the discovery of a valid law, and its solution

to lead us into a wider circle of human activities. In thi-

ond part I wish to break into that circle by taking a cur>rv

<_rlanee at the relation of religion to .me important form of

human endeavor, the search for a ii\elihood.

There is a gr-\\ ing tendency among sociologists to t urn to .

nom ics for an explanation of th< higher forms of social a-ti\it\.

And vomr \ery -iiLr '_
r rst i ve hints have been thrown out concern-

ing the intlneiir.- ..f BOOnomic pr "_r,-ess on reli^-ion* development .

;

,_rh has liren \\ ritlen .ii this -nl.jrrt. I think. tO Convince the

general student thai tin -re is some mneet ion between the t\\...

lint JIM how and why economics dei.'rmiiie n-li-rion. and ho\\ in
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turn religion affects economics, is too detailed a study to be car-

ried out by the general student of social problems, and could be

much more successfully accomplished by historians of religion
1

working in cooperation with students of social science.

I shall not attempt to go into this subject systematically. I

shall merely bring together a few beliefs and observances, gath-
ered at random from various sources, having evidently some con-

nection with the manner of life of the people among whom they

originated. We may gain from these at least an impression of

the relation that exists, and may be able to point out some
methods of studying it at closer range.
We must, I think, acknowledge that our religious ideas are

far from being the result of pure reasoning. We like to call

ourselves rational beings, and yet we have to admit, as Prof.

James observes, that 4 ' the logical reason of man operates in this

field of divinity exactly as it has always operated in love, or in

patriotism, or in politics, or in any other of the wider affairs of

life, in which our passions or our mystical intuitions fix our

beliefs beforehand."
'

Do these passions and mystical intuitions

fix our beliefs by wild chance ? or is there some law that governs
their action ?

It would probably come as a great surprise to most of us if

we could realize how much utility enters into the forming of

our opinions. The things that fit into a conscious need, the

people who have helped us, are rated high in our most impartial
estimates. Since this is true in lesser things, it is only natural

that in the idea that most vitally touches a man's whole life, the

idea of God, there should be an idealization of what is necessary
to his welfare. The primitive hunter worships an animal god ;

the totemic tribe living by the seaside or by a river, a fish god;
the agriculturist, the principle of fertility, or perhaps the very
sheaves of corn themselves; pastoral tribes have their sacred

cattle, or a god who is represented in the form of a bull or

sheep. The idea of God tends to assume the form of whatever

is useful to the community.

1 In writing of the religion of India Dr. Hopkins illustrates "the
influence of utility on the theopoetic tendency as shown in settled and
unsettled communities, respectively," and refers to economic conditions

as a determining factor in religion, though, he says,
" the application of

this limitation must remain for specialists to make in their several

departments." India Old and New, p. 112.
2
James, The Varieties of Religious Experience, p. 436.
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On the practical side of religion we find a similar effect of

utilitarian influence. Those customs which are in themselves

beneficial are given a religious sanction; moral ideas which are

socially useful are inculcated, a particular kind of food which is

growing scarce is either prohibited entirely, or, as is the case

with the Damaras and Kaffirs (tribes who cannot afford to kill

their cattle for everyday food), is made the center of a religious

These tendencies give us a starting point for our study. In

tracing the relation of religion and economics, it is well to begin
our interpretation of a people's faith by asking what is their

chief dependence, and then looking to see whether an ideali/a-

tion of it has been taken up and incorporated into the religious

ideas; and our interpretation of a custom by looking to the

practical effect it ha>.

It is easy to see why even the most religious people's moral

ideals are often inconsistent with their beliefs. They have

grown up separately in different relation to economic nccd>, ami

are often so far estranged that even the most ardent desire for

unity of life cannot harmonize them.

Yet the effort is made determinedly. It is made in the mod-

(iii pulpit, it is made by the crudest savage. And although we

M i ust study creeds and cults separately, on account of their sepa-

rate origins, we cannot ignore their close connection. An obso-

reed will often survive on account of the benefit society

receives from the morality it inculcates; and vice versd, prac-

tices which are of no particular value often continue ly virtue

of their connection with some faith which still represents vital

ideal-. Ami it is curious how ideals of conduct that iri"\\ up

independently because of their usefulness are adopted and jus-

tified to satisfy this <-r.i\iii'_: for unity by a faith with which

they have no real relation.

Society is too practical, however, to let the desire for consist-

en cy lead to what is injurious. Unification can -_ni x> far and

no farther. Where an observance is harmful it will be dropped.
' \. n though it le the logical outcome of prevalent ideas.

These few hint> may serve to show that the relation !' relig-

ion to the life of a people is by no meant A simple one. And

1

Allen, Evolution of the Idea of God, p. 318; Jevons, op. ct/., p. 116.
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it is further complicated by the well-known power of religious

conservatism, which enables both ideas and practices to survive

long after there is any reason for them. Past methods and

manners of life, the good old times, proverbially have their

stronghold in religion. One phase of this spirit is a curious

reluctance to make use of new inventions in religious rites.

Mr. Frazer tells us that "to this day a Hottentot priest never

uses an iron knife but always a sharp splint of quartz in sacri-

ficing an animal or circumcising a lad." And that "In some

parts of Swabia the Easter fires might not be kindled with iron

or flint or steel; but only by friction of wood." Another aspect
is the effort to keep an old idea, after its antagonist has 'taken

firm hold, by remoulding and readapting it. Allegory is useful

here. As Mr. Lang says, "That great stumbling block to

Greek piety, the battle [in the Iliad] in which the gods take

part, was explained as a physical allegory by the Neo-Plato-

nists." Sometimes the old religion finds a place in folk-custom,

as the worship of the plough which survives in England in the

customs of Plough-Monday. And sometimes the new religion

takes up into itself the sacred things of the old. Saint Bridget,
we learn from Mr. Lang,

" succeeded to the cult of the fire-

goddess and to her ceremonial "
;

8 and Mr. Grant Allen tells us

that " The holy oaks of immemorial worship in England became
' Thor's Oaks ' under Saxon heathendom and '

Gospel Oaks '

under mediaeval Christianity," a double adoption.
4 This force

of conservatism warns us that we must be careful in relating

ideas to their environment, to take into consideration past as

well as present environments, lest we should find ourselves in

the absurd position of some uninformed geographer who, finding

negroes in America, should attempt to account for the type by
local conditions.

Only in a simple society, isolated from the world, and one

whose economic environment has for centuries remained the

same, can we find a religion perfectly appropriate to the man-

ner of life. However, I do not believe that the influence of

conservatism is strong enough to prevent the general type of a

religion from conforming ,to the type of society in which it

1 Golden Bough, Vol. i, p. 173, first edition (and so below).
2
Lang, Myth, Ritual and Religion, Vol. ii, p. 184.

3
Lang, op. cit., Vol. ii, p. 235. 4

Allen, op. cit., p. 209.
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exists. The connection, I belie\e, is always close enough to

make it practicable to classify religions according to the* civili-

zations that have produced them.

Dr. Jastrow has taken this point of view in his classification,

which is a great advance over the familiar indefinite division

into tVtichism, animism, ancestor-worship, polytheism, mono-

theism. He puts all religions into four categories:

I. Religions of savages,

I 1. Religions of primitive culture,

III. Religions of advanced culture,

IV. Religions which emphasize as an ideal the coexteusi\e-

ness of religion with life.

It will be observed, however, that after the first three stages
Dr. Jastrow has shifted his standpoint and characterized his

fourth class by the nature of the religions rather than the type
of society. And for a practical working classification there is

some objection to the elasticity of the terms savae^. primitive

culture, advanced culture.

A classification, not of religions, but of society as a whole,

given by an economist, Dr. L. M. Keasbey, corresponds roughly
in its broad divisions with Dr. Jastrow's thin stages of sav-

a-jvry. pmniti\e culture, and advanced cult HIT. and defines more

exactly the limits of each. In the first period, which Dr.

Keasbey calls the "Natural State," he includes all the social

groups in which there is as yet no "appropriation of natural

resources for pastoral and agricultural purposes."
' Men satisfy

their wants by working alone or in cooperation, with simple

tools as instruments of production. And wealth at this stage

means welfare simply, and not the stock of goods contributing

to \\elfan-: tilings are desired for their use-value alone. Such

irroups would include the fruit and ro.it u'atheivrs of jungles and

barren and an-iic -n\ ironments, the hunting and fishing villages

of rivers and forests, the republican hunting clans of forests or

plains, and the >ca-ti-lirr> of neeanic islands. The -(. nd

period, the Proprietary," begins with pastoral and agricultu-

ral life, and de\ clops the division into classes consequent upon
the nionop,,li/Mii,,n Of the SOnroes Of wealth. Then reive

organi/ation of society, the owners of land and cattle l.ein'_r able

1

Keasbey, freatvj <>uart. Jour, of Econ.. May, 1908.
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to compel non-owners to work for them. Wealth now IIH-:IH>

the possession of goods that give power; goods are desired not

merely to satisfy personal wants, but also because of the prestige

their possession accords; use-value is supplemented by prestige-

value. The beginnings of this period are seen in the patriarchal

herders of the plains, and the communal agricultural clans of

fertile valleys ;
and its full development is found in feudal socie-

ties, early monarchies, and theocracies controlled by priests.

The third period in Dr. Keasbey's scheme enters in with the

"separation of employments, the institution of exchange, and

the invention of money." It is the "Commercial Era," marked

by the organization of society on the competitive system, and

the measuring of things by their value in exchange.
One obvious advantage of a classification like this, for the

student of religions who wishes to arrange the types of relig-

ions according to the civilizations in which they arose, is that

there is a perfectly definite line of demarcation between the

periods ; proprietary control of the sources of wealth marks the

division between the first and second periods; the use of money
and gain of wealth by commerce, the division between the

second and third. And within each period the subdivisions are

as clearly defined; one readily sees the difference between a

highly organized clan of hunters roaming about the plains in

search of big game, and a village of fishermen whose only
reason for being together is that the fish are best caught in that

place.

If in adapting this scheme to a classification of religions

there should be found a common characteristic in the religions

of one period, and a close correspondence in the religions of

peoples coming under the same subdivision, the vital connection

between the form of religion and the economic organization

would be established beyond a peradventure. Then there would

still remain to students of religion the task of explaining this

relation, of answering the questions, why ? and how ?

The few scattered instances which I can give here will by no

means fill up the scheme. And they are so fragmentary that it

is impossible in every case to fit them into this classification of

society. I can only hope they may serve to suggest what might
be done with a more thorough study, and to illustrate the way
in which men idealize and bring up into the sphere of religion

the things upon which they chiefly depend.
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The instances I have collected belong to the first two periods.

The commercial era is very little considered by writers on the

science of religion, who thus far have chiefly confined them-

selvc* t> less advanced civili/ations. I shall give first some

early conceptions of the deity, which are intimately connected

with economic activities, and then touch upon the question of

tin xucial utility of religious observances.

The worship of trees is a phenomenon that has been made

particularly familiar to us ly the philological study of early

Kuropean beliefs. Keary is one of the writers who has made a

great deal of it.

Among tin* worshippers of t'oivst trees were the ancient

Prussians, the Druids, and the ancient Italians,' all reverencing

the oak
;
the Swedes, and the Norwegians, who worshipped the

ash and the elm; the Gilghit tribes of India, who adored a

sacred cedar; and the Semites,
''

who worshipped as divine the

\ njreen oaks of the Palestine Hills, and also the pines ami

cedarv .,i Lebanon. All these people were dependent upon
trees in many ways; and it will be noticed that the kind of tree

worshipped is in each case either the characteristic local growth
or in some way of peculiar importance.

>.. UK-times the belief in the sacredness of trees was accom-

panied by an injunction not to cut them, and probably served as

a sort of primitive forestry reservation. This was the case

among the Samogitans of Lithuania, the Swedes, the Livonians

of Russia, and the Italians, who spared a sacred grove on the

Alhan Mount. The same religious scruples cautioned the

li"inaii fanner, who before thinning out a grove had to sacrifice

a pig to the goddess of the grove.' And again the Miris of

in "are unwilling to break up new land for cultivation IO

long as there is fallow land available; for they fear t> oil'md

tin- -pints of the woods by cutting down tree- mm. -warily."

And the Keclmanas regard it as a serious religious otfaHOfl to cut

the hack-thorn, which is very sacred, during the rainy season.
4

When considered in their practical results, such prohibitions

are not merely superstitious and arbitrary, as they might seem

at

1

Frazer, op. cit., Vol. i, p. 58, Vol. ii, p. 291.

'Keary. o/, ////,,, qfPHmiiivt /' :
\

I'razer, op. <>>.. \. j>. 106;

Grant Allen, oj> <// . i- 149. I i , i. p. 65.

4 Frazer, op. rit.. ..
t j. 68,

' '. i. p. 62. ii. p. 820 f.
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One may doubt whether forestry reservation can account for

the refusal to cut down individual sacred trees, as in Sumatra

and the Pelew Islands. In these and similar cases there is prob-

ably some particular local reason, and one would have to have

more data at hand to hazard an explanation.

Among sacred trees, fruit trees have a place as well as the

massive forest giants. It is naturally among fruit-growers that

we 4ind the god identified with fruit trees and vines. In Lace-

daemon we hear of the fig-Dionysus, who was in general the

patron of cultivated trees. "
Prayers were offered to him that

he would make the trees grow ;
and he was especially honoured

by husbandmen, chiefly fruit-growers, who set up an image of

him in the shape of a natural tree-stump in -their orchards."

Dionysus was patron of the vine in Greece as early as Homeric

times. In ancient Italy, each vine-growing village had a Jovis,

god of wine, worshipped at the wine feast in April. At Athens

the cultivation of olives was an important industry, and accord-

ingly the olive was sacred to Athena
;
while in Ephesus, also an

olive-growing state, it was sacred to Artemis. The Arabians

worshipped the date-palm, and the fig was one of the sacred

trees of India. Perhaps the most striking instance of deifica-

tion of the food tree is that of the Wanika of East Africa.

The cocoanut tree is the chief source of food supply of these

people. They believe that each cocoanut tree has its spirit.

And so deeply is it held in reverence that to cut one down is

regarded as matricide.
'

Thus the horticulturist worships his food tree as the forest-

dweller the tree that gives him shelter. Both are dependent on

their trees, though in different ways.
The worship of wild animals, familiar to us as totemism,

belongs distinctively to hunters, since these people's very life

depends upon the animals they kill. Mr. Frazer defines totem-

ism as "roughly speaking, the worship of wild animals the

religion of society on the hunting stage."
2 And Mr. Jevons

also recognizes the connection of totemism and hunting so far

as to say that all peoples in the hunter stage are totemists.
3

1
Allen, op. cit.

, p. 149, 269 ; Lang, ii, pp. 218, f . ; Jevons, p. 208
; Frazer,

i, p. 59. 8 G. B.,ii, p. 61.

8
Jevons, op. cit., p. 127. [This statement, however, is not accurate

;

e. g. the Esquimaux, who are "in the hunter stage," are not totem-

ists. ED.]
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It is as a rule the animals themselves, either individually or

M ;i species, that are worshipped. The Ainos of Japan, the

Ostiaks of Northern Siberia, and the Gilyaks of Eastern Sibe-

ria are hunting tribes who consider all bears as rightful objects
of worship.

1

Hears are also worshipped and hunted by the

N>rth American Indians;* while some tribes, such a- tin I "tea,

worship wolves.' Sometimes the tribe refrains from hunting its

sacred animal, as the Osages, who would not kill their brother,

the beaver.
4

.May this not be due to the same half-conscious

utility which caused woodland people to spare their sacred

_: roves ?

The totemist claims descent from the animal he worship-*.

ami thus the clan is closely bound together in brotherhood, to

maintain the unity of tribal life, the willing cooperation, and

the subordination of the individual, which are necessary for

their successful expeditions. This clan idea of totemism is the

one particularly emphasized by Mr. Jevons, the brotherhood it

inculcates of the tribesmen with one another and with the

tribal t>tcm.

One hears sometimes of fish-totems and plant-totems among
people who are not wild animal hunters, but I think it would

save confusion if we could keep the word for its strict meaning.
The so-called fish-totems and fish-worship of all kinds are

naturally found among people who live on the sea-coast or

Inside streams, such as the coast-Peruvians, of whom <iaivila>s

de la Vega said, "On the sea-coast they worshipped sardines,

skates, dog-fish, and for want of larger gods, crabs" . . . . and

they ate the fish they worshipped.
6 The same author elsewhere

says of the Indians of Peru that they "adored the fish they
lit in greatest abundance .... for this reason they wor-

>hip|Ml sardines in one region ... in others the skate . . .

in short they had whatever fish was most serviceable to them a>

tlnir gods." 1 1 Garcilasso de la Vega had been a modern

nomist he could not have made a more definite statement.

When we say that men worship the animals most useful to

them, we are stating the positive sile of the influence of utility.

It mu>t nn ! forgotten that there is also a m-.irai i\ <. "

1

Frazer, ii, p. 101, 105, 1 1 1. Lang, M., R. A R., i, 57.

Lang, Ibid., i, 55. Jevons, p. 102.
*
Lang, Af., R. and R., i, 75. Ibid., ii, p. 119.
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leads to the worship of harmful animals, such as the snake, the

crocodile and the shark. These also give names to clans and

seem to have some of the attributes of toteinic gods. Mr. Lang
tells us that in Egypt Typhon, who took the shape of a croco-

dile, "was adored at various places where it was dangerous to

bathe on account of the number and audacity of the creatures."

In Africa, the Negroes of Issapoo "regard the cobra-capella as

their guardian deity, who can do them good or ill, bestow riches

or inflict disease and death."
9

Perhaps in this we may get a

hint that will be useful in tracing the conceptions of evil spirits

and malignant deities.

In general the worship of animals seems to support our con-

tention that human nature reverences the " source whence all its

blessings flow," nay, often reveres as gods the very blessings

themselves.

When we find the hunter's god in the form of a wild animal,

and the fisher worshipping his fish, we are prepared to look for

sacred cattle among pastoral peoples. Nor are we disappointed.

In Africa we find tribes totally dependent upon their herds.

These Damarras, Bechuanas, and Hottentots have a truly pas-

toral religion, and hold their cattle very sacred.

Another element in the religion of these and other pastoral

peoples is ancestor-worship. The family altar and prayers to

dead ancestors are found among the Hottentots, Damarras, and

the Zulus;
3 and in the Hebrew nation it is during the pastoral

period that we find the Teraphim, which, according to Kuenen,

were "larger or smaller images, which were worshipped as

household gods, and on which the happiness of the family was

supposed to depend."
4 Of course this cult of the Teraphim was

not strictly ancestor-worship, but it was closely akin to it in its

family aspect.

It might seem at first that ancestor-worship had little connec-

tion with herding, until one looks to the social organization

appropriate to this sort of life. We have already noted among
totemistic hunters two aspects of their belief, one, the Animal-

god, resulting from their feeling of dependence upon a certain

animal, and the other the blood-brotherhood, growing out of

1

Lang, M., R. and R., ii, p. 104.
2
Frazer, ii, p. 94.

3
Allen, p. 182 ; Jevons, p. 55, op. cit.

4 Cited by Allen, op. cit., p. 182.
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the necessities of organization. Among herders the unit is the

family, and it is the father of the family who owns the cattle

and rules >upn -me in his little kingdom.
1

Worship of ancestors

w mi hi naturally predominate where family feeling is strongest,

and where the head of the family holds the position of authority
i a large number of dependents.

On this principle* Mr. Jevous maintains that ancestor-worship

ln-iriu^ with a settled agricultural life, because then first the

family emerges as a distinct unit. "The organized worship of

ancestors," he tells us, "is bound up with the patriarchate ami

the patria potestas." It is curious that in associating ancestor-

worship with the patria potestas and highly developed family
lilt Dr. Jevons should have limited it to agriculture, overlook-

ing the family organization and typical patriarchate that goes
with pastoral, even the nomadic-pastoral life. Indeed the

patriarchate and ancestor-worship is primarily typical of herd-

ing communities. Where it occurs among agricultural peoples,

it is rather among those in which herding and agriculture have

been combined by amalgamation or conquest.

Such peoples were the Greeks and K.iryptians, whose depend-
ence upon cattle is reflected in their religions, in the sort of

half anthropomorphic^rdeities represented in animal form, such as

the bull-Dionysus, or the ram-Apollo, or Demeter who was repre-

sented in Phigelia with a mare's head; and the black bulls, Apis
ami Mnevis.

Their dependence upon the fruits of the earth is no less ideal-

ized. Frazer describes how, "in one of the chambers dedicated

to Osiris in the great temple of Isis at Philae the dead body <t

il is represented with stalks of corn springing from it."

Ami in speaking of the religion of Eleusis, Jevons say>, "like

other primitive agricultural cnmmunities the Eleusinians \\-T-

shipped the emu which they cultivated, both the ripe ear, the

Corn Mit her, and the green blade, or Corn Maiden."

I \.imples are almost unnecessary since it is a truism t say that

among agricult u ral people the gods are expressed in terms of agri-

1
See, in regard to the close connection between pastoral life and

patriarchy, Oroase, Die Formen der Familie und die Formen der \\'n-t

128.

Lang, op. cit., ii, pp. 202, 282, 265 ; Frazer, ii, p. 200.
1
Frazer, i, p. 805 ; Jevons, p. 864.
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culture. But it is not always realized how closely religion is con-

nected with even the nature of the crop. In the Punjab there

is an altar near the sugar-cane press devoted to sacrifices to the

sugar-cane god.
1

Only in the beginnings of agriculture, however, as only in the

beginnings of herding, is the actual object, the sheaf of corn or

the individual animal, worshipped. With the domestication of

animals and the planting of crops we have reached the generative

sources of wealth, which mark the transition to the second or
"
proprietary

"
period of society, as Dr. Keasbey calls it. They

mark also a striking change in religious conceptions. Wealth,
the satisfaction of wants, is no longer reached by cooperative

effort to obtain certain individual objects; it is bound up rather

in the collective units of herds and harvests, and more than this,

in those great invisible forces of nature which determine the

increase of these. Thus the agricultural god becomes the spirit

of fertility, or the still more remote giver of good grain, the

pastoral god, the lord of increase, the chief patriarch and spiri-

tual leader of the hosts, a conception which easily develops into

anthropomorphic monotheism.

As among totemists and pastoral peoples we found aspects of

their belief growing out of the necessary social structure, so we

find a social origin of beliefs among agriculturists. With this

proprietary period and its developed system of ownership, the

notion of permanent sovereignty, as rightfully vested in a person

or class, something quite different from the tribal leadership given
to the chief of greatest prowess, becomes a vital force. We
have already noticed how it led to ancestor worship in the patri-

archate, where ownership was vested in the heads of families.

In an agricultural community, the sovereign landowners, and the

chief of these, whether priest or king, easily become sur-

rounded with a halo of divinity, even the present living ruler

often being worshipped as a representative of the great ones

from whom he is descended.

In four great empires in which we find the supreme ruler

adored as a divinity and claiming kinship with the gods, in

Egypt, Peru, Mexico, and Japan, there are observable two

striking characteristics: (1) they all have a well-developed

1
Frazer, ii, p. 375.
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agricultural civili/ation ; C.M it i- in each case the sun-god from

whom the emperor claims descent. These characteristics would

naturally go together, as agricultural communities almost inev-

ital.lv worship the sun. And where tin- property is in land one

is 1 1, it surprised to find a deified ruler, since in such states, as

chief landowner, he holds almost absolutely in control the wel-

fare of his subject-.

One may put the proposition tentatively that the sacredness

of 'it her chiefs <>r priests holds a direct relation to their tem-

poral power; the more social control a chief or priest has, tin-

more is he accredited ^with divine attributes. I say chiefs or

priests, for a priest may hohl this position as well as a king.

Iii'leed, it is sometimes hard to distinguish, except in name,

the religiously sacred king from the politically powerful priest.

.Just to ^jve one instance of the effect on the minds of the

people of a pmtirt"s domination, Frazer tells of one of the

priests of the Zapotecs in Southern Mexico, who was "a p->\\
-

erful rival of the king himself. This spiritual lord ^ovenied

Vopaa, one of the chief cities of the kingdom, with absolute

dominion." There is the antecedent, now note the consequent.
He \\as looked on as a :! whom the earth was not worthy

to hold nor the sun to shine upon."
If we turn to European history, we see that that diluted form

of ruler-worship, the doctrine of the divine right of ki

belongs essentially to the absolute monarchy and declines with

the -lowth of constitutionalism. The political organization, of

course, changes according to economic needs, and tin- doctrine

has to follow. When a king is absolute and uncontrolled, the

theory of his divine right seems justified by the facts. 6ut no

doctrine is strong enough to turn back the wheel of necessity.
The kiii'j is limited hy his parliament, and the divine right goes
over to the people. Vox poj>t> POOB */ >.

I do not believe that either in the absolute monarchies or the

limited the idea of di\ine authority is fostered by a conscious

utility, an effort to preserve the e\i>tinr status. Hut the social

structure must and will l>e determined by necessity. And \\hm
it cliaii'_r '^. the Kelief that -ji'eu c.iit of the old OfganltttiOD

a natural death, though like all beliefs it dies hard and

1 Frazer, i, p. 118.
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holds on tenaciously in out-of-the-way corners; and a new

belief grows up to justify tin- new order of things that has

come about.

Thus the worship of the living hero-gods, as the worship of

ancestors, grows out of the social organization. Side by side

with tlu- typical pastoral and agricultural gods, which originate

directly in economic pursuits, there develop religious concep-

tions from the type of organization incident upon those pur-

suits. The patriarch and the sovereign lord of vast fertile lands

are given control over their fellows by virtue of opportunities

made for them in the course of the community's efforts to adapt
itself to its environment. Being thus exalted, they are revered

and even worshipped as gods. And this reverence paid them

turns again to the advantage of the people, for it ensures social

stability, makes permanent the type of organization best suited

to their needs.

So far we have been able to trace a reflection of economic

conditions in various objects of worship. But what can we say
of stone gods, of those numerous idols and fetiches ranging
from the medicine-man's charm to the elaborately carved mono-

lith ? This worship of stones does not seem to follow the same

simple economic law as that, for instance, of plants and animals.

In the case of the latter, where the same plant or animal is

worshipped by different tribes, we are pretty sure to find a

similarity of economic conditions. But stones are adored by all

kinds of people and with no apparent reference to their utility.

It is most important to note in this connection that stones are

worshipped as representatives or dwelling places of the deity,

rather* than as actual gods. And although sacred stones are

found in every land, there is a difference in the gods these

stones are supposed to represent. We must look then for our

economic influences not in the fact of stone-worship but in its

nature.

The Peruvians, worshippers of the sun, adored certain stones

as representatives of the sun; in Canaanitish Syria a certain

conical stone was regarded as the emblem of fertility; while in

Tanna, New Hebrides, "Mr. Gray . . . found a piece of sacred

ground on which were deposited the stones in which they sup-

posed the spirits of their departed ancestors to reside." The

1

Jevons, p. 231 ; Allen, pp. 107, 190.
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MUI. fertility, and ancestors, characteristic objects of worship
of these three peoples, are all associated with sacral Atones.

Ami stones are used to represent different gods even with a

single tribe. Take for example this description of the Samoans'

\\ or*hip of stones picked up out of the river: " One resembling
a ti*h would IK- prayed to a- the fisherman's god, another

uhlin.Lr a yam would be the yam god."
1

Apparently the

yam god and the ti*herman's god already exist as deities in the

minds of the Samoans, and the shape of the stone suggest it.*

u*e a* an embodiment or representative. A more artistic peo-

ple would not wait for natural resemblances, but would carm-

an image.
The point I want to make is that the worship of stones, as

that of stocks and images, in itself can teach us very little.

The significant thing is the conception that is back of the

external embodiment. What does the god thus represented do

f..r the people ? If my general thesis holds, the answer to this

<l
notion would express in each case the peculiar needs of the

people, an idealization of the objects, forces, or qualities most

important to them.

Like the worship of stones, the worship of natural forces, of

wind, -ky, weather, and the like, does not seem to belong to

any one economic period. Mr. Jevons identifies it in one place
with a herding life, but later shows that the agriculturist also

has hi* nature-gods. He says: "There are *everal natural

i \\itli which and on which the herdsman has to reckon;

Btieamft, fountain*, cloud-, the *ky. the u n. In the pa*loral

man'- interests have become wide enough to make him

de*5re the cooperation of all these forces, and all, it is hardly nec-

essary to remark, came to le worshipped l, v hj m in consequence."
A little further on Mr. .Jevons says that the agriculturist felt

hi* dependence on the *un and earth, and seeking their OOO]
tion added them to the li.*t of deitie*.

Thi* explanation of Mr. JeYOllsV i- di*tinctly economic, and

i- lia*ed on the theory, taken as a working hypothesis in thi*

pap.-r, that a feeling of dependence upon a certain tiling lead*

t- it- \\or*!iip. I am inclined to <juestion, ho\\e\er. \\hether

the dependence upon nat lira 1 force* and t heir con *e.)iieiii \\ or>hi|

1

Allen, p. 99. Given in Ch. xvii of his / >on.
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is limited to herdsmen and agriculturists. While it is true that

among agricultural and pastoral peoples we find a great deal of

nature-worship, it is found also among such people as the Bush-

iiu'ii, who have no cattle and not the slightest rudiments of

agriculture, but, like all people that live out of doors, they
have an interest in changes of sky and weather. They address

prayers to the sun, moon and stars, and regard the moon as a

person whose hair is the clouds. This fact prevents us from

accepting in full the theory that nature-worship originate in

the needs of herders and tillers of the soil. It does not, how-

ever, disturb the general principle on which this theory is based;
viz. that man, more crudely and obviously in the earlier stages
of civilization, forms his concepts of divinity from his own par-

ticular needs. Therefore, as Mr. Jevons says, the herders and

agriculturists worship the forces on which their herds and crops

depend; and therefore, I would add, the Bushmen worship the

sun, the moon, and the rain, which affect their well-being

although they have 116 crops and herds. The only change w<>

have to make in Mr. Jevons's theory is to enlarge the circle of

those who depend upon wind and sun and rain.

We cannot limit nature-worship in general as belonging to

any one period of economic growth. But there is one form of

nature-worship that belongs to pastoral and agricultural peoples,

and to them distinctively, that is the worship of the principle

of increase as apart from actual natural objects. For it is to

increase of cattle or of grain that these people must look for

their very existence
;

if the fields and herds are productive they
are prosperous, if not they die.

Stones and natural forces are not the only objects of worship
which spread over more than one economic period. Another

widespread worship is that of the source of success in man's

own doings, the "gods of human activities," we might call

them, sometimes referred. to as departmental gods. Of these

we cannot say that they belong to any particular period or peo-

ple. But we can say that the activity deified shows the type of

civilization, and further that it is the activities which it is

profitable to that civilization to encourage that are given into

the hands of departmental gods. For example, the Roman

Mars, and all the war gods of nations that live by their military
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prowess, are not more striking than the Mexican gods of com-

merce and of the pursuit of agriculture.
1

These gods are usually anthropomorphic, but they are not,

like the human gods, actual dwellers upon this earth, mere

mortals, who for leadership have been verted -hiring their

lifetime with a halo of divinity; or who as ancestors or national

heroes have acquired it through the perspective of a dimly
recorded past. Like the human gods, however, their worship

tfrows out of the necessities of social organization, and is justi-

fied ex />'n*t f>i<'fn by the benefits society receives from it. In

thi> they differ from the gods men find in the outer world. \Ve

saw that tin.- worship of natural objects, such as plants and

animals, and of the generative forces of nature, arose in men's

i-\altation of the things that satisfied their needs, that mm
thought of their gods in the guise of the things on which their

lifC depended. In the worship of human beings and of human

enterprises, the belief is justified by its good results, for accord-

ing to popular logic, ancient or modern, when a theory works

well for practical living it must be true.

That practical values determine religious concepts is the

explanation, I believe, of the correspondence between the type
of civilization and the type of belief. These practical values

determine beliefs in various way-. Men may embody in their

concept of the deity the things on which they are peculiarly

dependent, or they may exalt to the level of gods harmful

things, such as alligators and serpents, which they dread; or

again these practical values may influence beliefs indirectly l.y

ST\ ing as a test of truth.

Naturally the worship of things good ami evil in its crudest

form was prevalent before there was any conception of natural

hu; when the savage thought of the \ariux things that

affected hK welfare a> animated by good ami evil beings.

(iraduallv. with the nt ili/in_r of t lie forces of nature in pa>tral
and agricultural life, there came a better understanding of

natural causes, and these controlling beings were pushed farther

ami farther away into unknown IV LMMH- and l.ecame more

1

Lang, op. cit., ii, p. 78. The Lithuanian -departmental gods*' have
Lit. ly been subjected to a rather destructive critique by Zupitza, in tin

Journal of the Vereinffir Volkskunde, 1901, p. 844.
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tual. The final death-blow of these phenomenon-controlling

persons came in the development of the industrial system, with

its scientific discoveries and unifying tendencies culminating in

the notion of the universal reign of law. This idea, it was

predicted, would overthrow religion. But such has not been its

effect. It has merely substituted for supernaturalism the theory
of the Divine Immanence. What room, we may ask, has this

left for utility as a determining factor in faith ? The simple
deification of the useful and harmful we can no longer expect.
The influence of practical values on the most advanced relig-

ions is rather in the tendency to make human virtues that are

useful to society, such as justice, kindness, truthfulness, attri-

butes of the Deity, and in the tendency which exists now, no

less than in earlier times, to judge a faith by its results rather

than by its a priori reasonableness.

Up to this point I have been considering the theoretical side

of religion, and have been trying to trace the relation of some
of the various beliefs of mankind to the economic conditions in

the midst of which they are produced. Interesting as this task

may be, it is incomplete and one-sided, since there is no religion

without a cult, no sincere faith which does not say to the

believer, "thou shalt
" and " thou shalt not." But I have

left what few suggestions I have about the practical side of

religion for separate consideration because, as I noted earlier,

the explanation of rules of conduct is not to be found in the

faith in whose name they are promulgated. If we would seek

their origin, we must look to actual conditions rather than

theories.

In some respects the study of religious observances is easier

than that of religious ideas because there is less chance for con-

servatism to confuse the different periods. While there are no

very disastrous results if a people's beliefs are more in harmony
with an outgrown civilization than with the present one; in the

question of conduct, if changed conditions demand new rules of

action, the need is urgent and strong enough to break down any
barriers of prejudice.

A difficulty, however, arises in trying to draw boundary lines.

Broadly speaking, we are concerned here with all religious com-

mands, whether ceremonial or ethical. From the point of view of

the worshipper, the motive for these is the same, and the exhor-
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tat ion to fasting, sacrifice, and prayer bears the same relation to

religious life at one time as tin- preaching of honesty and kind-

liness does at another. From the point of view of the student,

however, there is a significant difference. Morality, the relation

of men toward one another, is distinctly social, and its charac-

lepends upon the necessities of an organi/ed community;
\vlu-reas prayers and sacrifice* may be observed by the individual

alone, and be concerned with purely individual welfare. Thus

morality begins with a stable social organization. Before this,

human relations are merely those of the primitive family, for

which a very meagre code suffices. A moral law sanctioned by
religion develops only in a larger community.

>omctime*, it is true, the ceremonial law may become a* social

in its bearings as the moral law, as, for instance, in religious

fest i vals and the coming together of the tribe for worship. But
the moral law is in its very nature social. Kven in the case of

taboo, the savage shrinks from breaking taboo not only as an

individual but as a member of society.

The great difference between taboo and morality is, as Mr.

Lang has pointed out, that whereas with taboo the punishment
i* directly the result of the act, being brought about by the

effects of suggestion, the consequences of breaking a moral law

< "me not automatically, but because the gods are judges of

men's conduct. But the common purpose of taboo and moral

laws and their common effect on the social system make* it prof-

itable to treat them in the same cate^-ix. I do not mean to

a** ert here that all taboox all d all moral laws are socially useful.

I maintain only that the condition of survival of a taboo, as of

a moral precept. U its social Utility.

In every group of human beings certain re*t net ions on indi-

\idual preference are necessary in order that the group may
survive, or in order that it may make the best of the ..pportuni-

tie* the environment offer*. These restrictions, garnished in

the savage state with all sorts of half-understood imaginings,
their sanction grou in- m.-re reasonable as knowledge and chili-

zation advance, form the basis of the systems of taboo and

morality. Hence a certain type of morality will always be

found among people of the same manner of life, that is, a cer-

tain type for all hunters, another for pastoral people*, and still

another for agriculturists; and in each case the \irtues extolled
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and sanctioned by religion will be those that are most needed

in that sort of community.
With economic progress, the relationships to be adjusted by

morality become more complex. At first there is only the rcl.-i-

tion of parents to one another and to their offspring; then \\ ith

need to cooperate for production and to live together in commu-

nities, men must be adjusted to one another as equal individuals

forming a tribal unit, as well as family groups; later with the

division into classes brought about by herding and- agriculture,
there is not only the morality governing the relationships of the

members of each class, but also the relationship of the classes to

one another; with the commercial era comes the competitive

system, breaking down old class distinctions to build up new

ones, and bringing characteristic problems of its own.

lu each period religion sanctions the rules of conduct growing
out of the needs of the social structure. It cannot be ignored,

however, by the student of history, that religion has often sanc-

tioned not only what was good for society as a whole, but what

was good for one class at the expense of another. When all

men were free and equal, before agriculture and herding made
it possible for a small number to monopolize a large proportion
of this world's goods, the Commands of religion restricted the

individual for the sake of his own betterment and for the wel-

fare of society. When property and power came into the hands

of a few, the few were not slow to claim a divine right to it,

and to support their position by inculcating the virtues of obe-

dience, honesty, and submission in the minds of the many. Per-

haps I may suggest that these moral precepts were accepted as

authoritative because they assured stability to the social and

industrial order which was best adapted at that stage to make

the most of the environment. There have been abuses, but on

the whole moral laws which had more than an ephemeral exist-

ence have been in the deepest sense serviceable to society as a

whole.

In correlating morality and economic conditions, it is important
to keep in mind the distinction between the problems of produc-
tion and of distribution, and to show how rules of conduct have

grown out of each of these. For example, in a hunting tribe

the ideals of bravery, of obedience and loyalty to the chief,

grow out of the exigencies of the chase
;
those of fairness and
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honesty from dividing the spoil; and in our own times we have

the morality of production in the ideals of conscientious thor-

oughness :l inl reliability in work; the morality of distribution,

not only in the command to respect property rights, but like-

wise in the exhortation to benevolence.

The study of ritual might profitably be approached in the

same way. ami part icularly the important question of sacrifice.

.Much might be learned of the relation of sacrifice to production

by asking such questions as, What do the people sacrifice V and

what relation does it bear to the nature of the food supply?
(for it is usually food that i> sacrificed); and of the function of

sacrifice in distribution by such questions as, What is done

with the sacrifice ? is it utterly destroyed, eaten by all the wor-

shippers, or given to a certain class, as the rulers or priests? I

believe that in every case the sacrificial custom would he found

to have a distinct social or economic value.

In this short space it would be impossible for me to go OTWf

the various familiar kinds of sacrifice, and even attempt to sug-

gest the sort of economic organ i/.at ion they were associated with.

Hut I should like to stop for a moment to consider one kind of

sacrifice which seems to puzzle many students, the sacrifice by
animal worshippers of the animal to itself.

Mr. Kra/er and Mr. Jevons, among others, seem to think it

unnatural for people to kill the animal they worship, and regard
this sort of sacrifice as a difficult problem re|uirin_ir some mysti-

cal explanation. The apparent inconsistency seems to have

troubled also the pious ton-mists and herder- themselves And

savages and sages vie with one another in inventing elaborate

explanation- and curious mystical doctrines.

The explanations given by the worshippers themselves are

probably the outcome of the desire for unity and harmony in

the religions life, which is familiar to everyone, Man likes to

think his action* the result of hi- belief-. And if lie cannot

make them SO, he must in -omc \\ay justify their apparent con-

tradiction. Theorists often take this *econdary justification as

the cans,- ,,f tin- action. Thu- the difficulty with most explana-

tion. ,,f this totemistic sacrifice is that the writer- t r\ to account

for it on the basis ,,| aiiim:tl-\\ orship, and so have to iinent

elaborate theories as t,. why the savage thought it a LT 1 tiling

to kill the
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But if we give up the idea that the custom must be the logical

outcome of the belief, and look for separate origins of each, the

problem is much simpler. I think it will be found in nearly
all instances that the animal worshipped is part of the food of

the community. We can see in this fact a reason for both the

worship and the sacrifice. The animal is worshipped because it

is useful to the community, because they have a feeling of

dependence for life upon it. And on the other hand, the animal

is sacrificed because, again, it is useful. Sacrifice is the giving

up of something really valuable to the worshipper.
There are two kinds of sacrifice of the animal to itself, which

economically are to be sharply distinguished: the sacramental,
in which the animal is eaten as a communion of the worshipper
with the deity ;

and the piacular, in which as a rule the flesh of

the animal is either destroyed or eaten by the priests, and

entirely given up on the part of the worshipper.
In the sacramental sacrifice we find that the animal is the

occasional and extraordinary food of the worshipper, as in the

case of pastoral tribes, who cannot afford to kill their cattle

often, and limit the eating of flesh to religious festivals. The
idea of communion also serves to bring the tribe into a closer

social bond.

In the piacular sacrifice, there is of course the supposed

advantage to the worshipper that the sacrifice will bring for-

giveness of his sins and avert the wrath of an offended deity.

Is there, besides this, an unconscious benefit in the observance ?

I think there is undoubtedly. Incidentally, where the flesh of

the animal is eaten by the priests, it is in this way that they are

compensated for their spiritual services, and are at least par-

tially supported. But more than this, the chief utility of piac-

ular sacrifice is obtained even when the animal is destroyed.
There is a moral benefit in that the need of sacrifice to atone for

sin impresses the moral law forcibly upon the worshipper.
Sacrifice as we think of it technically, in the sense of placing

material offerings on the altar, has had its day and passed into

the archives of history. The spirit of sacrifice is still a vital

element in religion, and still, through its disciplining force of

self-denial, enables men to grow and advance. Nor has its

distributive function fallen into disuse. Not offerings of food,

now, but freewill offerings of money to purchase food, support
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the clergy; and in the name of religion, how many schools,

libraries, ami benex-..lent institutions an- supported. One main

point on which our livcrgent sects unite is in preaching that

religion impresses upon man his debt of material goods, time,

ami service \ his fellow-man.

Thus in modern times an important part of ceremonial law

has hiM-d with the tidd of morality, the relation of man to

man. There is a str iali/ing of religion. To-day the

iih.st religious man is not the one most given to fasting and

penances and church-going, but the man who for religion's sake

grapples hardest with social problems.
1

What remain^ of ceremonial law, or ritual, is prayer. I shall

not attempt, to analyse the value of prayer, but merely leave

the subject with a suggestion of Prof. James's: "The appear-
ance is that in this phenomenon something ideal, which in one

sense is part <>\' ourselves, and in another sense is not oursehes,

actually exerts an influence, raises our centre of personal cncr-_rv.

and produces regenerative effects unattainable in other ways."*

Prayer thus, in its effect u] the worshipper, ha* a distinct

value.

In this brief consideration of some religious phenomena, I

have treated separately the speculative and practical >id.

religion in order to show their independent origin in human
needs. Yet it must not be forgotten that while the union of

these oome4 secondarily it does inevitably come. So that we
have not isolated beliefs and observances, but religions; and if

there is anything in the economic laws of thought, a definite

type of religion as a whole for every type of coniinunitx .

This religion, as soon as a group of men become Mitlicicntly
settled to be called a community, has its organi/.ati.n. And one
of ill" moM interesting problems of the sociological study of

religion is the relation of this , ---mi/at ion to the social and

political struct lire.

Political changes of course affect religious ideas and religious
ii/.ati..ns u here there is a state religion, and the uorship

expands with the boundaries : as when I.abylon became an empire,

1 To anyone who IB interested in following up this socializing tendency.
Peabody'g

" Jesus Christ and the Social Question/' and Coe's "
Religion

of a Mature Mind "
will prove suggestive.

* The Varieties of ReHy, r. p. 528.
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and the chief god of the city of Babylon, Marduk, was made the

head of a pantheon,
"
extending his jurisdiction over a territory

equal to Babylonian control,"
1 and as in the Pelew Islands

where "each tribe and each family has its own totem god, and

as a tribe developes into a state, the god of the family or tribe

which is most important politically becomes the highest god."
8

We have a curious example of the change in religion incident

upon change in tribal affiliation among the Fantis and Ashantis

of the African Gold Coast. "The southern tribes of the Gold

Coast, Fantis, form one confederation; the northern tribes,

Ashantis, a rival and more powerful confederation. Each has

its own federal god
1 .... and whenever a tribe revolts from

the Ashantis, it renounces the Ashanti god, Tondo, and is

admitted to the southern confederation by joining the worship
of Bobowissi." The history of the Greek states also shows the

effect of political expansion on the religious organization and

religious ideas. "The political union of Eleusis with Athens

entailed admission of all Athenian citizens to the worship of the

Eleusinian goddess. But the Athenians thus admitted imported
their ideas, religious and mythological, into the worship."

3

In these few cases, we have been considering only state

religions, where the religious community and the state were

coextensive, and so it was a matter of course that to extend

national boundaries was to increase the number of adherents to

the faith. I believe that the effect of political change on the

constitution and membership of the religious community will be

found as real, if not as direct and simple, where the state is not

the religious unit.

The old idea of history, perhaps nowhere better exemplified
than in the philosophy of Auguste Comte, that one stage holds

in itself the seeds of the next, which must inevitably follow, is

fast giving way to the conception that like conditions produce
like results, and that in different environments history will fol-

low diverse courses, sometimes skipping two or three stages

altogether. This historical theory makes one cautious in speak-

ing of general tendencies. Whether it will finally hold or not

in the form in which its supporters now present it, its results

have been striking enough to make it worth while to study with

1

Jastrow, Study of Religion, p. 297. * Jevons, p. 181.

3
Jevons, pp. 239, 370.
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constant reference to conditions rather than sequence of devel-

opment.

Accordingly when we find individual religions, state religious,

religions to which only the men of the tribe are admitted, as in

Australia, -free" religions, such as the Greek ////./.%/ of tin-

sixth century B. C., that grow up side by side with tin- nation-

ally established cult, or, finally our own present ideal of a " free

church in a free state," we should ask, not which came first, but

under what political and economic conditions each one developed.

Alm; with changes in the organization of the religious com-

munity go changes in its leadership, the priesthood. The priest-

li I holds a certain relation to the social order as a whole. In

a slightly organized community where there is social equality,

the priest appears as medicine-man or sorcerer, self-appointed and

holding office by virtue of his personal influence. Such a priest

i> found among the Fuegians, where equality is so perfect that

n a piece of cloth is torn in shreds and distributed, and no

one individual becomes richer than another," only "the doctor-

wi/ard of each party has much influence with his companions."
'

In the more coherent hunting clan, such as that of the Dakota

Indians, it is the war-chief who is priest.
3 A more definitely

organized priesthood arises with the beginning of the proprietary

period. Among patriarchal people such as the Damarras of

Africa, and the Homeric Greeks,
1
the patriarch is priest for the

family, the chief or king for the state. And among people with a

1 \eloped agricultural civilization, like the Peruvians and Kiryp-

tians, there is a distinct priestly class. This connection of the

nature of the priesthood with the character of the state must be

more than a chance one. To discover exactly what it is and

what laws it follows is one of the problems of the social study
of religion.

>urh scattered instances as have been given here of beliefs

ami observances which apparently result from tin- people's life

lel me to formulate tentatively the proposition with which

I began the second part of this paper. It seems to lc true that

tli. r, is :i tendency to idealize what is economically useful, to

In-ill^ it up out of the sph.-iv of economics and identify it \\itli

tin deepest concepts of the religious consciousness; and that

religion, again, gives its sanction to the form of organization,

1
Lang, op. ci/.. i.

|
114. Lang, i, p. 118.

Jevons, p. 290 ; Lang, i, p. 256.
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the ritual and the moral precepts which have grown out of

industrial necessities.

If any one objects to this theory on the ground that it makes

religion a mere handmaid of material greed, I would remind him

that we do not judge of the value of things by their origin.

The theory has nothing to say about the truth of the ideas thus

produced, nor of the Tightness of the moral judgments. And,
moreover, to say that religious concepts take the form of what

satisfies men's needs is not to limit them to material satisfaction.

Religion grows out of purely material needs only in earliest

times, among savages whose wants go little beyond material

necessities, and whose gods are crudely materialistic. Religion

grows loftier in proportion as men's desires take a more ideal

form.

I stated in the beginning that what the science of religion

wants is a law of religious development which should have, like

biological laws, the element of continuity. The principle I have

suggested here meets, to a certain extent, I think, this require-

ment, the principle that men tend to idealize and deify the

particular things and qualities which are useful to people gain-

ing a livelihood as they do
;
and that those customs are sanc-

tioned by religion which are socially useful. The element of

continuity comes in because only people who thus idealized the

important factors of their civilization could make progress.

Only such people could make use of the possibilities of their

environment, and reach that high state of economic development
on which civilization and culture and moral and intellectual

progress depend.
It remains to be seen whether this principle will adequately

explain all important religious phenomena. That can be tested

only by a series of studies. In the first place, one would have

to investigate thoroughly the economics, social organization,

and religion of some primitive tribe to see the simple effect of

the environment on religious development. Then it would be

necessary to take some tribe or nation which had passed through
several economic stages, and always allowing for the action of

conservatism, relate at every point its secular and religious his-

tory. Finally, one would have to study tribes that have been

conquered, or have amalgamated with other tribes, to know how

conquest, proselytism, and imitation alter the regular course of

development.



PROCEEDINGS

OF

AMERICAN ORIENTAL SOCIETY,
AT ITS

MEETING IN BALTIMORE, MI)..

1903.

'I'm: annual mot-ting of the Society was held in Baltimore,
Mil., "ii Thursday, Friday and Saturday of Easter week, April
16th, 17th and 18th, in the Donovan room, McCoy Hall, of
Johns Hopkins University.
The following members were in attendance at one or more of

the sessions:

Arnold, W. R. Ellicott, Mrs. Jastrow Rosenau
Atkinson Einber Johnston Scott
Barret Foote Lanman Seiple
Blake Gildersleeve Lilley Solyom
Blaustein Gilman Littmann Snndberg
Bliss Gray McPherson Tieniey
Bloomfielcl Gattmacher Moore, G. F. Torrey
Bollin-.r Haupt Oert, 1 Ward, W. H.
Cjirus Hirtli Oussani Wrightson
('(.Hit/. Hopkins I'rir.-

Dennis Hyvernat Prince [Total. JJ
]

The first session o | tin- Sorirty ln-gaii <>n Tlmixlav morning at

eleven o'clock, with the President, Daniel Coit Gilman, in the
li.iir.

The rea iln- minutf- of the last annual iiH-rtiiig. held
in New York, April :;!, 1th. ami ."tli, L902, ITM -lispensed with,

inasmuch as they had already been printed ami <lisiriluted.

Tin- n p<>rt of the Committee r AnaiiLTim< nts was presented
by the Cliai- ifettei ll.mpt. in tin- I'orni ..( :i printed

programme. Sessions of the Society wen- appoint* <1 foi Tlmr-

lay at tci-ii.on ;it half-past two oVlrk, l-'rilay morning at half-

past niiH . I 'riday afternoon at three, and Satunlay morning at

VOL. xx 29
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half-past nine. The session on Friday afternoon was set apart
for the reading of papers belonging to the Section for the His-

tory of Religious. The University invited the members of the

Society to a luncheon on Thursday at one o'clock, in the Dill-

iiianii Library. President Gilman invited the members of the

Society to take luncheon at his house on Friday at one o'clock,
the luncheon to be followed by a conversazione on American
relations with the Orient. These invitations were accepted,
with the thanks of the Society. The hospitality of the Univer-

sity Club and the Johns Hopkins Club was extended to the

members of the Society during their stay in the city.
The Corresponding Secretary, Professor Hopkins, reported

on the correspondence for the year as follows: Letters were
received from those elected to membership at the last meeting,
all.of whom accepted. As delegates to the Oriental Congress
at Hamburg were appointed by the President, Professors

Haupt, Oertel, and Jackson, to whom were added later Profes-

sors Lanman and Bloomfield, your Secretary in due course

receiving the acceptance of each. In response to an invitation

received from Swarthmore College to send a representative of

the Society to the inauguration of Dr. Swain as President of the

College, Dr. Gilman invited Professor Jastrow to represent the

Society and the invitation was accepted. A letter of acknowl-

edgment was sent by your Secretary to Mr. J. J. Modi, of the

Parsi Panchayat, for gifts of books kindly sent to the Society.
At the request of the Societe Finno-Ougrienne (Helsingfors).
and of the Anthropological Society of Bombay, these societies

were put on the exchange list. The editor of Biblia having
requested the privilege of republishing the diagram accompany-
ing Dr. Warren's recent paper (the diagram being published in

the last number of the Journal), the request was granted in the

name of the Society.
The following communications, received in the correspondence

of the year, may be mentioned : A very kind greeting from our

venerable member Mr. Louis Grout, whose work on the Zulu

language appeared more than fifty years ago in the first volume
of the Journal. Your Secretary suggests that this Society con-

vey to Mr. Grout thanks for his greeting and the kind regards
of the Society of which he has for so long been an honored
member.
The Secretary then read communications from Professors

Lanman, Moore, Torrey, and Dr. Grierson, already reported in

this volume (above, pp. 390, 391) ;
also a letter from Mr. Aiyer in

regard to the chronology of the Mahabharata with which was
sent to the Society a copy of the writer's book, The Chronology

of Ancient India, and, finally, letters from Professor Jackson in

regard to his tour in Persia [now published in vol. xxiv., First

Half, of this Journal].
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The death of the following members of the Soeirty was

reported :

HONORARY MEMBER.
Professor Edward B. Cowell, Cambridge.

CORPORATE MEMBERS.
President George S. Burroughs (1901).

Mrs. Oliver Crane.

Gen. Charles G. Lortng.
Mr. Isaac Myer.

Principal Alfred M. Stratton.

OF THE SECTION FOR THE HISTORICAL STUDY OF
RELIGIONS.

Dr. Lewis G. Janes.

After making his report the Secretary said: Ex-president

George S. Burroughs, of Wabash College, died at Clifton

Sj, rings, N. Y., on Oct. 22, 1901, but the Secretary \\a^ n<>t

informed of this in time to give notice of the tart in hi> )a>t

report. .Mrs. < Hiver Crane died in January and General Loring
in August, r.H)\!. Mr. ('oxvell's long career as Professor of

Sanskrit at Cambridge (Englanl) i> known t> many. He took
till tin-last an active interest in all that related to India. Of
Mi. Stratton's brief but useful work as principal of the Lahore

(Punjabi (Allege, mention has been made in a paragraph pre-
fixed to lii> article (on a dated Gandhara tirure) to appear in the

forthcoming volume of the Journal (xxiv., First Half).
Remarks were made by Professors Bloomfield and Lanman on

the life and work of Professor Strattou of Lahore, speaking of

the breadth of his scholarship and interests, and of the 1<>^

\\hirli American learning has suffered in hi> early death. 'I'll.

hope was expressed that extracts from his scientific correspond-
ence might be published.

I'n.t.wMi Haupt, as one of the representatives of the Ameri-
ean Oriental -

it the International Congress of Oriental-

ists at llanilHii-Lr. l'.n\!. reported briefly <>n tin- < and
annomieed that the next Congress will meet in Algiers, in April,

Tin- report !' tlir TivaMirer. ProfeSflOT I'. \\ . \\'illi:ims, was

prestMited through the Secretary. EhrofeMor ll'-pkin^ and is as

follows :

Tin- Treasurer, in submit im- In- n-p. >\\ \ flu- s. .- t rt\^ imam-i- ti th.-

year 1902. adds a few explanations and observation I
'

lected from 245 corporal- m* mlHtrs against 209 in 1901. and nm JU

belonging to the section for the Historical Study of Religions against 90
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the previous year. On the other hand, the proceeds from sales of

publications were nearly thirty dollars less and the interest account

shows a slight falling off owing to the reduction of the interest rate in

Connecticut Savings banks. The net increase in gross receipts, amount-

ing to $328.79, is mainly due to the receipt of $262.50 returned by the

State National Bank of Boston, which in merging with another bank

reduced its capital stock but added a fifty per cent, surplus, making the

shares worth $150 each.

The expenditures include the cost of manufacture of three half-vol-

umes, the long-delayed Index (vol. xxi., first half ) belonging properly

to the year 1900. This extra charge and the subscriptions to the Orien-

talische Bibliographic and the reproduction of the Tubingen Atharva-

Veda MS. raise the total expenses for the year $384.26 above the

receipts. In order to save him from withdrawing the sums reserved in

the savings banks, the editors have very good-naturedly allowed the

treasurer to delay payment of their honoraria until dues accumulate

during the current year. Inasmuch as with its present membership the

Society cannot count upon a net income of more than $1,700, and as the

cost of the yearly half-volumes approaches $1,500, to which $200 must

be added for editorship, the Treasurer recommends the securing in

future of such extra subventions and subscriptions as the Directors are

disposed to approve from personal solicitations, in order that the funds

of the Society may remain within the margin of safety. Though its

active membership is now smaller than at any time since 1896, the pro-

portion of members paying their dues is rather larger than it has been

within that period owing to the prompt removal from the Society's list

of those whose remittances are more than two years in arrears.

RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS BY THE TREASURER OF THE
AMERICAN ORIENTAL SOCIETY FOR THE YEAR

ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1902.

RECEIPTS.

Balance from old account, Dec. 31, 1901 .... $1,043.38

Dues (188) for 1902 _.. $940.00

Dues (57) for other years 285.00

Dues (29) for Hist. Sect. Relig 58.00

$1,283.00

Sales of publications 246.24

Returned in cap. red. State Nat. Bank 262.50

State National Bank Dividends $105.61

Interest Suffolk Savings Bank 8.73
" Prov. Inst. Savings 48.22
" Connecticut Savings Bank 18.91

" National Savings Bank .. 18.90
200.37

Gross receipts for the year 1,992.11

$3,035.49
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EXPENDITURES.

T., M. &T. Co., printing Index vol. $531.62

vol. XXIP 794.67

vol. XXIII 1 653.68

sundry printing 85.06

$2,015.08
Subvention to Oriental. Bibliogr '.:>.">;

Subscription to Kashmir Atharva Veda 250.00

$845.56

Postage, etc., Secretary 6.00

Librarian 7.54

Treasurer 2.24
15.78

Gross expenditures for year $2,376. 37

Credit balance to general account. . . 659.12

$3,035.49

STATEMENT.
1901 I'*;:

I. Bradley Type Fund $1,945.40 $2,014.06

II. Cotheal Publication Fund (Pr. Inst. Savings) 1,000.00 1,000.00

III. State National Bank Shares 1,870.00 1,950.00

IV. Life Membership Fund (Suffolk Savings) 225.00 225.00

V. Connecticut Savings Bank deposit 500.00 500.00

VI. National Savings Bank 500.00 500.00

VII. Accrued Interest in II 366.29 114. :>l

VIII. IV 41.51 50.24

IX. V 35.90 ->isi

X. VI 35.90 54.80

XI. Cashonhand '_ 1,043.38 659.12

$7,583.38 $7,422.54

The Committee appointed to audit tin-

reported tlimu^h Professor Oertel as follow-:

REPORT OF THE AUDITING COMMITTEE.

We hereby certify that we have examined the account book of the

Treasu r-r of this Society and have found the same correct, and that the

foregoing account is in emit.. unit \ th. r. \\ ith. We have also compared
the piiin.- in the cash book with the vouchers and bank and pass books

and have found all correct.
HANNS OERTEL, '

, / /

PRANK K. SANDERS, M
NBW HAVEN, CONN., April 8, 1'.'

Tin- n-jM.rt ..r tin- Librarian, M- \ .m Vim.-. vrai

through the Secretary. PmlVss>r II.
.|. kin*, nn-l i* M t..ll..\\
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The accessions to the Society's library by exchange and gift for the

past year number 82 volumes, 80 parts of volumes and 32 pamphlets.

Among them are included six volumes from the Parsi Panchayat.

Bombay, and nine volumes from the Societe Finno-Ougrienne, Hel-

singfors.

The number of titles of printed works is now 5261, of manuscripts 188.

Respectfully submitted,

ADDISON VAN NAME.
NEW HAVEN, Apr. 15, 1903.

The report of the Editors of the Journal was presented by
Professor Torrey, as follows :

The editors for the current year have brought out two parts of the

Journal, the First Half and Second Half of vol. xxiii., containing 388

pages, including the proceedings of the last Meeting, the List of Mem-
bers, and Notices, or 357 pages without the last two additions.

During the past year, the printers of the Journal, Messrs. Tuttle,

Morehouse & Taylor, have procured, at their own expense, excellent

new fonts of Ethiopic and Coptic type, which can be made available at

once. The Coptic type has already been used in Professor Prince's

article in the Second Half of vol. xxiii.

The following persons, recommended by the Directors, were

duly elected (for convenience, the names of those elected at

later sessions are included in this list) :

HONORARY MEMBER.

Prof. Adolf Erman, Berlin, Germany.

CORPORATE MEMBERS.

Mr. L. C. Barret, Baltimore, Md.
Dr. Paul Bronnle, London, Eng.
Mr. Robert Garrett, Baltimore, Md.
Mr. George C. O. Haas, New York, N, Y.

Prof. Friedrich Hirth, New York, N. Y.

Prof. Charles T. Hock, Bloomfield, N. J.

Prof. J. A. Montgomery,-Germantown, Phil., Pa.

Rt. Rev. Mgr. Dennis O'Connell, Washington, D. C.

Mr. Jean Parisot, New York, N. Y.

Dr. Walter M. Patton, Middletown, Conn.

The Very Rev. John R. Slattery, Baltimore, Md.
Prof. Edward Henry Strobel, Cambridge, Mass.

Mr. Sidney A. Weston, Sharon, Mass.

Prof. Jens Iverson Westengard, Cambridge, Mass.

Rev. James Owens Wrightson, Baltimore, Md.
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MEMBERS OF THE SECTION FOR THE HISTORICAL STUDY OF
RELIGIONS.

Prof. L. M. Keasbey, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Miss Margaretta Morris, Philadelphia, Pa. [Total, 18.]

The President appointed Professors Lanman, Hyvernat, and
Jastrow a committee to nominate officers for the ensuing year,
t<> iv port on Saturday morning.

At a quarter before twelve the Society proceeded to the read-

ing >!' paper-. The following communications were presented:
Dr. Blake, Sanskrit loan -won Is in Tagalog. Remarks were

ma<le l>\ Messrs. Scott, Lanman, and Hirth.
Mi Deimi-, Egyptian stone implements.
Mr. Ember, The coronation of Aristobulus.
IVotVor llaiipt, David's dirge on the death of Saul and

.Jonathan
( -.' Sam. i. 17-27). Remarks were made by Professor

Jastrou .

Professor Hopkins, The temporal ablative.

At one o'clock the Society took a recess until half-past t\\ o.

II v the courtesy of Johns Hopkins University a lunch was pro-
vided for the members of the Society in the Dillmann Library.

The Society reassembled at half-past two. The following
communications were presented:

Dr. Ward, Representations of Ea and Shamash in Babylonian
art.

1'rofessor I Iy \vrnat, On Gen. vi. 14. Remarks were made
by Messrs. Haupt, Ward, ami IJlaustein.

Professor Johnston, Cuneiform medieine. 1'n.iV-vor Haupt.
in eonimenting on the paper, announced that a collection of

cuneiform texts dealing with medicine is shortly to be pub-
lished in the . l.v.N-y/-//A*//.W/. liililint/nk.

Professor Lanman laid before the Society a complete printed

copy of Whitney's Commentary on the Atharva Veda, with an

account of the plan of the \vork and an annoum-eim-nt of it*

completion. This was followed by critical notes on the Athar\a
Veda: 1. Errors due to ear or voice; -.'. T\\ in -. -oii-mants in

word-combination; :;. llaj.lo^rai'liy : l. The nom. s'm_r. mate,
/"//'/ ami the nom. sin^. neut. of ////.%//.///; ."). On Kan-

aka-Sutra sr,. in. Remark- \\ ei'e made by Professors ll..|,kins
ami llloMinlichl.

Dr. I.ittmann. ('oj'tir \vinl> in mo.lrrn lv_ry |>t
ian Araliir.

i'k- \vi-n- ma<le l.\ I 'i .1V**. >r ll\ \ernat.

Mf. McPherson, The \\.T.U tdrdh ami "//rmdn in Isaiah

\ \ \ i i i .

%

^5.

Moore, Tin- li\n- in <li\ ination ami sn-ritir.-.

>fea0OI < ert-l, ( riti.-isui !' l\nmlt/on\ liyj-othesis that two
of the el-Amarna tablets were \\ritten in an I mlo- Kuroj.ean lia
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lect. Remarks were made by Messrs. Collitz, Jastrow, Bloom-
field, and Haupt.
At five o'clock the Society adjourned to Friday morning.

The Society met on Friday morning at half-past nine, Presi-
dent Gilman presiding. The following communications were

presented :

Dr. Tierney, A plea for the translation of the Hebrew Tetra-

grammaton.
Mr. Rosenau, Some Hebraisms in the New Testament.
Dr. Scott, The languages of the Philippine islands; their

names and their number.
Dr. Sundberg, The Salibiyeh.
Professor Torrey, Two Jewish inscribed weights from Jeru-

salem.

Dr. F. J. Bliss, Royal stamps on jar-handles in Palestine.
Professor Hopkins called attention to the fact that the Society

was this year sixty years old, having been founded in Sept.,
1842.

Professor Johnston read a communication on Moses and Ham-
murabi.
The discussion of this paper was opened by Professor Jas-

trow. Remarks were made also by Professors Hopkins, Price,
and Dr. Ward.
At twelve o'clock Dr. Ward took the chair.

Further communications were presented by Professor W. R.

Arnold, The word D'EHSD in the Old Testament.
Mr. Barret, The first book of the Kashmirian Atharva Veda.

Remarks were made by Professors Lanman and Bloomfield.
Professor Prince, after presenting by title Dr. Langdon's

paper, Evidence for an advance upon Egypt by Sennacherib in

701 B.C., read a communication on Recent excavations in Baby-
lonia, with especial reference to Hilprecht's treatment of the

subject in his recent volume. Remarks were made by Profes-
sors Price and Moore.
The Society then took a recess till three o'clock.

By the hospitable invitation of President Gilman the mem-
bers of the Society met at luncheon at his house, 614 Park Ave-
nue. After luncheon, President Gilman, having pointed out
the interest of the Society in the closer relations into which
America has come in various ways with Asia, called attention to

some recent publications of the United States government on
the Philippines, especially to the Gazetteer and Geographical
Dictionary. Dr. Scott made some comment on this work.

Monsignor O'Connor, Rector of the Catholic University in

Washington, at the invitation of the President, spoke of the
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gratifying progress that was being made in the solution of the

problems of the relation of tin- Church and the religious orders

in tin- Philippines to the new order of things.
President (iilnian spoke of the proposal made to the (i\<m

ment by the National Academy of Sciences for a comprehend \ <

Mirvey of the Philippines, and asked for this plan the interest

and support of the Oriental Society.
The work of the .lesup expedition on the Northwest Coast of

America and the confronting region of the Asiatic coast was
described, and parts of a letter from Dr. I Van/ I5oa> on the

results of the exploration \\eiv read.

The President noticed also the geological exploration in China.

-npportcil l.y tin Carnegie Institution; and Mr. Willis, of the
1'nitcd States Geological Survey, who is to conduct the prelimi-

nary investigation, spoke of what it was hoped mi^ht le

achieved by the expedition.
I 'resident Gilman spoke, finally, of the geographical expedi-

tion about to be undertaken under the direction of the Carnegie
InMitiitinn in Transcaucasia by Professors Pmnpelly and Da\i>.

Remarks were made by Professor Hirth.

The Society reassembled in the Donovan room at three

o'clock, the Vice-President, Professor Charles R. Lanman, l>ein<_r

in the chair. The session was set apart for the reading of

paper> in the Section for the Historical Study of Religions.
The first paper was read by Miss Morris, of Philadelphia, on

the Economic Study of Religion. Remarks wen made by
Professor .Ta-t ro\\ .

The CoiTe-pond'niLT Secretary read parts of a letter from Pro-
r .lack-on. Diving some account of his journey in Persia.

President (iilman spoke upon some of the areh.-eolo^ieal
researches proposed to tlie Carnegie Institution.

Profe^or .lastrow read a paper on The god Ashur. Remarks
\\ re made by Professor Ilaupt.

At a .juarter after four. President (iilman having resumed
the chair. Mr. Oussani read a paper on Mourning rites and cus-

toms in early Arabia. Remark- were made by Profes-.r
trou and Dr. Illiss.

Professor Ilaupt read upon liilileand llaliel.

I'rc-ident I,' Tin- term I liirher ( 'rit icisni.

At five o'clock the Society adjourned to Saturday morning.

The la-t -essinii of tlie Society was held on Sat ur. lay inornin-j.

QOiog at half-pa-l nine o'clock, with I're-idt-nt Oilman in

1 hf diair.

I'rof.-Hv,,!- llopkin* reported from the Dire.-tor.s that the next

IIIL^ nf tl >uld le held in N
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on Thursday, April 7th, 1904; and that Professor Hyvernat
and Dr. Cyrus Adler, with the Corresponding Secretary, had
been appointed a Committee on Arrangements for that meeting.

Also that the Directors had reappointed the Editors of the

Journal, Professors Hopkins and Torrey.
On the motion of Dr. Scott, it was resolved that a committee

of six, of which the President of the Society shall be <.'-<$/<;<,

a member, be appointed, to make to the President of the United
States such representations as they may think proper concerning
the survey of the Philippine Islands. The committee was con-
stituted as follows: Hon. W. W. Rockhill, Chairman; Presi-

dent D. C. Gilman, Professor Haupt, Dr. Scott, Monsignor
O'Connell, Dr. Cyrus Adler.

The Committee to nominate officers for the ensuing year
reported, and the following officers were unanimously elected:

President President Daniel Coit Gilman, of Baltimore, Md.
Vice-Presidents Dr. William Hayes Ward, of New York ; Professor

Crawford H. Toy, of Cambridge ;
Professor Charles R. Lanman, of

Cambridge.

Corresponding Secretary Professor E. Washburn Hopkins, of New
Haven.

Recording Secretary Professor George F. Moore, of Cambridge.
Secretary of the Section for Religions Professor Morris Jastrow, Jr.,

of Philadelphia.
Treasurer Professor Frederick Wells Williams, of New Haven.
Librarian Mr. Addison Van Name, of New Haven.
Directors The officers above named

;
and President William R. Har-

per, of Chicago ; Professors Richard Gottheil and A. V. Williams Jack-

son, of New York ; Professors Maurice Bloomfield and Paul Haupt, of

Baltimore ; Professor Henry Hyvernat, of Washington ; Professor

Charles C. Torrey, of New Haven.

Professors Sanders and Oertel were appointed to audit the

accounts of the Treasurer for the ensuing year.
The following resolution of thanks was unanimously adopted:

The American Oriental Society desires to express its sincere thanks to

the Trustees of Johns Hopkins University for the use of their lecture-

rooms and for hospitable entertainment
; to the University Club and

Johns Hopkins Clubs, for the use of their houses
; to Dr. Gilman, the

president of the Society, for his generous hospitality ;
and to the Com-

mittee of Arrangements, for their efficient services.

The following communications were presented:
Dr. Blake, Professor August Fischer's notes on the Siloam

inscription.
Professor Bloomfield, The origin of the Sama-Veda. Remarks

were made by Professors Hopkins and Lanman.
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Professor Prince, 'I'lu- Smnerian Belit-hymn, K. 257.

Remarks were made by Professors Jastrow, Haupt, and Price.

Professor Collit/, Tin- origin of tin- <> declension. Remarks
\\ -re made by Professor Bloomtield.

Professor Price, A seal cylinder of the time of Sin-gashid,

king of Erech.
Professor Torrey, The Constantinople edition of tin- Kitab

ri t el- in--:!').

Mr. Deimi>. Tin- t ransliterat ion of Egyptian.
Professor Haupt, Drugulin's Marksteine.

Professor IIau]>t. Difficult passages in the (iilgamesh epic.
Professor Lanman gave a brief synopsis of the subject of his

i \\ o paper> mi ( orrespondences of Pali diction with that of the

Vedas.
He also laid before the Society Pali lexicographical and mor-

phological notes by Mr. Truman Michelsonof Harvard Univer-

sity [on ferovcumfci, abbtUhesika, </<///,/// and related words].
Mr. Sriple gave a synopsis of three papers on Popular Taga-

log poetry, the Tagalog numerals, and on Recent papyrus finds

in Egypt
Mr. Oussani, Origin and development of the Arabic dialects.

Remarks were made by Dr. Bliss.

Dr. Scott, Philippine words in English. Remarks were made

by Dr. Bliss.

At twelve the Society adjourned to meet in Washington,
D. C., April ?, 1904.

The following papers were presented by title:

Dr. lilake, Intransitive verbs in Hebrew; Dr. Foote, the

diphthong ' in Hebrew; Some unwarranted innovations in the

Ild.nu text of the Bible: Mr. Onssani, Phonetic differences

between the eastern and western dialects of Syria; Mr. Rose-
nan, Tin- Sonneborn collection of Jewish ceremonial objects.
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Prof. J. A. MONTGOMERY (P. E. Divinity School), 6806 Green St., German -

town, Pa. 1903.

Prof. GEORGE F. MOORE (Harvard University), 3 Divinity Ave., Cambridge,
Mass. 1887.

fMrs. MARY H. MOORE, 3 Divinity Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 1902.

PAUL ELMER MORE, 265 Springdale Ave., East Orange, N. J. 1893.

Prof. EDWARD S. MORSE, Salem, Mass. 1894.

Dr. PHILIP S. MOXOM, 83 Dartmouth Terrace, Springfield, Mass. 1898.

Rev. Prof. A. J. ELDER MULLAN, S.J., Woodstock, Howard Co., Maryland.

Prof. CHARLES ELIOT NORTON, Cambridge, Mass. 1857.

Rt. Rev. Mgr. DENNIS T. O'CONNELL, D.D. (Catholic University), Washing-

ton, D. C. 1903.

Prof. HANNS OERTEL (Yale Univ.), 2 Phelps Hall, New Haven, Conn. 1890.

Miss ELLEN S. OGDEN, B.L., 398 Western Ave., Albany, N. Y. 1898.

GEORGE N. OLCOTT, Ridgefield, Conn. 1892.

fROBERT M. OLYPHANT, 160 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. 1861.

JOHN ORNE, Ph.D.. 104 Ellery St., Cambridge, Mass. 1890.

Rev. GABRIEL OUSSANI, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md. 1901.

Rev. CHARLES RAY PALMER, D.D., 562 Whitney Ave., New Haven, Conn.

1900.

I KAN PARISOT, East Douglas, Mass. 1903.

Prof. LEWIS B. PATON, Hartford Theological Seminary, Hartford, Conn.

1894.

Dr. WALTER W. PATTON, Middlefield, Conn. 1903.

Dr. CHARLES PEABODY, 197 Brattle St., Cambridge, Mass. 1892.

Prof. ISMAR J. PERTTZ, Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y. 1894.

Prof. EDWARD DELAVAN PERRY (Columbia Univ.), 542 West 114th St., New
York, N. Y. 1879.

Rev. Dr. JOHN P. PETERS, 225 West 99th St., New York, N. Y. 1882.

Prof. DAVID PHILJPSON, Hebrew Union College, Cincinnati, O. 1889.

MURRAY E. POOLE, 21 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y. 1897.

WILLIAM POPPER, 260 West 93d St., New York, N. Y. 1897.

Rev. F. L. HAWKES POTT, St. John's College, Shanghai, China. 1901.

Prof. IRA M. PRICE (Univ. of Chicago), Morgan Park, 111 1887.

Prof. JOHN DYNELEY PRINCE (Columbia Univ.. St. rlington, Rockland Co..

N. Y. 1888.

Madame ZENA!DE A. RAGOZIN, care of Putnam Sons, West 23d St., New York,
N. Y. 1886.

HORACE M. RAMSEY, General Theological Seminar}-, 2 Chelsea Square, New
York, N. Y. 1902.

VOL. XXIV. :'.
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Dr. GEORGE ANDREW REISNER, Girgeh, Egypt. 1891.

ERNEST C. RICHARDSON, Library of Princeton Univ., Princeton, N. J. 1900.

J. NELSON ROBERTSON, 219 Bleecker St., Toronto, Ont. 1902.

EDWARD ROBINSON, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Mass. 1894.

Prof. GEORGE LIVINGSTON ROBINSON (McCormick Theol. Sem.), 10 Chalmers

Place, Chicago, 111. 1892.

Hon. WILLIAM WOODVILLE ROCKHILL, care The Department of State, Wash-

ington, D. C. 1880.

Prof. ROBERT W. ROGERS, D.D., Drew Theological Seminary, Madison, N. J.

1888.

Prof. JAMES HARDY ROPES (Harvard University), 39i Shepard St., Cam-

bridge, Mass. 1893.

Rev. WILLIAM ROSENAU, 825 Newington Ave., Baltimore, Md. 1897.

Miss ADELAIDE RUDOLPH, 434 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. 1894.

Mrs. JANET E. RUUTZ-REES, 331 West 83d St., New York, N. Y. 1897.

Miss CATHARINE B. RUNKLE, 15 Everett St., Cambridge, Mass. 1900.

Dr. ARTHUR W. RYDER, 72 Perkins Hall, Cambridge, Mass. 1902.

Prof. FRANK K. SANDERS (Yale University), 235 Lawrence St., New Haven.
Conn. 1897.

Dr. H. ERNEST SCHMID, White Plains, N. Y. 1866.

MONTGOMERY SCHUYLER, JR., U. S. Embassy, St. Petersburg, Russia. 1899.

Dr. CHARLES P. G. SCOTT, Radnor, Pa. 1895.

WILLIAM G. SEIPLE, 801 N. Calvert St., Baltimore, Md. 1902.

J. HERBERT SENTER, 10 Avon St., Portland, Me. 1870.

Dr. CHARLES H. SHANNON, Univ. of Tenn., Knoxville, Tenn. 1899.

THOMAS S. SIMONDS, 296 Cabot St., Beverly, Mass. 1892.

The Very Rev. JOHN R. SLATTERY (St. Joseph's Seminary), P. O. Box 1111,

Baltimore, Md. 1903.

Prof. HENRY PRESERVED SMITH, Amherst College, Amherst, Mass. 1877.

Mr. Louis C. SOLYOM, Library of Congress, Washington, D. C. 1901 .

Prof. MAXWELL SOMMERVILLE, 124 North Seventh St., Philadelphia, Pa.

1890.

WILLIAM WALLACE SPENCE, JR., Bolton, Baltimore, Md. 1900.

Dr. EDWARD H. SPIEKER, Johns Hopkins Univ., Baltimore, Md. 1884.

Rev. HANS H. SPOER, Ph.D., 120 Remsen St., Astoria, L. I. 1899.

DAVID BRAINERD SPOONER, The Sanskrit College, Benares, India. 1902.

HENRY HULL ST. CLAIR, JR., 131 West lllth St., New York, N. Y. 1900.

Prof. CHARLES C. STEARNS, 126 Garden St., Hartford, Conn. 1899.

Rev. JAMES D. STEELE, 74 West 103d St., New York, N. Y. 1892.

Prof. J. H. STEVENSON, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn. 1896.

Mrs. SARA YORKE STEVENSON, 237 South 21st St., Philadelphia, Pa. 1890.

JOSEPH TRUMBULL STICKNEY, 4 Prescott Hall, Cambridge, Mass. 1900.

Rev. ANSON PHELPS STOKES, JR., Yale University, New Haven, Conn. 1900.

Prof. EDWARD HENRY STROBEL, care Foreign Office, Bangkok, Siam. 1903.

MAYER SULZBERGER, 1303 Girard Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 1888.

HENRY OSBORN TAYLOR, Century Association, 7 West 43d St., New York,
N. Y. 1899.

Rev. J. J. TIERNEY, D.D., Mount St. Mary's College, Emmitsburg, Md. 1901.
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Prof. HENBY A. TODD (Columbia University), 824 \\V-t Kn.l AY, -.. New York,
i N. Y. 1885.

Prof. HERBERT GUSHING TOLMAW, Vanderbilt Univ., Nashville, Tenn. 1890.

Prof. CHARLES C. TORREY (Yale University), 67 Mansfield St., New Haven,
Conn. 1891.

Prof. CRAWFORD H. TOY (Harvard Univ.), 7 Lowell St., Cambridge, Haas.

1871.

Rev. JOSEPH VINCENT TRACY, 75 Union Park St., Boston, Mass. 1892.

ADDISON VAN NAME (Yale Univ. i. UM High St., New Haven, Conn. 1863.

EDWARD P. VININO, 49 Second St., San Francisco, Cal. 1888.

THOMAS E. WAOGAMAN, 917 F St., N. W., Washington, D. C. 1897.

Miss SUSAN HAYES WARD, Abington Ave., Newark, N. J. 1874.

Dr. WILLIAM HAYES WARD, 130 Fulton St., New York, N. Y. 1869.

Miss CORNELIA WARREN, Cedar Hill, Waltham, Mass. 1894.

Prof. WILLIAM F. WARREN, Cedar Hill, Waltham, Mass. 1-

Rev. W. SCOTT WATSON, West New York, New Jersey. 1893.

CHARLES WALLACE WATTS, Smithland, Ky. 1898.

Prof. J. E. WERREN, 17 Leonard Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 1894.

Prof. JENS IVERSON WESTENOARD (Harvard Univ.), 29 Chauncey St., Cam-

bridge, Mass. 1903.

SIDNET A. WESTON, Sharon, Mass. 1903.

Pres. BENJAMIN IDE WHEELER, University of California, Berkeley, Cal.

1885.

Prof. JOHN WILLIAMS WHITE (Harvard Univ.), 18 Concord Ave., Cambridge,
Mass. 1877.

Miss MARIA WHITNEY, 2 Divinity Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 1897.

Mrs. WILLIAM DWIQHT WHITNEY, 227 Church St., New Haven, Conn. 1897.

Rev. E. T. WILLIAMS, U. S. Legation, Pekin, China. 1901.

FREDERICK WELLS WILLIAMS (Yale Univ.), 135 Whitney Ave., New Haven,
Conn. 1895.

TALCOTT WILLIAMS, LL.D. ("The Press"), 916 Pine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

1884.

Rev. Dr. WILLIAM COPLEY WINSLOW, 525 Beacon St., Boston, Mass. 1885.

Rev. STEPHEN S. WISE, 233 N. 24th St., Portland, Oregon. 1894.

HENBY B. WITTON, Inspector of Canals, 16 Murray St., Hamilton, Ontario.

1885.

Rev. LAUREN P. WOLFE, Church of The Holy Comforter, 19th and Titan

Sts., Philadelphia, Pa. 1898.

WILLIAM W. WOOD, 1604 Linden Ave., Baltimore, Md. 1900.

JAMES H. WOODS, Ph.D., 2 Chestnut St., Boston, Mass. 1900.

Prof. JOHN HENRY WRIGHT (Harvard Univ.), 38 Quincy St., Canal, i

Mass. 1898.

Prof. THEODORE F. WRIGHT, 42 Quincy St., Cambridge, Haas. 1898.

Rev. JAMES OWENS WRIGHTSON, 1031 Monument si .. Baltimore, Ml l'.">::

Rev. ABRAHAM YOHANNAN, Columbia University, New York, N. Y. 1894.

Rev. EDWARD J. YOUNG, 519 Main St., Waltham, Mass. 1809.

[TOTAL, 256.]
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III. MEMBERS OF THE SECTION FOR THE HISTORICAL
STUDY OF RELIGIONS.

Prof. FELIX ADLER, Ph.D., 123 East 60th St., New York, N. Y. 1900.

Rev. Dr. SAMUEL H. BISHOP, 176 West 82d St., New York, N. Y. 1898.

Rev. JOHN L. CHANDLER, Madura, South India. 1899.

SAMUEL DICKSON, 901 Clinton St., Philadelphia, Pa. 1899.

Dr. ARTHUR FAIRBANKS, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa. 1898.

Prof. FRANKLIN H. GIDDINGS (Columbia Univ.), 150 West 79th St., New

York, N. Y. 1900.

Prof. ARTHUR L. GILLETT, Hartford Theological Seminary, Hartford, Conn.

1898.

Prof. GEORGE S. GOODSPEED, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111. 1899.

Dr. CHARLES B. GULJCK (Harvard University), 18 Walker St., Cambridge,
Mass. 1899.

Prof. LINDLEY M. KEASBEY (Bryn Mawr College), Bryn Mawr, Pa. 1903.

Prof. GEORGE T. LADD (Yale Univ.), 204 Prospect St., New Haven, Conn.

1898.

Prof. HINCKLEY G. MITCHELL, Ph.D., D.D. (Boston University), 72 Mt.

Vernon St., Boston, Mass. 1900.

Miss MARGARETTA MORRIS, 2106 Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pa. 1903.

WILLIAM W. NEWELL, Cambridge, Mass. 1898.

FRED NORRIS ROBINSON, Ph.D. (Harvard Univ.), Longfellow Park, Cam-

bridge, Mass. 1900.

Rev. CHARLES S. SANDERS, Aintab, Turkey. 1902.

Rev. Dr. MINOT J. SAVAGE, 34th St. and Park Ave., New York, N. Y.

1898.

Prof. EDWIN R. SELIGMAN (Columbia Univ.), 324 West 86th St., New York,

N. Y. 1898.

Prof. LANGDON C. STEWARDSON, Lehigh University, South Bethlehem, Pa.

1901.

Prof. WILLIAM G. SUMNER (Yale Univ.), 240 Edwards St., New Haven, Conn.

1898.

Prof. CHARLES MELLEN TYLER, Cornell Univ.
, Ithaca, N. Y. 1904.

Prof. R. M. WENLEY, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. 1898.

Rev. NATHAN H. WILLIAMS, Palmetto, Fla. 1902.

[TOTAL, 23.]

IV. CORRESPONDING MEMBERS.

Prof. GRAZIADIO ISAIA ASCOLI, Royal Academy of Sciences and Letters,

Milan, Italy.

Rev. C. C. BALDWIN (formerly Missionary at Foochow, China), 105 Spruce

St., Newark, N. J.

Prof. ADOLPH BASTIAN, Univ. of Berlin, Germany. 1866.

Pres. DANIEL BLISS, Syrian Protestant College, Beirut, Syria.

Rev. ALONZO BUNKER, Missionary at Toungoo, Burma. 1871.

Rev. MARCUS M. CARLETON, Missionary at Ambala, India.

Rev. EDSON L. CLARK, Hinsdale, Mass. Corp. Member, 1867.
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Rev. WILLIAM CLARK, Florence, Italy.

Judge ERNEST H. CROSBY, Rhinebeck, N. Y. 1890.

Rev. JOSEPH EDKINS, Shanghai, China. 1869.

A. A. GARGIULO, U. S. Legation, Constantinople, Turkey. 1892.

HENRY GILLMAN, 107 Fort St., West Detroit, Mich. 1890.

Rev. Dr. JOHN T. GRACEY (Editor of The Missionary Review of the World),
177 Pearl St., Rochester, N. V. 1869.

Rev. LEWIS GROUT, West Brattleboro, Vt. 1849.

Rev. JOHN T. GULICK, Missionary at Osaka, Japan.
Dr. \VILLABE HASKELL, 96 Dwight St., New Haven, Conn. 1877.

Prof. J. H. HAYNES, Central Turkey College, Aintab, Syria. 1887.

Dr. JAMES C. HEPBURN, 71 Glenwood Ave., East Orange, N. J. 1878.

Dr. A. F. RUDOLF HOERNLE, 8 Northmoor Road, Oxford, England. 1893.

Rev. Dr. HENRY H. JESSUP, Missionary at Beirut, Syria.

Pres. WILLIAM A. P. MARTIN, Hankow, China. 1858.

Prof. EBERHARD NESTLE, Ulm, Wurttemberg, Germany. 1888.

Dr. ALEXANDER G. PASPATI, Athens, Greece. 1861.

Rev. STEPHEN D. PEET, 5817 Madison Ave., Chicago, 111. 1881.

ALPHONSE PINART. [Address desired.] 1871.

Prof. LEON DE ROSNY (Ecole des langues orientales vivantes), 47 Avenue

Dnquesne, Paris, France. 1857.

Rev. Dr. S. I. J. SCHERESCHEWSKY, Shanghai, China.

Rev. W. A. SHEDD, Missionary at Oroomiah, Persia. 1893.

Dr. JOHN C. SUNDBERG, 313 Phelan Building, San Francisco, Cal. 1893.

Rev. GEORGE N. THOMSSEN, of the American Baptist Mission, Bapatla,.
Madras Pres., India. Member, 1890; Corresp., 1891.

Rev. GEORGE T. WASHBURN, Meriden, Conn.

Rev. JAMES W. WAUGH, Missionary at Lucknow, India. (Now at Ocean

Grove, N. J.) 1873.

Rev. JOSEPH K. WHITE, New Hamburgh, N. Y. Corp. Member, 1869.

[TOTAL, 33.]
Number of Members of the four classes (25 + 256 + 23 + 33=337).

SOCIETIES, LIBRARIES, TO WHICH THE PUBLICATIONS OF THE AMERICAN
< MUENTAL SOCIETY ARE SENT BY WAY OF GIFT OR EXCHANGE.

I. AMERICA.

BOSTON, MASS. : American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

CHICAGO, h.i ..: ! -'i .-Id Columbian Museum.
NEW YORK : American Geographical Society.
I'HII.MII i .1 -in \. PA.: American Philosophical Society.

\V\siuifGTOir, D. C.: Smithsoninn Institution.

Bureau of American Ethnology.

WORCESTER, MASS.: American Antiquarian So.
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II. EUROPE.

AUSTRIA, VIENNA : Kaiserliche Akademie der Wissenschaften.

Anthropologische Gesellschaft.

PRAGUE : Koniglich Bohinische Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften.

DENMARK, ICELAND, REYKJAVIK : University Library.

FRANCE, PARIS : Socie*te* Asiatique. (Rue de Seine, Palais de I'lnstitut.)

Acade"mie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres.

Bibliotheque Nationale.

Muse"e Guiinet. (Avenue du TrocadeVo.)
Ecole des Langues Orientales Vivantes. (Rue de Lille, 2.)

GERMANY, BERLIN : Koniglich Preussische Akademie der Wissenschaften.

Konigliche Bibliothek.

Seminar fiir Orientalische Sprachen. (Am Zeughause 1.)

GOTTINGEN : Konigliche Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften.

HALLE : Bibliothek der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesell-

schaft. (Friedrichstr. 50.)

LEIPZIG : Koniglich Sachsische Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften.

Leipziger Semitistische Studien. (J. C. Hinrichs.)

MUNICH : Koniglich Bairische Akademie der Wissenschaften.

Konigliche Hof- und Staat.sbibliothek.

TUBINGEN : Library of the University.
GREAT BRITAIN, LONDON : Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland.

(22 AlbemarleSt., W.)

Library of the India Office. (Whitehall, SW.)

Society of Biblical Archaeology. (37 Great Russell

St., Bloomsbury, W.C.)

Philological Society. (Care of Dr. F. J. Furnivall,

3 St. George's Square, Primrose Hill, NW.)
ITALY, FLORENCE : Societa Asiatica Italiana.

ROME : Reale Accademia dei Lincei.

NETHERLANDS, AMSTERDAM : Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen.
THE HAGUE : Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land-, en Vol-

kenkunde van Nederlandsch Indie.

LEYDEN : Curatorium of the University.

RUSSIA, HELSINGFORS : Socie'te" Finno-Ougrienne.
ST. PETERSBURG: Imperatorskaja Akademija Nauk.

Archeologiji Institut.

SWEDEN, UPSALA : Humanistiska Vetenskaps-Samfundet.

III. ASIA.

CALCUTTA, GOV'T OF INDIA : Home Department.

CEYLON, COLOMBO : Ceylon Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

CHINA, PEKING : Peking Oriental Society.

SHANGHAI : China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

TONKIN : Pe"cole Frangaise d'extr&ne Orient (Rue de Coton), Hanoi.

INDIA, BOMBAY : Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

The Anthropological Society. (Town Hall.)
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INDIA, CALCUTTA : The Asiatic Society of Bengal.
The Buddhist Text Society. (86 Jaun Bazar St.)

LAHORE : Library of the Oriental College.

SIMLA : Office of the Director General of Archaeology. (Ben-

more, Simla, Punjab.)

JAPAN, TOKIO: The Asiatic Society of Japan.

JAVA. BATAVIA : Bataviaasch Genootschap van Knnsten en Wetenschappen.
KOREA : Branch of Royal Asiatic Society, Seoul, Korea.

NEW ZEALAND : The Polynesian Society, New Plymouth.
SYRIA : The American School (care U. S. Consul, Jerusal* nn

IV. AFRICA.

EGYPT, CAIRO : The Khedivial Library.

V. EDITORS OF THE FOLLOWING PERIODICALS.

The Indian Antiquary (care of the Education Society's Press, Bombay, India).

Wiener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes (care of Alfred Holder,
Rothenthurni-str. 15, Vienna, Austria).

Zeitschrift fur vergleichende Sprachforschung (care of Prof. E. Ktihn, 3

Hess Str., Munich, Bavaria).

Revue de 1'Histoire des Religions (care of H Jean ReVille, chez M. E. Lerotix,

38 rue Bonaparte, Paris, France).

Zeitschrift fur die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft (care of Prof. Bernhard

Stade, Giessen, Germany).

Beitrage zur Assyriologie und semitischen Sprachwissenschaft. (J. C. Hin-

richs'sche Buchhandlung, Leipzig, Germany.)
Oriental Bibliography (care of Dr. Lucian Scherman, 8 Gisela Str., Munich,

Bavaria).

The American Antiquarian and Oriental Journal, Good Hope, Illinois.

RECIPIENTS : 304 (Members) +64 (Gifts and Exchanges) = 868.

REQUEST.
The Editors request the Librarians of any Institutions or Libraries, not

mentioned above, to which this Journal may regularly come, to notify them
of the fact. It is the intention of the Editors to print a list, as complete aa

may be, of regular subscribers for the Journal or of recipients thereof. The
follo\v beginning of such a list.

Andover Theological Seminary.
Boston Public Library.

Brown University Library.

Chicago University Library.

Cornell University Library.
Harvard Sanskrit Class-Room I .i 1

Harvard Semitic Class-Room Library.
Harvard University I -i 1 > -

Nebraska University Library.
New York Public Library.
Yale University Library.
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CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS

OF THE

AMERICAN ORIENTAL SOCIETY.

With Amendments of April 1897.

CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE I. This Society shall be called the AMERICAN ORIENTAL SOCIETY.

ARTICLE II. The objects contemplated by this Society shall be :

1. The cultivation of learning in the Asiatic, African, and Polynesian lan-

guages, as well as the encouragement of researches of any sort by which the

knowledge of the East may be promoted.
2. The cultivation of a taste for oriental studies in this country.
3. The publication of memoirs, translations, vocabularies, and other com-

munications, presented to the Society, which may be valuable with reference

to the before-mentioned objects.

4. The collection of a library and cabinet.

ARTICLE III. The members of this Society shall be distinguished as cor-

porate and honorary.
ARTICLE IV. All candidates for membership must be proposed by the

Directors, at some stated meeting of the Society, and no person shall be

elected a member of either class without receiving the votes of as many as

three-fourths of all the members present at the meeting.
ARTICLE V. The government of the Society shall consist of a President,

three Vice-Presidents, a Corresponding Secretary, a Recording Secretary, a

Secretary of the Section for the Historical Study of Religions, a Treasurer. .1

Librarian, and seven Directors, who shall be annually elected by ballot,

at the annual meeting.

ARTICLE VI. The President and Vice-Presidents shall perform the custom-

ary duties of such officers, and shall be ex officio members of the Board of

Directors.

ARTICLE VII. The Secretaries, Treasurer, and Librarian shall be ex officio

members of the Board of Directors, and shall perform their respective duties

under the superintendence of said Board.

ARTICLE VIII. It shall be the duty of the Board of Directors to regulate

the financial concerns of the Society, to superintend its publications, to carry

into effect the resolutions and orders of the Society, and to exercise a general

supervision over its affairs. Five Directors at any regular meeting shall be

a quorum for doing business.

ARTICLE IX. An Annual meeting of the Society shall be held during
Easter week, the days and place of the meeting to be determined by the

Directors, said meeting to be held in Massachusetts at least once in three
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years. One or more other meetings, at the discretion of the Directors, may
also be held each year at such place and time as the Directors shall determine.

ARTICLE X. There shall be a special Section of the Society, devoted to

the historical study of religions, to which section others than members of the

American Oriental Society may be elected in the same manner as is prescribed
in Article IV.

ARTICLE XI. This Constitution may be amended, on a recommendation
<>f tlte Directors, by a vote of three-fourths of the members present at an
annual meeting.

BY-LAWS.

I. The Corresponding Secretary shall conduct the correspondence of the

Society, and it shall be his duty to keep, in a book provided for the purpose,
a copy of his letters ; and he shall notify the meetings in such manner as the

President or the Board of Directors shall direct.

1 1 The Recording Secretary shall keep a record of the proceedings of the

Society in a book provided for the purpose.
III. ". The Treasurer shall have charge of the funds of the Society ;

and
his investments, deposits, and payments shall be made under the superin-
tendence of the Board of Directors. At each annual meeting he shall report
the state of the finances, with a brief summary of the receipts and payments
of the previous year.

III. 6. After December 81, 1896, the fiscal year of the Society shall corre-

spond with the calendar year.

III. c. At each annual business meeting in Easter week, the President

shall appoint an auditing committee of two men preferably men residing in

or near the town where the Treasurer lives to examine the Treasurer's

accounts and vouchers, and to inspect the evidences of the Society's propt 1 1 \
,

and to see that the funds called for by his balances are in his hands. The

Committee shall perform this duty as soon as possible after the New Year's

day succeeding their appointment, and shall report their findings to the

Society at the next annual business meeting thereafter. If these findings are

satisfactory, the Treasurer shall receive his acquittance by a certificate to

that effect, which shall be recorded in the Treasurer's book, and published
in the Proceedings.

IV. Hi. Librarian shall keep a catalogue of all books belonging to the

Society, with the names of the donors, if they are presented, and shall at

each annual meeting make a report of the accessions to the library during

the previous year, and shall be farther guided in the discharge of his duties

by such rules as the Directors shall pi* scribe.

V. All papers read before the Society, and all manuscripts deposited by
Hfchora for poblkflttoit, <>r f..r .th.-r piii-ponea, shall beat t h- <i:-j>oal of the

Board of 1 unless notice to the contrary is given to the Editors at
'

presentation.

v I Each corporate member shall pay into the treasury of the Society an

annual assessment of five dollars ;
but a donation at any one time of seventy-

five dollars shall exempt from obligation to make this payment.
VII. Corporate and Honorary members shall be entitled to a copy >t all

the
]

- of the Society issued during their membership, and shall
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also have the privilege of taking a copy of those previously published, so far

as the Society can supply them, at half the ordinary selling price.

VIII. If any corporate member shall for two years fail to pay his assess-

ments, his name may, at the discretion of the Directors, be dropped from the

list of members of the Society.

IX. Members of the Section for the Historical Study of Religions
shall pay into the treasury of the Society an annual assessment of two dol-

lars
;
and they shall be entitled to a copy of all printed papers which fall

within the scope of the Section.

X. Six members shall form a quorum for doing business, and three to

adjourn.

SUPPLEMENTARY BY-LAW.

I. FOR THE LIBRARY.

1. The Library shall be accessible for consultation to all members of the

Society, at such times as the Library of Yale College, with which it is

deposited, shall be open for a similar purpose ; further, to such persons as

shall receive the permission of the Librarian, or of the Librarian or Assistant

Librarian of Yale College.

2. Any member shall be allowed to draw books from the Library upon the

following conditions : he shall give his receipt for them to the Librarian,

pledging himself to make good any detriment the Library may suffer from
their loss or injury, the amount of said detriment to be determined by the

Librarian, with the assistance of the President, or of a Vice-President
;
and
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